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Merriconeag'

BOOK PARTY AT BAILEY'S.
i SILVER CUP WON
LAST THURSDAY EVENING.
III HARPSWELl RACES.

House
South Harpswell, Me.

ALL

GEO. W. CAMPBELL. Jr., Prop.

THE

80CIAL SET OUT
FORCE.

IN

LAST SATURDAY'S RACING FINI SHED MOTOR BOAT CLASS.

PRICE FIVE CENTS.

Merriconeag
South

House

Harpswell, Me.

GEO. W.
2nd Class Yachts Decided Also, No
Name Winning—Sheerwater DeThe cottagers of Bailey Island turned
feat®
Iris—Florence
Shows
out
In force
Thursday evening last
Heels to Flying Dutchto attend a book
Mr.
party given for
Kenneth Fisher Bingham.
man.
whose
birthday it was. The way In
which i > The course for the second race in the
the proceedings were
conducted was South Harps well regatta was
changed
that each person wore a costume or j
from that of the week before and the
something on his person which would yachts In the afternoon spanked their
suggest the title of some book. Then way
out
through POtt's channell.
each
person was
given a card on around Mark Island ledge bouy
and
which he wrote down what books be over
to Sand Island, thence
thought the others represented. Priz- all buoys on proper side and rounding
reaching
es were to be given the
persons who for the finish off the wharf. The
3rd
guessed the greatest number correct- class cut
their course short by not goly and the less fortunate one who In-1 ing beyond Stave Island
The
buoy.
terpreted the smallest number
morning
results
were
practically
rectly. These rules, as might be cor-j
ex-< the
same as last
week. Cheemaun.
pecter, aroused the keenest compel owned by Miss Annie
Packard
and
tltlon among the guests and as a remanage'! by Capt. J. Orman Bibber
sult many clever and
con- winning the race for motor
puzzling
boats with
trivances were worn. The hall presentftfe Sinbad second. This gave two out
ed a gay appearance as the
'Of
three to Miss Packard and she has
guests
came up
the broad stairway to the the cup for the
present year.
piazza, as much taste had been used
In the
afternoon a fairly
fresh
In decorating the interior to suit the
breeze sprang up and the
yachting enmemorable occasion. La France roses
thusiasts
were present in
large numwere the prevailing flower in the decobers. The first class sloops had two
ration.
Banks nf
*""*
starters only, but they were both
ers were tastily
flyarranged with ferns ers. The Sheerwater
owned by
L.
and evergreen boughs,
screening from H. Spauldlng and the Iris, the
fast
view the musicians who rendered
You can take a boat or steamer to
ar- knockabout from Cliff
Island,
owned
any part of Casco
tistic music for the occasion. Bach's
by John Stone, were the competitors. from in
front of The
Fugue in G. Minor was the most en- In the second
class sloops the
No
joyed. Benjamin Luckey appeared as Name. Miss
Packard's boat, won from
to October.
"The Prince of India." wearing
an the
Constance, giving the cup to
the
elaborate Oriental costume which beformer with two out of three, the
Modern
and
one
of the
Resorts of
came his classic features. Miss Winn!same boat winning in the first
race. Maine.
fred Root looked effective as "Ships
room has a clear view of the ocean.
The Florence in the third class
Private
outthat pass in the Night," Mrs. Clara
did the Flying Dutchman
and. provid- boat
and float,
Louise Burnham. the popular author- ed
beach and
rooms
the race awarded the Lethe a week
ess
represented
"The
House
of ago is
at the foot of the lawn.
she
forfeited,
has
the
The
room
cup.
seats
100.
Mixta." Mr. Richard Kirk, the wellLethe was an outside boat owned
known poet portrayed "The
by a
Lightning cruising party from Boston, who were
of Amusement and
Conductor" by
holding a miniature here a few days
only and as
the
kite on which
the name "Benjamin
Room
Florence came in second it is
Plans,
Booklets etc. on
possible
Franklin" was printed. "Many Inventthe judges may give her the decision.
ions" was represented by Mr. Cha-''.*s
Many

Clever
Costumes Worn
Neat Prizes Awarded.

CAMPBELL) Jr.. Prop.

and

Bay

Merriconeag.

Open June

Thoroughly
Every
landing

SCENES AT THE MERRICONEAU'S SUPERB LOCATION.
At the Merriconeag are seen the most
entrancing views of the Bay, the
most vivid sunsets, the finest yachts in
Casco Bay. Here are wafted
the
gentlest breezes and here are the most even and
comfort-giving temperatures.
Surf and rocks on one side—bathing beach and boats on the
other.
Floor Plans and Rates on application to
George W.

Campbell, Jr.,

Harpswell, Me.

-v
'*•

The

South

.<r—

■*—
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Big Store with Small Profits

w»-

SUMMARY.

„

1st Clan Sloops.
SU»rt- Flntvh- TOapsed.
ed. ed Time

r^resMt/ilons
-t-w* *
''>•
ly clever were at the party, iher*- Boat,
being about eighty guests. The first
prize was won by Mrs. J. A. Allen,
who was loudly applauded as a hand- Sheerwater,
(Spauldlng)
some
edition
of Mrs.
Burnham's Iris
(Stone)
charming romance "Doctor Latimer"]

fit.

<

2,30.10 4.33.59 2.03.49
2.30.45 4.36.33 2.05.48
2nd Class Sloops.

presented her. The consolation
was given Master Conant Starr
who
was unable
to
through youth
guess but seven.
After the formalaitie8 were
over the orchestra struck
up Vesta Victoria's "Waiting at
the
Church" to which both young and old
joined in dancing. This was continued until midnight when a
tasty supper was served, the guests retaining
their costumes, lending an air
of

(Packard)
Constance.
(Thomas)

cess.

Flying Dutchman.
(Austin)
2.41.23 4.48.15 2.06.52

was

IRA P. CLARK & CO.
Oik Price

Spot Cash.

Clothiers,

Hatters,

Furnishers,
Three Floors,

26 and 28 Monument Sq.

Tolman, Bradford Furniture Co.,
17 and 17 1-2 Preble St.
Dealers in

New and Second-Hand Furniture,
Antique Co ode of all
klnda bought and eold. Aleo Auctioneer a and
Appralaera.

POST CARDS.
If you're intending to carry home a
dozen or two post cards of Casco
Bay
scenery you should select them from our
complete stock.
For a Gift or as a Souvenir
nothing
can equal the beautiful Lamson
Prints.
There's a White Post near our door and
the store is a comfortable
waiting-place
for street cars. You are
always welcome.

prize

romance and picturesqueness to the
occasion.
This over, the party broke
up. it having been voted a grand suc-

GEORGE ROOT.

NOTES OF THE COTTAGERS AND
HOTEL SOJOURNERS.

Probably

Many

More

People

Here

Than At Any Previoua Season.
Howard S. Hamilton, the contractor
will build a six room
cottage for Geo.
L. Barker of Maiden, Mass.. at once.
Work was commenced
by
Tuesday
Mr. Hamilton. The location is on the
Alonzo Hamilton property in the rear
of the post office.
The Benjamin
Bishop place has
been sold to Mrs. Norman Ellison of
Merlon Station, Pa., for $3500.
The
plot contains 16 acres and is located
on the
shore adjoining the
Sunset
Land Co.'s property. Mr. E. A. Ballard purchased a portion of the
land
lying south of the road for $500. Mrs.
Ellison, who has been visiting Mrs.
William Stewart at her summer cot*
tage for two weeks in company witn
Mr. Ellison, left Monday and
has
placed the alteration and repairing of
the
house In the hands of
Bishop
Howard 8. Hamilton. The building
will be slightly remodelled, three dormer windows added, a Are
place put
In and other work
begun during the
winter in order to have the place
ready for next season.
Mr. and Mrs.

Benjamin Bishop,

who

have sold their homestead at Sunset

landing,

Portland.
The

will

eventually

STATIONERS.

233 MiddU

St..

PORTLAND,

ME.

Start- Finished.
ed.

Boat.

Elaps-

Time

2.35.17 4.55.40 2.20.23
2.35.40 4.52.17 2.21.37

3rd Class

Sloops.

Start- Finish- Elapsed.
ed. ed Time

Boat.
Florence.

(Watson)

2,40.15 4,36.53 1.56.40

MERRIC0NEA6 HOUSE.

CHEBEA6UE ISLAND,

reside

In

Bay View House occupied by

Capt. Benjamin Hamilton will probably be occupied by the widow of
the
former owner. Mrs. Jeremiah Hamilton. who Is at present In Rockland, at
the close of this season. It la understood Mrs. Hamilton will take
posses-

sion and
by next sesson the house
will be put In first claaa condition to
cater to the summer tourists.

Miss Mildred Gorman was tendered
party Saturday at Amordale by the
members of the Mebebeca clob
of
Portland. This club Is composed entirely of young ladles and It Is aald
the Initials of each girl's name
constitute the club name. Can you guess
them
The party was a sort of
laland "farewell" for this season
as
Miss Gorman Is to be married
next
a

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS CO.

bathing

Dining

Plenty

Root, who wore pictures of auto
biles, locomotives, sewing machi

month.
Mrs. Anna Morse of Hempstead. L.
(Continued on Page 12.)

LIVELY AND ENJOYABLE
OCCASIONS TAKE UP EACH EVENING.
A

Lady Breaks Fishing Record—Several
Interesting Photos in Proat

Present—Kings County
(N.Y) District Attorney

cess

Here.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Moger of New
York
arrived Sunday.
city
This
pleasant couple spent a part of last
season here.
Mr. Moger Is superintendent of station A. of the New York

Popular

dressing

Recreation. Rates,
Application.

GEORGE W. CAMPBELL, Jr.
South Harpswell, Maine.

Now is the Time
to

Buy Cottage

Furniture.

We have several

that
to
Remember

will

bargains

pay

you

investigate.

will be pleased to have
you call and inspect our goods.
we

Post office and takes his vacation In

Maine usually.

Miss FVances lionise Banks of New
York city arrived Sunday. She hat
not visited the house since the
period
when It was conducted
by

B. Reed.
Miss
by her friend
Gwynne of the
Dr. and Mrs.
bridge who are
tained Mr. and

Auburn

Joseph

Banks Is accompanied
Miss
Elizabeth W«
same

city.

T. B. Hayden of Camsummering here enterMrs. Ara Cushman of

the

bowling string last week
alley with a score of 15*.

at

Several of the jroting ladles of the
hotel conceived the brilliant Idea that
a photo taken seated on the
Birch
island bell buoy would be a
taking
feature lo send home to their friends.
Accordingly Misses Kennedy, Besson.
Correa. Fink. Bralnard and Runyon
set out to pose
nlngly and In groups
on
the bnoy.
There are plenty of

"boys"

In the house too. but the lono

anchored outside seemed most
attractive to these young ladles and
the shutter of the csmera was worked
several times br one of them, an expert.
The results have not yet come
to light, however, and the
Breete ft
minus the cut which It
should hare
bee» It's province to publish
this
one

COMPLETE

week.

The soft, yet lively music of two
violins and a harp greeted the guests
as they came from
the dining room

CO.,

HOMEFURNISHERS,

Cor. Exchange and Federal Sta.
P.K.

Sunday.

Mrs. Henry W. Kennedy of New
York city who Is spending the season
here caught a conger eel while on a
recent fUhlng excursion which was
a record bresker for a woman's
rod
this summer.
The delicacy was served In the chefs finest style for dinner
the same evening, and several
lady
friends of the angler partook. Mrs.
also
won the prlr.e for the
Kennedy

highest

R. S. DAVIS

and Investigation
Saturday evening.
showed that proprietor Campbell had
engaged the three performers to furnish mimic for a hop which wan given
on the veranda.
The awnings had
h«>en taken down and the mellow light
of Japanese lanterns shed a toft glow
over the scene.
Dancing was enjoyed
until about
ten o'clock
under these
delightful conditions In the open air
and those part lei pat I ng gave a unanimous vote of thanks for the superb

evening's enjoyment.
Hon. John F. Clark, district attorney for King's county, N. Y.f with his
two assistant
Prank X.
attorneys.
McCaffrey and William Van Wyck are
down as guests of Hon. J. J. Ryan,
formerly of the Superior bench, who
Is sojourning here for the season. Mr.
Clark will be recognized at once by
readers of the dailies as the Inflexible
prosecutor of the
sewer
damage
scandals In King** county last spring.
Assistant-District Attorney Van Wyck
Is the son of e*-Jndge Augustus Van
Wyck, who resigned from the Superior court to run against Roosevelt for
The four are anticipating
governor.
some deep sea fishing while here.
The singing of Miss Cora Besaon

HASKELL, Pres.

Brooklyn Saturday evening was a
particularly pleasing treat. She Rang
with the harp for
accompalnment. the
skilled

of

performer

following her

on

voice

the instrument

perfectly, and.

in

responding to repeated
the old air of Annie encores, gave
Laurie
with

soul-stirring effect.

The younger set held
an enjoyable
dance at Hamilton's
hall.
Monday
evening. music being furnished
by
Miss Ora Dolloff at the
piano. All
the gentlemen
present appeared with
a large yellow
bouttonnlere.
Misses Caroline L. T. and
R. A. M.
Pomeroy of Chestnut Hill. Mass.. who
hare spent several
seasons here are
two jolly young ladles
who are well
known among the hotel
people.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Connor. Mr.
Mllllken B
Ollhooley and Mr. A. P
Boli, all of New York, are
registered
at the house,
having room accomodations In a cottage.
Mr. John R. Cummlngs
and Mr.
Wallace Margraf left for Sew York
Sunday.
Mr. Cummlngs was called
back suddenly by
business, but hop**
to return later.
Mrs. Cummlngs will

(Continued

on

Page 11.)

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL.

Number of Transients

nolds and

Steamboat Men You Know.

HOUSE
STILL
AND
CROWDED
TOURISTS REFUSED ACCOMMODATIONS.

Large

ton. Salem,
prize

CASCO BAY HOUSE.

Daily.

Landlord Crafts has been kept very
busy this week endeavoring to accommodate
tnose
who wish
to secure
lodgings at Ocean View. All of his
rooms are filled and although
he has
been fortunate In hiring rooms
at
neighboring cottages for some of his
close
guests he has been forced to
his doors on quite a few patrons. Sunday he served dinner to 108 guests.
He
is at
present examining plans
he
and specifications for an addition
intends to make before another
sea-

HOUSE STILL

William L- Pa ring ton, one of the
best known steamboat officers about
Portland, holds the position of&trser on the steamer Sebascodegan. In
this capacity be has during the past
four years endeared himself to every
passenger by his cheerful good na-

LIMIT

to
Friends made on former visits
looking
Bailey Island are eagerl>
ot
forward to the coming this week
Mr. John H. Small and family
of
Washington, D. C.. Mr. Small is proprietor of the largest florist stores in
Washington and New York. His family consists of his wife, a charming entertainer, two popular and beautiful
daughters, the Misses Helen and Madison and John H. Small, Jr., who has
won quite a reputation in all departments of athletics. John Small's "big
Ash." caught two years ago, is still a
frequent topic of conversation at the
wharf.
He is just returning from
a
United States geological survey
in

Colorado.
•Mr.

ttenrv

jeroiaman,

me

straw-

berry king of Hilton, N. J., accompanied by Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes Neumann of Newark, and her son Alexander C. Neumann of the same city
arrived Sunday for their summer outing. Mr. Neumann is secretary of the
Ray Sporting Goods
Manufacturing
Co., of Newark, and at the present
time is making
an
extensive tour
through the New England States in

the

interest of his concern, and also
interesting New England
capitalists
in forming a company for the purpose
of manufacturing what is known as
the seal back lavatory.
This
seal
does away entirely
with
what is
known as the present back vent pipe.
He is meeting with grand success.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

A. B. Cowles or
arrived
Sunday
for their annual vacation.
This is
their third season with us, and among
the mi?ny Springfield
tourists
who
register here none are higher in their
than
this
praise of Bailey's
couple.

Springfield, Mass.,

■

Mr. and Mrs. H.
S.
Woodls of
Worcester are here again for another
extended vacation.
They are regular
tourists here and have many friends
among the guests of the hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stephans
of Reading. Pa., registered
Tuesday
noon
for an extended outing.
Last
season they were at the hotel for the
first time, but like many others of our
tourists after their first visit, we can
usually expect them next season. Mr.
Stephans is in the real estate business at Reading.

Miss J.
S. Humphrey of Beverly,
Mass.. who has been at the hotel since
early last week, is a young lady whose
here.
popularity is well established
She is a lover of the rough scenery
and dashing waves found on Bailey's
back shore and hopes to visit
the
island agalng next year. Miss Humphrey is a very successful business
woman in the "Garden City by the
Sea," Beverly on the North Shore.
Misses Emily F. Clegg, Bertha
E.
Fogwell and Maud A. Matthews, three
ladies.
from
young
Fall
River,
Mass., are here for a two weeks* outing. These young ladles are making
the most of their time bathing
and

boating.

R0BINH00D INN.
HOUSE 8TILL ENTERTAINING ITS
FULL QUOTA OF TOURISTS

Clam Bike Enjoyed at Ragged Island

Tuesday.

Miss Massey has decided to keep
the Inn open until September 10, to
order to accomodate several
parties
whose vacation extends until that time
Bualness here this Reason Is the best
since the opening of this bouse some
several yeara ago.
After
finishing
her business affairs here Miss Massey
will go to the White Mountains for
rest before spuming her achool duties
at Philadelphia, Pa.

Robert J. Walker of Waablagtoa.
D. C., arrived the latter part of laat
week for a vacation that will extend
until the close of the house,
Mr.
Walker was here last seaoon and he
was so pleased with the location of
the Inn and especially with the water
advantages that he decided to be with
as a«aln this season.

Some thirty guest* went on a clam
bake to Ragged Island Tuesdajr morning. conveyance being made In the
schooner of Capt. Doughty.
At the
noon hour a fine repaat waa served
after which the different parts of the
Island were explored.
Mr.
Rdward
Wldmayer of New York had the party in charge.

of New York
last for a two
Mr Fowler is a
weeks' outing here.
friend of Mr. Rdward Wldmayer
of
New York, who ia spending his vacation here.
Charles

registered

N.

Fbwler

Saturday

Mr*. W. E. Iceland and Mrs. Martha
Y. Olbbs of Mechanic Palls. Me., arrivsd Tuesday for a short
sojourn

Monday evening
huge bon fire
was lighted on the beach In front of
the Inn and all the guests were assembled to watch the burning embers.
Story telling was the chief amusement and the jokes of Mr. Fowler
were much enjoyed by all present.
a

SEASIDE C0TTA6E.
THIS POPULAR BOARDING HOUSE
IS FULL
TO OVERFLOW.

Many

Transients Stop

few

Here for Din-

birth, and she can imitate the darker
dialect to perfection. Her stories
were
all drawn from personal
experiences
and observation, and her graceful and
easy manner and witty side remarks
captivated the assembled guests. To
the students of advanced
metaphysics
her books.
"Self Building
Through
Common
Sense
Methods" and
"A
Modern M'racle" stand for all that is
sincere and practical in the realm or
applied
hygiene and
psychology.
The proceeds from her books
and
readings she wisely uses for the advancing of the conditions of the poor
whites in the mountain regions
of

HILL CHEST.

Thomas Tash and daughter.
Clara Tash are enjoying their summer outing with us.
Both ladies were
down for a day the first of the summer and they wete so pleased with
the island they decided to take their
vacation here.
Miss Josle H. Bergstrom of Worcester. Mass.. arrived Sunday to join her
friend. Miss Frostburg. who is here
for her vacation.
Both ladies will remain until Sept. 3.
Mr.

and

Many Bookings Are Being Received
for September.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wm. Keller of Boston. Mass.. arrived Saturday for an outing of two weeks. This
is their first visit to our
house, but we
trust we see them for many
years
come.
Mr. and

to

and
Taylor
daughter from Lawrence. Mass.. were
among the arrivals of Saturday. They
Mrs. T. M.

Arthur F. Breed of have been here In
years j>ast and are
Arlington Heights, Mass..
arrived
great admirers of Chebeague.
Monday evening for a sojourn of two
George F. Hlchborn of New York
weeks or more.
registered Saturday for a short vacaMrs.

THE HAMILTON
HOUSE

CROWDED
AND
MANY SOCIAL AFFAIRS HELP
PASS THE TIME.
STILL

Dancing Party Saturday Evening Last.
Saturday evening a pretty dancing
party was glren In the main lobby of

the house.

The fine waxed floor

sur-

face being well filled with the younger set of the house.
Miss E. I. Myers of Tarrytown, N.
Y.. with her niece. Miss Nellie I. Besson or Brooklyn, Mrs. J. D. Roberts of
Paterson, N. J., and Mrs. Georglnna

Flock of New York arrived Thursday
for an outing until after Sept. 1st. Miss
Myers was a guest of the house last
season for eleven weeks and
her
many friends were pleased to see her
again this season. Mrs. Flock
has
been summering at Atlantic City and
Manhattan Beach and at the close of
her stay here she
will go to Allenhurst, N. J., to spend the remainder of
the season.
Mr. Roberts Is expected
to Join his wife In a few days for
a
short vacation.
Pearl L* Bradbury of Saco, Me.. Is
the guest of Miss Clara Poor of Waverly. Mass., who Is summering here.
Mrs.

John W. Bowers of Portland,
was here Sunday the guest
of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell of the same city
who
are resting here for a
short
time.

Me.,

Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Russell of Warwere among those
that
registered
InSaturday. They are
two
tending to remain for at least
weeks.

erly. Mass.,

Mrs. Margaret Cook and her daughter, Miss Josephine Cook of New York
are here for an extended sojourn.

seasons.

Capt. "Jim" Clark, Bowdoin 'OS was
the guest of Mr. Magnus Redlon last
Tuesday afternoon and evening. Mr.
Clark is representing the interests ol
the New York Life Insurance
ComWhile in college he was cappany.
tain of the base ball team, which won
the championship of the state.
Mr. Pierce Maloney and friends ol

Daily.

Mrs.

at the Pavilion.

Mr. George H. Hanna. wife and fam
lly, who have been guests of
th«
Casco Bay House, have returned
tc
their winter home in Montreal, aftei
a delightful summer at
Long Island
J. S. Pike of Boston, Mass., is again
the guest of the Casco Bay House. Mr.
Pike has been
a frequent visitor ol
Long Island for the past ten years.

North Carolina.
Several of the guests went on
a
Mrs. J. S. Nolan
of
Cambridge, launch party to New Meadows River
the
start
Wednesday,
from
the
with
is
here
her
Mass.. who,
itfamily,
for the summer, entertained L. W. land being made about 8.30 a. m. Dinserved
at the
Sherman of Boston; Mrs. Effingham ner was
restaurant
Miss
Berot.
Mrs. there, after which an early start was
Mary
Perot.
Caroline B. Mitchell, and Mrs. Hannah made for home.
A progressive whist party was
P. Morris of Philadelphia, at dinner
givMonday. The party are spending the en in the main lobby last evening
Beason at the Checkley House. Prout's and some very
pretty souvenirs'were
Neck and on the invitation of their awarded the winners.
friend spen\ the day here.
Mr. Arthur Longfellow
of
New
York city arrived Sunday to spend
the remainder of the season with his
wife and son who have been here WHIST
AND
DANCING PARTIES
since early in the season.
Mr. LongHELP TO PASS THE HOUR8
fellow was here earlier in the season
AWAY.
for a few days.
ner

BAILSY ISLAND, ME.
WALTER D. CRAFTS. Prop. <&

WITH

Many Parties

nished.

here.

TAXED TO THI
TOURISTS OF
FORMER YEARS.

THe Ocean View Hotel

Dr. A. W. Keyou and wife of Bos
ton. Mass., are stopping here for si
extended visit. They have been visit
ors here on the island for
quite a

ture under conditions often strenuous
enough to disturb the most positive
sou.
He transacts the large
equanimity.
John M. Colt
and his sister. Miss
their cash and charge business of the boat
M. E. Colt are entertaining
friend. Miss S. M. Wilson of Wash- in his office on board, besides folington. D. C-. for a few days.
the loading and unloading of
Graphophone parties are becoming lowing
a popular means of spending a pleas- every piece of
freight, and attending
has
ant
evening. Landlord Crafts
to
the
service. He is cerpassenger
placed his large graphophone at the
command of his guests and a supply of tainly entitled to the 'words "vtell
over 200 of the best late record. Many
done" in these columns.
Hats off
of the other visitors on the island also
fur- to Will.
In he music this
find pleasure

Friday evening the spacious parlors
of Ocean View were crowded by members of the summer colony in response
to invitations issued by Mrs. Corrilla
Mrs.
Banister
of Gonzales. Texas.
Banister delivered an interesting talk
on psychology
and the error of "adverse impression." Her dialect stories
of the Southland were largely enjoyed
hands furnished
and her reading of
much amusement.

was

Mass., Miss Cora
Rey
Mrs. Fawcett. Consolation
awarded to Miss Davis.

tion of at least one week.
Miss Ethel Phillips of Salem.
Mass..
who has been here at the house
for
a two weeks' outing,
returned home
Saturday morning. Miss Phillips is a
pianist of ability and while here several evenings she favored the
guests
with
recitals.
impromptu
Miss
Phillips is planning to give a recital
In her native city this fall.
D. D. Gallagher. J. P. Morris
and
William J. Byrne of New York
arrived early last week for an outing of
two weeks or more.
This party
of
young men are making the most of
their time enjoying short
sailing
trips to the islands of our bay.
The house Is still receiving its large
share of
tourists and almost
dally
will find many new names on the hotel register. The outlook for September never was so encouraging and If
the weather continues favorable
the
house will be well filled after the 15th.
Whist was
the
attraction
again

Tuesday evening, the party being

un-

der the direction of Mrs. T. J. Blssell,
Mrs.
Robertson and Mrs.
Peare.
First
prize was secured by Mrs. W.
A. White. Boston: 2nd William
A.

TheUIng, Boston; while the

third was
awarded
to Mrs. Hess of New York
City. The consolation was captured
by Miss Peare of Newton.

imngs nave an ending and
the ending of the Field Day exercises
was appropriate to the
popularity of
Hill
Crest and did honor to the loyIts supporters In the
alty of
great
Field meet of last week, when
this
house succeeded In carrying off
the
honors of the day with SO points to
Its credit, more than double the number credited to any other hotel.
The
flnal ceremony of this signal
victory
aii

goon

was celebrated
Tuesday evening when
the handsome silk flag awarded Hill
Crest for their superior score was
preMr. and Mrs. F. O. Rlndell of New- sented by
the Field Day Committee.
In
for
the absence of the chairman, Mr.
ark, N. J., registered Thursday
two weeks or more.
This Is their first Clarence H. I«unt presented the banvisit toChebeague. They came here on ner of silk to the house, dwelling briefthe recommendation of Mrs Edward ly on the honor transmitted therewith.
Grey of Newark, who Is summering Secretary Thomas J. Mlssell received
here with two of her sons Mr Rlndell the flag In behalf of
Hill Crest and
Is engaged In the clothing business In with a few well chosen remarks
reminded the guests that It was
his native city.
theirs
for
one
year only unless won
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah L. Reynolds of
again
Madison. N. J., who sre touring Maine next season. Cheers were vigorously
given
a
after
and.
are with us for an Indefinite sojourn.
rousing two verses
While In Portland they made several of America, the house "battle song"
was
while
sung
the house "yell"
short trips to the nesrby resorts snd
were registered at the Falmouth ho- ripped out by a hundred voices gave
evidence of determination to
tel.
keep the
flag If possible. It now hangs
of
Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. L. Doughty
draped
In the office together with th#
comMt. Holly. N. J., and Mrs. A. M. Par
account of the 1906 Field
plete
sons of
arrived
Day
Greensbury, Ind..
from
clipped
the
Caaco
Bay Breeze,
Thursday last for a vacation of a week flanked
of
by
the
copies
"song" and
or ten days.
"yell" the whole
Thomas R. Cooley snd Raymond N. Mr. Rlssell on a neatly arranged by
background of green
Fletcher of Westfleld. Maas., are here denim
for their annual summer
vacation.
Thursday evening last a most sucthe
Both young men were here on
cessful whist party was given on
th«
Island last season.
music room the affair being In
charge
well- of Mrs. H. L Peare
Mrs. Corrllla
Banister, the
of New York City
known authoress and metaphysician who Is
summering here. The followentertained the guests here Tuesday ing were the winners
of the six prizevening with a delightfully Interest- es awarded. Dr. A. H.
ing collection of sketches of negro ton. Wm A. Thelllng. Woodcock, Boslife.
Mrs. Baalster Is a Texan
by Josephine Mtinson. Miss Boston; Miss
Edith Moot-

Boston. Mass., are again guests
of
the Casco Bay House for a
three
weeks' sojourn.
Mr. Andrew Graham, wife and son
with Mr. Fleck and daughter
returned
to their Phlladelphlan home
after a
most delightful four weeks'
vacation
the house.
Mr. Graham spoke in
glowing terms of the beauties of Cas-

The Ocean View as It's name Indicates
commands
a wide and
sweeping
▼lew of Bailer's Island.
Only three minutes walk to steamboat wharf and
the fine sand beach at the head of
Mackerel Core. Our table Is our
pride
and without question Is
superior to an y set here. Excellent service.
Everything first class. Four room bath house free to
guests. Bathing Suits
to
let. Long distance
telephone In hotel. Circulars with rates on application.
Hotel open all the year round.
Special rates to winter tourists.

L. M. YORK

at

Bay especially of Long Island. Mr.
Graham has engaged accommodations
for next year.

co

Bailey's Island,
Haine.

Cisco

South Harnswell
It is said that Herbert Estes is the
crack shot at the base ball
target.

Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. White
came
down on their launch for a short sojourn at Lin wood cottage recently.
The Macedonian Circle of
King's
Daughters gave its annual exhibition
at Hamilton hall on the eve of
Friday,
the 17th. There was a large attendance and a good
sum was realized.
The literary entertainment was
entirely musical, being under the direction of Mrs. W. A. McCandless of St.
Louis, who is summering here.
Dr.
Becket of New York and
Montreal
gave
some
fine solos which were
warmly applauded. Perhaps the most
amusing portion of the entertainment
was the performance of the
Hayden
Kinder
Symphony which excited
great interest.
Ex Sheriff. John Lamb and
family
of Livermore Palls, who in
company
with Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Ives of
the
same city have been
occupying the
Gay cottage for a week, left Tuesday
morning. Miss Gay, who has been
here during the season up to this
Uam left for Boston. Wednesday, to
d? Inferrled id that city.
The rite of baptism was
performed
Sunday morning at 10.00 o'clock at
Stover's Cove, by Rev. Mr. Walker of
Med way, Mass.. Mr. Walker
preached
at the Baptist Church here for two
seasons
his
during
student
days.
Those admitted to the church by baptism Sunday were: Mrs. D. R. Stover
and Miss Delia Stover.
Mr. and Mrs D. S. Thompson

Tuesday.

but

was

.Mr anci .virs. w. U Cannlff of New
York have been spending a few days
at the Strout House.

A Ane luncheon was given by Mi«
Spanieling at her father's cottage at
Ash Point. Tuesday.
The guests were
Mrs. Arthur Pomeroy of Cleveland. O..
Misses Myersand Miss Margaret Leal,
of New York. Mrs. Pomeroy Is visiting
at Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Sherman's. The
Misses Myers and Miss Leal are at
the Merrlconeag.
Mr. Norman Stevenson of Boston
is exi>ected at Mr. L. H. Spaulding's
cottage Friday to spend a week.
Commodore Taussig of the U. 8.
8. Indiana had as guests
Monday
several of the Auburn colony
summer residents, who were Invited
up
to Inspect the ship In Portland Harbor.
Buy old heaters, blue flame
oil
stoves, etp.. at R. 8. Davis' Co.'s. Portland.

Rev. Mr. Tllton and family of Saco
occupying the Noble cottage for

are

August.

Mrs. I* A. Burr and daughter. Miss
Georgia, also Mr. Eugene Henley of
Islington. Massare at their cottage
on the back row for August.

Miss Pierce of Worcester, who has
been visiting Mrs. J. W. V. Rich and
her daughter left Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Teague, Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Pickering. Miss Henrietta
Blake and Miss Alice M. Ridley, all of
Lewlston are in the Downing cottage
for August. On Tuesday they went to
Birch Point, West Bath In company
with some hotel guests, where a picnic dinner was served. The trip was
made In Jake Bailey's launch.
Mr. and Mrs. N. 8. Taylor of Lewiston. who have tented at South Harpawell for the past seventeen summers,
on

your wish couM desire and oar prices are as
low as the lowest.

Pace 11.)

Prompt

servicv and satisfaction alFresh invoices of
ways.

Meat, Fowl, Game, Provisions and Fruits received
ui|ar<
Tobacco. Cigar* by the box at
We carry th«
city prices.
brands of Hardware, Paints, Oils etc.
Hard Wood for open fire places a
specialty.
Dry Goods, Boots Shoes and Robber Goods.
Fishermen Supplies. Our
teams visit all
parts of the Island naily.
Public telephone exchange. Fine house lota
for sale in best localities on the Island.

imbj.

and

leading

CHARLES S. THOMAS
Carpenter and Builder

I
building

mod repairing.

Bailey's Island, Me.

Estmates cheerfully given on all kinds of
All work nnder my personal
supervision.

ROBINHOOD INK.

BAILEY ISLAND.
Hiss J. f.

Missey, Ptip.

Tbe most delightful and exclusive
spot on
the iiUnd. Situated on
east end in lull

view of tbe Ocean.
Beautiful pine groves
and walks around the boose
The bouse la
modern In ever? respect, toilets, batbs and
Rntee on nppllmtlon.
sewerage.
ars on npr Mention.

Circul-

At

like

The Seaside.

Bailey Island, Maine

good
are

Hrs. F. E.

cottage

with

is

a

annexes

homewhere

sea food and comfortable rooms
Drovided at rM«nnahl»> "»•«

FOR TERMS APPLY TO

Cram, Propr.,

David P.

Sinnett,

Stetson's

Bailey Island, fie.
let

BOAT BUILDER

Craaai

Parian.

BAILEY'S ISLAND MAINE.
Motor and p'ruure boat* of »ll kinds mad*
to order. H
to let by th« day • nam*.
Private wharf at M*ck«rrl <>»••. wbarf prl»-

literally lltgaa

driven back by the heat on Monday.
To put It in his own words.
he
"scuttled for the first train without
arpttlng for breakfast."

(Continued

Here you will find every-

thing

left

for Livermore Palls. Tuesday morning
in their
automobile, after a week
spent here.
A. E. Pinkham is running the finest
livery equipment ever seen on the
Bay. He has put on recently a hitch
of three horses
and a three
seated
surrey, which gives service
at
the
boats and does regular
livery work.
It Is the only rig of this kind
maintained by any stable at the
Maine
summer resorts in this
vicinity and
shows the fact plainly
that South
Harpswell has reason to feel considerable satisfaction
with
its carriage
and livery service, in the
hands of
Mr. Pinkham.
Mr. C. E. Connor was in Lewlston
Saturday and intended to remain to
attend the nth Maine Regimental reunion

Bay's Liallig
Grocery and Market.

to l«t at

•

•fcaonabl* pr»rr».

AUCOCISCO
ISLAND,
CLIFF

HOUSE

Walter A. Castner.

Prop.

Tbla flrit-cltu botel will op«n
Jane 1ft for tbe feuon of 1906 haying for lt«
Walter A.
manager
Caatner.
Tbe hotiee will be condocted flrat rlaaa In erery particular.
All modern Improvement*.
Ratea on application.
Addreee,
WALTER A. CA5TNER,
Cliff Ialand, Maine.

let

fell

Before You Paint

you about the Superior
Spreading Capacity aad Economy of
nn

Lowe Bros.

Quality,

Durability,

High Standard Liquid Paints.

I. E. Goold & Co., 201 and 203 Federal St.
Palata, VaruUhM, St*Inn, Brush**.

This is the place, at the
head of the Wharf.
"Everything the

Cot*
tagers Heart Could

WUH."

O. M. COBB,

Cliff Island.

the aucocisco house

tlon at* it was unique and original in
The
decorations
were
conception.
planned by Mr. Harry Jordan, the
popular night clerk at the house, ana
he certainly lived up to the reputation which he has acquired a* an

ANOTHER INFORMAL

DANCE MONDAY NIGHT IN THE HOTEL PAR
LORS.

Sailing

Parties

are

Very Popular

With

the Guests.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Carnrick of Nev.
York arrived here
Friday to nay (01
the rest of the month.
M«. Carnrick
1* a relative of
Mr. J.
N.
Solomaas.
who has been here all
rammer.
Monday morning every guest at ths
House arose at an earlv hour to say
SOOd-byc to Mr. and Mrs. I. E. A. Rose
of New York, who
departed on the
fl.->t boat. During their
stay here. Mr
and Mrs. Rose have won
many sincere
friends among the guests, and their departure was regretted
by
everyone
here.
Mr. Rose was an enthusiastic
photographer, and secured many view?
of the island and the
scenery of the
Kay. He ras the president of the
Aucocisco Camera Club, which now
re.hsps will disband.
Mrs. L. E.
Eaton
of
Cambridge,
Mass.. and Mrs. O. \Y. Cutler of
Brookllne. are enjoying their vacation
at the Home. Thev intend to
stay until after Labor
Day.
The dance Monday evening in the
parlors of the House was perhaps tht
Ir.et one of this season.
On Wednesday of
last
week
the
Ai\cc*Isco Camera Club had a day's

citing on
Captain Cleaves* sloop
"Aphrodite."
They started immediately after breakfast and were gone ail
day. returning !n time for supper.
Tfcey cruised down the Biy as far ss
Bailey's, and
obtslne-l
some
fine
vi*ws of the scenerv of the lower Bay.
Those v. ha went vtre .Mr. and Mrs.
I. E. A. Rose. Miss Ella D?Gr.iw. Miss
Jffcsie Hinckley. Mr. and Mrs. J. N
Sc'oman3. !!lsc Grate Solomans. Mr.
and Mrs. Ed jar Carnrick. Mr. and Mrs.
ISilis B. Reeves, Mrs. T. R. Yarick.
MIsk Katharine R. Varick and Mrs.
O. W. Cutter.
A Jolly party and candy-pull charred Saturday night, and everything at
the House has-been more cr !e?s sticky
ever since.
Mr. J. N. Solomans caught a fcur
t::r-»;3und haddock off outer Greer

J

■

artistic decorator in functions of this
sort.
Everything was in harmony,
the costomes of the country yokels and
lasses, the cornstalks and vegetables,
tainting implements, such as pitchforks. rakes and scythes, and othe*
necessities of farm life such as a
grindstone and a cider jug. nothing
was lacking which carries a suggestion
of
the
"truly rural.'*
A
feature
in the decorations was the lifeslzev*
haystack around which the dancers
sat and munched doughnuts and
sipped
ccld lemonade. The grand march wa*.
formed at 8.30. and from then until
nearly midnight there wasn't a ha:;
in the gayety and merriment.
Prizes
were awarded to Mr. I. MacCombe. for
the most countrified men's costume
and to Miss Brine who was considered the best make-up as a winsome
country Susan. The music was by the
of
the
Raymond orchestra
Peak's
Island House:
First Violin
Mrs. Raymona
'Cello
Miss Hit 11 May
Piano
Mrs. Ward
On Wednesday of last week Mrs. H.
C. Sawyer, who is staying at the house
•went on a trip to Old Orchard and
spent the day at the Sea Shore house.
During her stay here. Mrs. Sawyer
has not missed one of the social functions. and she has also visited almost
every point of interest near Portland.
The Raymond orchestra furnished
music for dancing several evenings
durinK the past week—a privilege that
the guests are not slow in taking advantage of.
Mr. Carlos S. Estrada of Cuba. W.
I., has been stopping here the past
v.>ek.
He is laaklns a tonr of the
country, and while here1 he vislten
p.ae of the many places of Interest
tc th"„* traveler in and around Port-

Miss Stella French, one of the waitat the Machigonne. was overcome
by the heat Monday morning.
bQt soon recovered.
Mrs. G. C. Stone, two sons. Walter
and Clifford, and Miss Fanny Taylor
of Clinton. Mass., Dr. Everett of Bolton. Mass.. and Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Sims, are at the Thissell cottage or.
Central avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Sims
came from Melbourne Ridge. Canada,
on their wedding trip, and have enJoyed the coolness and quiet of this
home-like cottage.
The Eighth
Maine
still
continue
their popular assemblies in the airy
hall on the east side of the
Island
every Tuesday and Saturday evenings.
Heseltlne's mandolin orchestra fur
nishes the music.
Mr. Charles Ely of 1-lvermore Fal!«
spent Sunday with friends here on
the Island.
The new comers at the Mach<gonce
are
Kathcrine E. O'Brien and Miss
Alexia Abbott of Dorchester. Mass.;
Margaret F. Hannon from Bronkline.
Mass.; Miss Helen Cronln of Cam
bridge. Miss Grace G. Godfrey of Dorchester. Miss Rose E. Long of Bangor. Mlfs Winifred Egan and Miss Annie E. Sullivan of Boston. Miss S. F.
Clark of Charlestown. Mass.; Miss E.
B. Ewell of Brighton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Partheymuller of Brooklyn. N. Y.
Mrs. D. A. Moulton Is the guest of
her daughter. Mrs. W. H. Chase a*,
her cottage on Welch avenue.
The whist party held In the dining
room of the
Union House
Saturday
evening, under the auspices of the
Peak's Island Improvement
Society,
was a decided success.
About twentyfive tables were in play, and as th?r«*
were so manv present, ten prizes were
awarded.
Mrs. Frank Gallison hau
the honor of winning the first prize,
a handsome silk parasol.
Mr. J. W.
Johnstone v:on the second prize, a sill:
umbrella. The third
Iarg»rrize. a

week.
Mr. Hubbell is a well known
rallrcad man. being general superintendent of the Chicago. Rock Island
and Pacific system.
Hon. Ira. B. Hyde of Princeton. Mo.,
who has been spending the past month
here, returned home recently.
Mr.
Hyde Ss very well known in his native
state, being a member of the state

deep-sea Ashing trip Wednesday
and landed a creditable string of fish
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Cutler of Worcester. Mass.. are the guests of Prof,
and Mrs. George Ol-.ls at Daybr^ax
cottage.
Little Agnes Hamilton is at Peak's
Island visiting her grandparents, Mr.
•ad Mrs. Silas Hamilton.
a

hand-painted tankard,

BEAUTIFUL MT. VERNON.

Country's
Handsomely Reproduced by
Southern Railway.

Father
the

will

Moore.

Mrs. E. J. Hamilton and family. Mr.
and Mrs. F. Pippins. Miss Elizabeth
Plppiny. Mrs. James Smith. Miss Annie' Smith. Mrs. N. H. Hamilton. Doris
and Wlnnlfred Glover.
Mr. J. E. Cox of Rlchmon i. Va..
Jcinetl hie wife a* t'te Ridge House
Sun Jay for a two woeks* stay.
Anions the recent arrival? a: the
Ridge Ko*is° du'lns the past week
are Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Stalil ann
of
son
Tarrytowo-on-Hudson.
Mr.
Etahl Is civil engineer for the New
York Central.
Ml*. John A- Drinkwater and family
cf Gilneau strert. Yarmouth, visited
friends here onp day last week.
Mts. Fred'k Pipping of the "Sea
Breeze," has be?n suddenly call d
to Cambridge on account of the Illness of her mother.
Quite a party from The Maples
Sea Breeze cottages enjoyed a d?ep !
sen fishing trip Thursday In the yacht
La Femme.
The little invalid Campbell girl who. ;
with her parents is located In one of
the cottages near the landing, ha*
greatly Improved slnre the family ar
rived at the Island.
New comers at Islan 1 Home cottage are M*. and Mrs. Walter L. BuckTsnd of Boston. Mr. Ruckland is foreY
N
H 6 H. ft
man of the N
r<

freight
A

department.

number

of

guests

at

the

house

planning a camping trip to Goose
Island sometime next week. As many
the party, and peras 12 will g°
haps two or time days will b{* sp?nt

are

on

Ooose In tents.

PEAK'S ISLAND HOUSE
in
dance
the
barn
HOUSE ANNEX WAS a
SUCCESS.
Hot

Weathsr

of

Past

W««k

:

union
QftEAl I
Drove

Crowds of P«ooi« Hera.
The Earn Dance held In the Unlou
House Annex. Monday evening, was
as brilliantly successful In Its

their

Rangelev Lake*.

cottage

"The Three Friends.'

have returned to their
home in Melrose. Mass.
.Miss Ueorcie
May Hates Is enjoying
her vacation of two
weeks at Inter
vaTe and Gorham. N.
H.
Mrs. A. D. \VeblM»r is
entertaining
he.* niece. Mrs.
George A. Sawyer of
Philadelphia. Pa., at her cottage. Wayside cottage.

Mrs. C. E. Greeley has as her
guest
her cousin. Ilri
Henry W. Darr an*,
daiiighter Grace of Huntington avenue,
Boston. at her cottage on Is!and aven-

ue.

Trefethen's.

Mrs. C. H. Davis and children. Hesand Cutter, of Dorchester.
Mans..
Miss Ma.*y PUrce of
Boston. Mrs. Ellen Pierce and
daughter of Belfast,
were guests last week of
Mr. and Mrs.
G. H. Briggs at
"Camp George," Trefethen's.
Mrs. Frank Wlllard of South Portter

land has been the guest of her
mother.
Mn». L T. Saxton of the Saxtonia.
J.
C..pt.
E. Burns of Friendship. Me..
gr»vc s» delightful sailing party in his
smack. Etta M. Burns, to Mr. and Mrs.
Funk Wlllard ami Miss Nell Saxton.
They were awav on the smack a week
and many Interesting
experientes werv
ha«l.
As all In the party were goo 1
tailor*, no sea-sirkness came aboar!.
Mr. and Mr*. .Samuel I^ewis and
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Cole tetu:*ned to
their home in Portland last week after a delightful two weeks
spent Ifc

centring

Supplitt for Iht Camtritt
V. M. PEBKDfl 4c CO.

CASCO
SOUTH

b>

CASTLE

FREEPORT, ME.

JAME5 A. FULLER,

Prop.

This «uperb betel has sccommodsticns for 100.
Situated on a high blo9
oo« hundred feet above the sea and
only three hundred from the waters of
C'atco Bay. Twenty private baths with hot and cold
spring and sea water.
Telephone in every room. Unexcelled cuisine, orchestral
music and beautiful grounds. are features of this house.
and fishing. Two
Bathing,
round trip daily from Portland on the Steamerboating
Msquoit of the Harpswell
Steamboat Line.

Rates: S3.00 to $4.00 Per Day; $14.00 to $21.00 Per
Week.

Witter Resorts: Hotel Miidevillt, Mindeville; Moitego
Bay, Jamaica, B. W. I.

Bay Hotel, Moiitego

out.

Ml«s Edna Russell has hnd as iicr
^'icst >flss Beatrice Morse of Madockawand landing. Falmouth .Foreside.
The summer home
of
Mr*.
Cha«.
Skillings was the scene of a pleasant
outing last Wednesday, when she entertained the Neighborhood Club, cf
which she is a member.
A bounteous
dinner was served at noon, and the
house was prettiily decorated for the
occasion. The following were in the.
p r:v. Mr.-. M. Hammett. Mrs. E. N
Willis. Mrs. Will Helber. Mrs. J. E.
Davis. Mrs. Frank Merrill. Mrs. Will
Skillings. Mrs. M. S. Jordan. Mrs. R
O. Stockman. Mrs. Jarvts, Miss Lizzie

PEAK8 ISLAND HOUSE

and Annexe*—Jnst across from
the Gem Theatre
Famous for Its Shore Dinners
Served daily from 6 to 8 p.m.
Orchestra conducted by M. Sherman Raymond, formerly conductor of the viem
Theatre crchestra.

Blake.

The carnival at the Gem Skating
Rink tomorrow evening bids fair to
excel all
previous costume skating
pRrties ever held on Peak's. The orchestra will be enlerged especially foi
ihb ooaolon. and the floor will
reserved for the costumes until 9 p. m.
At this lime six prizes will be awarder!. :hr«e to ladles and three to gentlemen
for best
fancy and humorou
ccwmics.
Afterwards the floor will
b»» men to genera! skating until th-»
« >ual nour.
Business at the Rink hes
jwmwd up to enormous attendances
tlii» teiKon, and every day sees an inert
in th»* number of skaters.
Kx<
i: -ion parties from th»
lower lllttdf
of the Bay are numerous, and launch
loi.;'r arrive often with parties for tho
11
The closing date his been s**t
ahead until about Seotemb*.* 13.
Mr.
N J. McGllvray. the mannger. who, by
the way. Is one of the best known polo
players of New KniMand. having been
rate .'ante.-; In th«- League, say® he la
thoroughly *ati*fled with the heavy
business which has been accorded him
this searcn.
Mr. S. Davison of Boston. Mass.,
and two daughters. Angle and Lillian
Davison are at the Innes house for a
short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Randolph 01
New York a-e visiting Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Hodadon at their cottage on
Welch avenue.
Miss S. Van Duser !« entertaining
two
Iriends from
N< w York, M-s.
Bonce and Mr. Ferris at h*r cottage.
The play at the Gem this week is
! "A Bit of Scandal."
Mis. A. B. Hodadon took a trolley
trip frcat Fortlan 1 to Boston last
week, going almost all the way by
electrics.
She
visited
friends
in
I Amesbury on th.» way. and alsj went
to York Beach.
■

Mr. and Mr*. Hanrv Hammett entertained a lolly house party over Sunday
at the Elysium mttase. Those present
were Mr. an I Mr*. Willis Billard of
D^erina. Mr. W. Fowler, son Fred. :*n<«
Misv Gladvs I.u<as of Reading Hiland*. Matt.. Mr*. Edna Xickerson < i
The Casco Bay Steamboat Co. conSomervllle. Mass.. Mr. and Mr#. ?"*wducted a very pleasing excursion to land
Everything in household /urnl»!>
Bishop of the ••Somerset." Pcr*Beach
and
Bath. Tuesla>. land. and Iff. and Mrs. Revert) or lngs, kitchcn utensils, summer furnlPopbam
!
J it- f;..ind :;t t h>- It
r>\ «:
an
The sail is 7«» miles of the mos* beauDover. N. H.
Da\Is Co.. corner IV.era'. and Kxrb)n'>e
tiful seashore scene'y imaginable. InnnAm am- a s nt
ThS
Hr* VI®*
»trett».
Adv.
cluding romantic headlands and silv< r Houne are: Mr.
ltd .\lr<. E. Y. >5on*
sanded beaches and also the mouth ot
; lonvf cf Philadelphia. Mim N. Mcaa
the Kennebec.
It Is hop:*l the trip of Nn
York, Mr*. a. h. C'»ifl»i«i of
wl!l be repeated.
DpW( (Mw Mr. and Mr*. J. F
Moltrc* of Cblravo. Mr. and Mr*. A.
Divorce Among the Burmese.
C. WlllllMn of 8~»m*rvil1#. Me«-rv
The u*ual Sunday n!*ht concert at
\vm. M. and Jair.o« t*. KtllO «»f \Ya*e- the Hamilton wan nnrr tlun
The marriage custom* of the Burevtr th:*
fl-ld.
?!r. and Mr# J. E N>ver«
wttk
with
SOX',
duets, trios and
mese are simple In the extreme.
A
of ftettoa,
Mm GL v. HtifTp
hymns r inn by ail the gue»ta. The
man and woman are married or are
HsiritKind M. h'f Fe® c»f \Vron«N '<»t, program w&a an follows:
not
married, according to whether R. I.. N. R. CrH.<J ;«h of
\>w
York,
ircct. 'Eieatldf."
they live as husband and wife or not. (if D. Atklna and Elule O. Atklna of Mr. C. H.
I.unt. Miss l.llllan Bettey.
A
man
hare
several
may
wives, PhlladH; hi?.
Solo, "De*«rt Star,"
f»r.
lK»wne» of Sonr.ervHIr. Max. I*
though In practice he rarely has more
Mr. l.;int.
vlaltlnjt MI<k Blanche Utile at
'han one.
th*
Reading. "The Frivolous Side,"
Ro**dale
rottaire.
MIm Grace Wldmer.
A woman may have only one huaMr». H. C. Siwyfr, who la *taylnv
5010. "The Pilgrim."
Land.
Divorce Is a matter for the
at the Puk'i Inland Hott«*. *aa lh»
Mies L Boitejr.
No court la neeesvillage elders.
*u*»t i.t M!«« Fannie K)il>ln ard M»
5011, Sunt*am,"
»ary, no decree, no appeal to Ugal or
A. E. Ebble« of Toronto at the \Vel~h
Mis? Bertha K»tnp.
ecclesiastical authority.
Divorce Is <onw at <Hnner Sunday
Trio. "Lord. With G!ow|n* Heait»,"
hut the breaking of a statua.
A wife
Mrs. Wlllla Fa Ran
a
Mr. C. H. Lunt. Mis* L. II atey.
entertained
retains control of all her property
lara*
the
parly o**r
Mr. J. 8. Crowley.
Sunday at
"HatetoleoYett**
when married;
cottage.
she has a half share
Reailng. "Jf»" Her Way."
Mr.
and
Mri.
Q.
\V
re
Jordan
are
Mlts Grace Wldmer.
In all property acquired during marcHvlna roncrat-ilatlona upon tl* blrt'>
E ich n rmber won great applaus?
riage. If she la divorced. she takes
of a dttichte.*, whUh waa born Sun
end th* rendlngr were ragerly llrtenei
her own property and half that Jointda* afternoon.
the assembled guests. The a<ly acquired. There is no blending of
Mr. and Mr/ R W Fltr* of St
ccmr^^ltrent* w»ri> pla>*d by M!a*
her authority with that of her hu»- .'obn*»ury. Vt
are eta>lna at Oak
Matxl Ileatey In a very pleasing way.
hand.
Kh»- may do what she will
land Villa ft r two week*.
Mr. and lira. H. W At#r rt niddewith her own.
ford are R iHta of J. H. I>^w it P*arl
English "as She it Wrote."
There Is no rule of primogeniture
rottajre.
Domr ludicrous mistakes are mad-?
and no power of bequeathing property
The eitr*ir.ely hot weather the pa»t
by some rrf the French-Canadian peoAll the children Inby testament.
few dav* ha* lndw*d crowds of peoherit equally.
pie In our New England cotton mill
No Huddhlat may mak«*
to take a dip In the coo* water to |
ple
a will.
Whatever a man or woman eampe ih» rrwhlng rari of old Sol. I 'owns In their attempts to master
dies possessed of must be divided acMowday the raft was throned tHl English.
Last armmer a grain dealer In flonv
cording to the rules of consanguinity. pn p> and IIh> baarh
waa
crowded
There la no preference of either aea. with looker»-on
rsworth. N. H., received a written
Wnen
teople on
Peak'a complain
aiuf «f the heat,
ord*r from one of his French customAll children are equal in this matter.
The eldest son share* alike with the you may be aure that (t la terrlflr elre- ers. which read as follows:
*
where
Please send
youngest daughter.—Lahore Tribune
The Cooleo f itnlly reunion waa H-J
"1 bag hole com.
laat Thnrafla> villi Mr «n<l Sf-* Oeo
<42 Nestorlan
"1 mi field.
missionaries
IntroH
Rtlni at "fimp Oeorae." Tref»dw*d
"I poinds acid/*
the
Christian religion
Into tkn'i
Tfc* Coolen famli-- la an ©l'»
China In the year
The clerk, who has
A. D.
had
many
V»»jthp*.rT laland family, ard were well
years' experience with these people,
represented In a number of «enera"Send him a bag of
tlona
Tk* Portland
ptwn' •aid at one*:
were Mr. J. E
Marr. Mra Wl 1 Berry whole corn, a bag of mixed feed, and
and her mother
The day waa poeaed (We pounds of graas seed. or. a a the
eery pleaaaatly with cmt-ioor a;ofi» French people put It,
hayseed.'"
and a ahore dinner waa aenred at noon
And he waa right.
Mra F Sweet and children and Ml**
At another time an order waa reAllra Jnhnaon of Mc.rr1d*w« k. Me.
ceived for a bag of "corn broke.
«q l
are yonti of Mra J. H
S-nlth at her
at still another an order for a
Eanob.** Tref«thec'i
bag of
«« iuhi min rottage
com not broke."—Boston Herald.
Ml*a Mabel Aachlbal
of
Congreaa

K.odalt Films
I fggt trttter

won

->ii. Aiu^rt AiCKer»:»n or somervllie.
Mass.. gue.*t of Mrs. Trefethen on Willow street. delighted a large congresa
tlon at ti** Methodist church Sunday
ritli her beautifully rendered soprano
stilus.
Mrs. Xickerson has a pure soprano voice of rare quality, and has
won a refutation for rhurrh singing
in her native < ity.
Her many friends
here were gratified with the attendance
at the chunh Sunday,
it
being the
largest in years.
Mr. W. A. Kyte of Newark. N. J., is
at
the Machlgonne for a week.
He
bas been here several summers before,
and never fails to spend at re «»i a weik
or two of his -vacation at this
popular
house on Centra! avenue.
Mr. Joseph Fogg of North (torhani.
Mo., and his grandson. Almon L. Fos*
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Horace Focg
ai their cottage, the "Broad View."
Mr. and Mrs. G. \V. Cooper. O. T.
Merrill. F. M. Merrill and Uoid Mer.•111 o? Patten. Me., are registered at
thf Bay View HOUM for a short
stay.
Air. and Mrs. Ernest Soule of Welch
street have returned
fna
a
reak
silent in traveling through the northern part of the State and
among the

The home of the immortal (Jeorg:?
always remain a hallowed ppoi
in the hea-ts of our nation's people.
To see it is a duty and every healthy
Maples.
Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt of India streer. minded American means to go to lit.
Portland spent the day recently wlta Vernon "some day" even if he actually never Rets there. Bearing this in
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hamilton at
Cam;- mind
the Southern Railway, the great
Hamilton.
On Friday a partv composed of Mr. railroad system of the Southland, has
and Mrs. Norman Wight of Montreal. produced a booklet on this sacred spot
which is far above the average in
Miss Louise Struble of Trenton. N. 4.,
Miss Josephine Scott of Philadelphia. beauty of design, elaborate color work
The exterior is
Miss Mary Jones of Rye. N. J.. Mis* and fine engravings.
*nne firaacer of rtichmoad. Va.. and unique, a cut out backuround showing
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Moore of New York foiia^r. chimneyn nnd cupola in r*.
lief.
The contents «-mbrace the finest
went with Capt. Sawyer round Great
Chebeague out to ClifT Island an 1 work of the printer's and eng-aver *
art.
views
of
the interlc*
Many
baek.
of the mansion are shown, including
Mr. and Mrs.
Fred
Hawkins of
bedroom
and
Mrs.
at
Bridgeport. Conn., arrived
tb- Washington's
island the 19th ami are being <nte»- i Washington's room. Other cuts show
the old family coach,
the
tomb
or
tained by Capt. and Mrs. Drinkwatc:
the
crand
Washington,
entrance
at Cousin's Cottage.
The latest arrival at Hackmatack porch of the I^ee mansion at Arlinglodge la Mr. Schwartz Of New York, ton. sonip exc ellent views of the White
and
other
who is spending the week with his House. Capitol building
friends. Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Van Daren handsome structures. The front covet
shows
the front of the Washington
at Hackmatack lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Noiman White of Mo> mansion and the back cover the rear.
The
work is an exp -nslve one. !s copytrea!. who have been taking a ten
righted, and is issued with the comdays* outing at the Ridge House, r
pliments of th" Southern Railway, beturned to their home Saturday.
ing distributed by the Passenger TrafAmo;iir most* from this place who
fic Department.
attendfl the Field Day apart* at Cliebfague. Monday ami Tuesday, were:
MIDSUMMER EXCURSION.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Mr. and
Miss Lorraine Balkan) of Jamaica
Plain is spending a week with hei
friend Miss Helen Hamilton at Thr

was

Mrs. W. F. Nichols.
Mrs. J. E. Stoneobtained fourth place and received a
rose Jar.
Mrs.
Devlne
the
secured
fifth prize, a
Mr.
lady's hand-bag.
Guy F. Dunton won a piece of statu
ary. Mrs. H. W. Ayer received a halt
dozen lemonade glasses.
A
special
prize was awarded
Dr. Hughes, a
deccrated mustard-pot.
Great credit
is due Mr. Harry Jordan, the night
clerk at the Peak's Island House, foi
the tasteful decorations which added
much to the festive appearance of the
hall.

legislature.

Former Home of Our

Dr. Viola D. Howes of the
Somerset
spent Sunday at Trefethen's as
thr
guest of her
cousin. Mrs. Clark Greeley. Island avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
A. Friend and
family, who have been as u«ual In

resses

Mr. C. H. Hubbell of CeJar Rapids
Iowa, spent a week's vacation here at
the house, returning the first of the

Island
Mis on a fishing cruise last
•week.
Mr. E. A. Solonv.ms, Mr. J. N. Solomans and M.\ and Mrs. Carnrlck went

cn

Peaks Island

land.

—

tr?pf w.i* a gue>t last
w»ek of friend*
the Island.

on

You Can Take a Car to Any Point oI
Interest From in Front of
the Falmouth.
Remodelled and refurnished it is
practically tireproof building.

a

New Falmouth Hotel
Portland,

Me.

F. H. NUNNS. Proprietor.
European and American Plan.

V

The only Hotel in thi* Smte conducted
on the European Plan.

j

■

ROCKMERE

|

j

THE HAMILTON

LITTLCJONNS ISLAND, ME.

Gem

HOUSE
S. H.

Skating

HINILTON, Prop.

Rink

Peaks Island.

Portland's Premier Summer Attraction.
Open All Day. Take Casco Bay Co.'s Boats
from Custom House Wharf.
Admission 10c or Casco Bay Co.'s Coupcns. Women's
skates, 1 5 cents. Men's skaes. 25 cents.
N. J.

Fattening Chickers

for the Market.
At the National Stockyard*, at East
St. I/»i!ii. chicken® are fattened for
tfie market.
Two nicals are Rlren
them dally, and after each meal the
house Is dirk^ned. that nothing marInterfere with th?lr after-dinner nap.
The fool given In a careful combination of buttermilk, ground cereals,
and ground meata.
To cach bird Is
allott d a certain amount.
Attache 1
to the feeding stand l« a rubber tube
which la pu*hrd tirough the coop;

next, chicken after chicken la taken
out and fed. by Inserting a rubber
tube Into egrh t*ak.
When the
chickens become accustomed to this,
they open their mouths eagerly for
the nursing bottle, as the feeder passes
frrtr, one to the other.
After
of
thla diet, the
twenty-one daya

McCILVRAY. Prop.

A Quarter"* Worth of

High

Life.

The old man was driving n heavy
load when hi* team, suddenly coming
to a t»r*hole. talked.
He tried every
tray to rt.irt It.
Coaxing. praying,
and fltfglng helped rone, and *wearinx vfij little.
He had almost given
up when he mw a young man

leisurely down

coming

the read.
The young
men stoppel and said:
"8tn<k, eh?
i'll get you out fcr in rent*."
The old man Jumped at the «hanee.

The young man produced a small bottle of dquid and dashed a
drop on
cach fc-. rse.
No aconer hrd he done
11til« than tae hcr*e« plunge.! forward
and were gone.
The old man asked

rxcltrily:
•What

kind of at jff !* that?"
ire."
•"Well.* the eld man said n*rron»ly. handing h m
centa. "pat a quar"Hlrh

are usually ready to go down
the eleTator to the killing depart men*. ter'* worth on
me; I've got to catch
It la asaerted that chickens which I tiiat
team."—Judge's Magazine
of
hare fce« n fattened by this process Fun.
are equally tender all orer when thev
reach the table—that the drumstick
The province cf Ontario had at the
la as toothsome as the bre&at.
Thla end of 1W& tr> It* redlt in the bisk*
elaborate plant has a capacity of 12- a total of
|1.M®.SS<». of which $1,670.00© birds at a tln»e
Country Life in U42 Is In special accotnts. and }2fcS92S
America.
In current accounts

fowls

|

—

Long

Island

C. E. Cook at their summer home at
the West En«l.
Mrs. \V. C. Lambert of the West End
spent seve/al days last week at Seba
?o Lake as the guest of Mrs. Howard

Wlnslow.
Miss

Inathe
Gardiner
and
Mr*
Eldrtdge Clark were <ue>ts last week
at Olive cottage.
Mr. Walter T Kelley spent last .Sunday at his cottage at the West End.
and has as h's guest Mrs. Nellie Hob
inaon and daughter Alan. Mrs. M. A.
Cogger and daughter Miss Agnes, and
Mr. L. A. Coolbroth.
The Camp \% tgwam boys gave a
shore dinner Sunday to a
of
pa/ty
triends from Woodtords.
Dinner was
served in an excellent manner by the
boys who are old hands at this bus!
ness.
There were twelve In the party
and not much was lett to tell the tale.
Mr. Walter Archibald of Melrose is a
guest at the camp this week.
After
the dinner a motor boat was secured
and a sail up around the warships was

One of th# happiest crowds of the
was
assembled
at
Tarry-aWhile cottage last Friday evening to
celebrate the 18th anniversary of Mis"
Mildred
Allen's
birthday, who is
spending the summer at the West fcln;l
with Mrs. V. G. Bragg, who gave her
the party.
The house, grcunds. and a
large tent, which was erected on the
lawn, were all profusely decorated and
brilliantly lighted by lanterns and red
Are. The tent where the refreshments
wore served, uas beautifully dei-orat »<l
by decorations sent from Boston by
Ihe young lady's mother.
Miss All»n
received many beautiful gifts from her
many friends, among whi h was a diamond ring from her mother. Mrs. S. J.
Allen of Roxbu.-y. Mass.
It certair.lj
enjoyed.
was the most gorgeous party that has
Miss
Bertha
Freeman
of
South
been held on the Island this summer.
Windham. Misses Gertrude and Mab^i
Music, dancing and games, including n Folsom. Mr. and Mrs. Gene Decker and
peanut hunt, were indulged in.
Mr.
daughter Lillian of Portland are at th»
Fred Ford received the prize for find
Dorothy cottage for th» week.
the
most peanuts.
ing
Just before *h<*
Dr. H. J.
Murphy and daughter
broke
party
up. all participated in a
Katherine of Roxbury. Mass.. are stopfish pond, each guest Ashing
out
a
ping with Mrs. McKenney on Beach
souvenir of the occasion, and Just as avenue.
|
the clock struck 12. twenty-six happy
ne i»ng isrann :>aii team Journeyed
young ladies and gentlemen left for to Cushing's
Island
and lost (belt
their homes, all voting It one of ch«» scalps there 7 to 2. The rubber
game
haoclest times of their lif«»
r^ill be played, this week, as each nine
Mrs. R Renker and daughter Ertna.
have now. a same won.
and Miss Frieda Miller of Manchester.
Mis* Marion McDonald of Vespet
N. H., are gnests of Mrs. Chas. Schun- I street
spent the past week with Miss
land at the West End.
Coratnea Harris as her guest at MarrlMrs. Chas. Overall of Portland was ner's
Landing
the guest last week of Miss Aliie HolMi*, and Mrs. E. A. Harmon of Bat
cumbf of Sunny Slope.
Mills are the guests of Dr. and Mrs.
.Mrs. Geo. L. Fogg of Beach aveuue F. E. Wheet. Island avenue.
liad as her guest* last week the Misses
Mr. Grenville Stevens and nephew
Adallna and Yoland Dyer of the Deer- Robert
Brewster, returned to New York
aog district.
!ast Friday, having spent a delightful
The past reek has shown that the two weeks'
outing at their uncle's. Mr.
Island is: becoming the most popular J. W. Leavltt.
•»
island in the Bay.
Nineteen different
Dr. J. McCarthy and Dr. Hughes o?
picnics were held here that came by New York are camping out over to the
the different steamboat lines, and why
South Side. Dr. McCarthy spent a few
--should it not became popular, with its weeks last
year as the guest of Mr.
many beaches, pleasant groves, unHoward Breen.
surpassed carriage drives, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews, who nave
only Island that has three different been stopping at Rose cottage, returnsteamboat lines, with a service of £» ed to their home In So.
Framlngham.
trips on week days to the city, and 16 Mass.. last Friday.
Sunday? At the present time the hoMiss Edna L. Stanford returned to
tels are filled full, and using cottage
her home in Medford. Mass.. after havfor guests to sleep in. It is not possible
ing spent a week at Edgewood. This
to get a cottage now except two near
is Miss Stanlford's second year here on
the landing.
Sunday passed as a very the Island.
«juiet day here, as the band concert
Miss Eva Knight. Mr. and Mrs. Edihat was held here p.evicus Sunday.nurd Kriuht and son and Miss Belle
*vas not had Sunday.
Knight returned to their home in
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Morrill of East
Massachusetts last Sunday evening.
Auburn. Me., have as their guests at
The Misses Susie and Bessie Hewtheir cottage, all their grandchildren.
lett arrived at Edgewood for a two
Mr. Irving Curtis. Miss
Myrna Cur- .veeks' outing last
Monday.
tis, Miss Gertrude Morrill. Misses Lola
Mr. William Warren and a party of
and Eva Record, and Mr. Alonzo Recfriends spent a few days in a camp at
ord.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Record nre
'he South Side last week.
also at the cottage.
Mr. Rav Webber and Mr. Clayton ol
Miss Ijvone Dyer and Mrs. H. E;
Mass.. spent Sunday on the
Harris
of
"Funnymonth" cottase. Beverly.
Mr. Webber and Mr. Clayton
Peak's Island, spent last Friday on the Island.
are friends of Mr. Roy A. Cunningham.
Island here with friends.
Mr. Percy A. Hogan who has !>eeti
Mr. Ca.ios Marston give a jolly parry
-of young people a delightful sail one stopping at Edgewood returned to Ills
home In Somerville last Sunday.' Mr
evening last week In his motor boat.
Hogan expects to go to Amesbury.
"Hie Knox."
The party was chaperMass.. in a few days to spend two
oned by Mr. Andrew Griffin, and was
weeks.
composed of Mr Holloran. Miss Emily
Mr. and Mrs. Mackay au<i son Roger
Sawyer. Miss Elsie Young. Miss Florreturned to their home iu Milwaukee
ence Mullen. Miss Savage. Miss Coffin
last-Sunday evening, having spent two
and Miss McLaughlin.
Mr. Arthur K. Smith of Cambridge weeks witfr Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Donne! I at Rose cottage.
took a party of summer
residents
Miss Ma*«de Clarke is the guest of
from the West End out for a sail in
"his motor boat. Ken-ren. one day la»t -Miss Elinor llstity at Ilsleyhurst.
Miss Ethel llsley Is spending a few
week.
The day was pleasantly spent
at Bar Mills as the guest of Mrs.
islands
of the days
among the different
A. E. Swett.
Bay.
Miss Tekla Ander.-on and Miss FreMr. and Mrs. Frank A.
Jones
of
da Anderson, who have lieen stopping
Montreal are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 1.
at Rose cottage,
.-eturned
to
their
1a Barlow at their summer home. Mr
homes in Worcester. Mass.
Jones Is In the commission business Ir.
Mrs. S. M. Libby. who has been visitMontreal.
ing her sister at Highland l-ake. Me.,
>tra luaii
ijnr-iiin
ui
UJWrrDCT.
Mass.. ami Mr. Jack Thomes were returned to her home at B. F. Woodbury's.
at
guests
'iSunset Cottage."
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Haves and Miss Gladys
Helene Srhonland. who has been on i
Churchill are leaving Blde-a-Wee fcr
visit to Montreal, has returned.
their home in Allston. Mass.
Mr. and M.-s. Harry Smardon have
Rev. Felix Powell exchanged pulpits
-as thflr guest!* Mr. Geo. T. Dearborn*,
with Rev. G. F. Powers of Topsham.
accompanied by his grandniece. Miss
>!e.. last Sunday.
£dna Gordon of Lynn. Mass.
The Pioneer club gave one of its deDr. Chas. Frank and family and Dr
baked bean suppers last night
tJeorge Frank. r;ho have been stopping lightful
at their parents* cottage, have return- in honor of Miss Pansy Wady's birthAt the
day. it being her sixteenth.
er to their homes* in I^awrence. Mass.
close of the supper a social evening
Mr. and Mr*. A.
W.
Klersteail of
was enjoyed, many of the guests inlJsbon Falls, and Miss May Ordway of
dulging In whist. At the next meeting
Portland, were guests of Mrs. A. M
of the Pioneer club. Miss Wady will
t Jon ley at West End last week.
he enrolled among Its numbers.
Mr. Ralph and Mhts Ethel Wight of
"ltorchester, Mass..
and
Miss
Celia
DREAMERS
Wight were guests last week at Seward cot tag**. No. 3.
Fulr llttl* Inil with •In-amy ey•*.
• >iixlnic am>•* th»- vjI*.
Mr. Fred Ford of the Boston TransTo wl*r» the raitle turrets rliw,
sTipi Is spending his vacation with his
T»*II m»* your fairy lal»v
«/V.-r thill*, far. far away
family at Imfii COttlft, No. 4.
Wltil l>l*tr<>'l» eye* you K.IZ»>
Mr Geo. J Sinn^tt Is on a business
Oh. t—11 m»* what ar«- you <lr" tmlnn wrapt
trip to Boston. Miss Edith Gat«»s of
In the llit'it of other flay*?
Maiden. Mass.. and Miss Helen l»rln<
< natle
old In t»ath*»<l In * »l<t
of Jamaica Plain are guests of Mrs. "I'll
From the nun In yon blue imi*;
Slnnett at the West End.
Th- lltt.»- Mnti th-it rklTim«"l the take.
Mr. Gejrge R Seward save a party
\r» flvlnic »wlftly hom»-.
of friends a delightful sail down to jtf.wl ltttt** 'lr«»am»T. tvin* there.
You roftly xmll- a* you rlie;
Birch Island
last
Mondav
In
Mr
And I Vii'»w th'ne; w»»r»- vl*lo»i* we nil
Blrkford's motor boat.
Itav »<*n
A bounteous
In tie- II*ht of *:i.iM«<t "kt**.«
clam bak«» was
served
at
noon,
to

season*

•

•ft

<khlrh all did full Justice.
In
th* %Vhlt»*-lialr«M| rr: n. loar-fe»n<lln* t' "re
IV**ld«* th«- flitting hlnZ"
partv were Ml?** E. M. Gnlencla. Mrs
MttiM In tlM> tu<l«- <»bl- chair.
A. 11 (*onle>. Mr- V
Bragg Mr
I>mt In rn»"Jn««*v'» hax~.
K E. Cutler. Mrs. H. C. B iwen and i Yimr »»• jf *ad a* th»»v «;• :<■ fiw.iy
Miss Eli/.alterh Bryant.
vl*l«»n I cannot
A'
The only unpleasant part of the trip was th» high An-I th* erri'l— th-it lln<-r« on yuar !I(i«
I« far too n—*f> f<*T riewind on th*
return
hom<>
Alumt
An<1 I «mil" nnil rich >• t tie* Ilttl** U<t.
«-reryone was drenched through
WIhuo «fr»eifr< »n well I know;
Mis* Julia Btitler of Boston. Mass
l"'Jt I « inno; m—> tl>»* t**»r» nn»l urnllM
Is the guest of h*r sister. Mrs. H L I
T'
t
o«n* wlt^i w!nt»-r* *n<»w
Davis
Mr and Mrs
Walter
L u w
DbtIs
have returned
to
their
home
In
Nashua. N H
Mr. and Mr« Holmer H. Tilton of
West Newton. Mass.. and Mr. Richard Kimball of
N»*xf *f*k fh* Brppte will publlah a
Waban.
Mass. ar*
guests of Mrs. H
M
hut infereatlna article on un»»
McNIe! at th«»
West End
Of the ol'lenf reahb'llta of CuiKHl ftajr.
A charming whist party of six ta- (t will be llluatrated
a
with
hail
bles was given last week at the Pink ♦on* cut of th* venerable man a* h«*
Mrs
coltage by
H. M McNIel
■It* with hla apy glaaa over hi* knee
Mr Co
■ ant won first prize, a
picture; Mrs
ready to aearch the horizon.
Capt.
Allen. ae«-ond prize, souvenir plat*,
Much rtlnnett. 91 year* of as*, who
Ml** Balso. k third prize, park card*.
waa bom on Bailey
(aland Oct. 24.
Miss lAlor. fourth prize, pack cards:
HIS. an.I who. with one poaatble exMr* R.-yanr np<nrH the
booby, a pin ception. la the only pernon living who
• ray.
Dainty refreshment* were *err* waa alive at that time In Harpawell.
Wl, and th»» cottage was prettily decorla the Intereatlna aubject of thla arated
ticle.
The narrative .will appeal to
Mrs Alberta \bbott
of
Ftyebur*. all the older re«|d*nta of the town
Me., Is the guest of Mrs Willis Mabry particularly
of the Calumet cottajfe
Mr. I» p Hawkins and Miss Nora
Th"
Town Council
of
Soutbenl.
Allen
of
Mrs
Portland.
Marshall
FCngiand. hu denied a llcenre to an
freight on and daughter Helen of Wash
ompany. be- ati»e the town
Ington. D C
Mr*. Stephen Carle and cmnlhtm
daughter of Portland, and Mr. and Mrs own* the atreet car •yatem. the btinlFrank O. Peterson of Portland wmr» nem of which might.
be
interfered
fTuests the pas' week of Mr. and Mrs
with by tb3 'buaea

BE SURE ADO REAO THIS

o
TVhen the

KLAHOMA THE
STATE of HEIRESSES
new

Prairie State send3

Representatives
to
Congress
Washington may see a type of American woman new at the
Capital, for
Its

among the gentlemen from Oklahoma may be some with Indian
blood
in their veins, or married to
wives
descended from the Five Civilized
Tribes. The wives and daughters of
such members of Congress will
be
an interesting study.
In Oklahoma
are some
of the
wealthiest Indians in America. While
people will speak of them for years
to come as belonging to the
Five
Civilized Tribes, tribal relations were
dissolved in March last- -an important step In their progress toward being citizens like their white neighbors.

Long

before this the Chickasaws.
Cherokees. Choctaws and others affiliated with the whites.
As far back
as a quarter of a century
aco not only
people from the East, but also Germans. Swedes and Norwegians from
the Middle West and Minnesota began moving Into
Kansas and the
Twin Territories, attracted'by the ad-

vantages of climate and soil.
Side
by side with the natives they have
done their part
In turning cattle
range and woodland Into farm and
garden, and as tradesmea they have
founded many of the villages and cities of the new State.
As a large number of the white
pioneers in the new country were unmarried, the qu^st,ion of some one to
make a home for them became important.
They saw the daughters
oi their Indian neighbors and
perhaps thought of the fertile fields and
herds of cattle which these maidens
would one day Inherit.
Some of

them set
marriage.

an

example by proposing

Like other of Eve's children the girls were not
displeased
with their white admirers.
So it is that a large proportion of

Oklahoma's people

ualf breeds,
not the sort of half breeds with whom
the Eastern man is familiar through
the writing of the novelist, but children of a lawful union, whose parents rank among the oldest and richest residents of the State.
To give an idea of the wealth of
some of the tribes
a
compilation
made by Government agents shortly
before the tribal dissolution plac?d
the value of the farm lands and
houses of the Chickasaws and Choc.avs alone at fully $20,000,000.
To these tribes were allotted for
reservation purposes nearly 12,000.000 acresof land, much of it containare

ing large deposits of iron, lead c.nd
zinc, while sczue is believed to hold
oil and gas.
It has been appraised
by the Government at prices ranging
from twenty-five cents tc $7 an acre,
and as.thexe are only 30.000 members of the two tribes, the averaga to

each

$600.

Indian

would

be

more

than

In addition, the tribes rcoaive royalties from companies mining their
coal Iand3. which gives ibem a large

income, divided in proportion to the
property holdings of each family. In
fact, few of the original land owning

Thus it Is the children of Oklahoma have had parents able to give
them the ad'antace.« of an educaticn. While the model scliools of t'ue
State have fitted the Ii3>s for farming. trades and busiresi. and some
for professions, the Indiau mot hers
have willingly agrt?d to *.he wish of
the fathers that the girls should be
educate** according to white ideas.
Of th? 350 schools vlfek have
been established by the five tribes
exclusively for their childreu. several

Intended especially for instruction In ttiusic, art. needlework. J Lacing and other branches which art
supposed to put the flnirhing touches
on a girl and fit her for society.
The Indian girl is not only developed in mind, but In body. If t*?cessary, for physical culture is as popular out on the pralt le as at Vassar or
at Wellesley. When she leaves school
and enters the real world she hss
had most if not all the opportunities
which are afforded the Eastern girl
whose father has a thick pocketbook.
It Is this sort of life that r.as developed the prairie maiden until she Is
are

no longer the heroine pictured
by
writers r.s clad in blanket and moccasins—a sjty *reature of nature with
a feather in her hair.

Instead of the blanket, she dons
the shirt waist and walking skirt
(or every day use and has her train
gown for formal occasions like all
her white sisters.
The feather, in the
hair *has been replaced by a high
backed comb or perhaps an aigrette
when she goes out to an evening en-

tertainment.

A moccasin in Oklahoma U about as rare as a snow
storlk.
Anyone may walk the streets
of Guthrie, Muskogee. Ardmore or
any other city of the new State and
see women of half blood more tastefully and often more richly dressed
than the women in the average Western city.
They know what to wear
and how to wear it.
Another thing that commands attention is the genuine beauty of
many of the women—not the bizarre
beauty of the savage, but the attractiveness of :ellnement and intelliThese children of white fathgence.
ers and dark hued mothers have features which interest artists.
While

they have inherit?'* the rich warm
and supple
of their
figures
mothers, among them can be seen
girls who would create a sensation on
the stage with the blue eyes anu fair
skin of their Swedish
or
German
father, yet retaining the raven black
hair and the graceful carriage of the
Indian.
tints

They excel,

in

something

besides
lcoks, however.
Among them are
Si.U who have made their mark in
business and the professions.
One of the principal magazine* in
Oklahoma is edited by a part Cherokee girl Just in her twenties; several
of the leading stores in
Muskogee
and Guthrie have these women as

If necessary they can
managers.
make dresses and hats for others as
well as for themselves.
They teach music as well as other
branches in the schools; but perhaps
In domestic life they best
display
their ability.

families in Oklahoma are worth less
than $10,000.
The Osag^s livlnr up in the northeast corner of the original Oklahoma
Many a woman who has become
|
are said to be worth mere money
mistress of a home in the new State
(ban any other settlement of human was born in a cabin in a
clearing,
beings of the same number in the where her father and his Indian wife
Tor
world.
they are not only rich in were eking out their existence on a
farm lands, but have more than $£.- few acres reclaimed from
the wood000.000 on deposit with Uncle Sam land ortange grass.
With a strong
on which they get five per cent. Inbody and goou constitution she eagerterest.
In addition, they lease lands ly availed herself of tho
privileges
having oil. coal and gas deposits to of the school which she could
attend,
the white man and get t. revenue and
further advanced herself by
from this alone which amounts to home study, until she
had matured
$700 a year for each man, woman Into an attractive woman
mentally as
and chl'd of them.
well as pbvsically.—New York Sun.
Tlie Quality of

Sleep.

good sleeper* and bad
sleepers; light sleepers, disturbed by
the least light or sound; heavy sleepers. who rest calmly through a thunderstorm.
Some fortunate people
fall a*!e?p almost as soon as the head
rests on the pillow every night; others. less fortunate, must woo sleep
patiently.
The quality of sleep also varies.
The neurasthenic wakes tired after
a long night's sleep; the after-dinner
sleep of undue repletion is unrefreshing. and sometimes stupefying.
On the other hand, a brief nap ma/
dismiss at once the fatigue and languor of a hnsy man.
There are

greatest
sleep Is perterror; suspense and anxiety
oome next.
Speaking ^-n -r^ll#. emotional excitement relating to the future and to action Is i greater cause
of wakefulness than grief and regret
for the past.
Orlef, however, often
gives rise to protracted sleeplessness
Indirectly; It affects the digestion,
and then dyspepsia Interferes with
sleep. When cold feat Interfere with
sleep. It Is by an influence on the cerebral circulation
London Practitioner.
The

foe of

haps

—

JuMire or Inequality.
The Eastern tale is
generally a
compound oT that humor, simplicity
and Imagination that we
associate,
rightly or wrongly, with the Irishman. Just because Ireland is the
nearest country to our own that Is
not
aggressively Saxon.
What ceuld be
more Irish, for
instance, than the behavior of the great Turkish hero
of
so many stories, Nasr-cd-Din
Hodga,
when a neighbor came to borrow
his
donkey.
"My donkey is not here."
he sal-J.
The words were
scarcely
out

of

his

mouth

brayed loudly.
here.

I

can

when

the animal
"But your donkey Is

hear him!" cried the

neighbor., "What!" shouted the foraged Turk; "do you mnan to
say
you believe my donkey before
you

believe me?"
Wit in the

East

as

elsewhere

Is

nothing without its accompanying
quality of insight to turn it Into exquisite humor, and Nasr-ed-Din Hodga showed himself at his
boat when
ajikod to divide a bag of nuts
among
the assembled
compan)
He gave
fifty to one, twenty to
another, two
to another and so on. until
he was
asked In astonishment
why he divided them In such a manner
"I am
doing It as Ood would," he answered

••A Little C*rele*«."
with a smile.—London
Chronicle.
The number of homicides
and
deaths by violence In the United
The Jew In Palestine.
States In 1905 was 9212, as against
Some twenty years
34S2 In 1904.
Suicides, 9082. as
ago Palestine
In
1?04.
Killed on meant little to the
against 9240
majority of the
steam railroads In 19"»5, 2142; In- Jews.
Now all la changing.
Nearly
jured. 15.904. Killed on electric and every year fresh colonies have been
elevated
railroads.
464;
Injured, established, till now they number
2622.
These statistics are unofficial, over thirty, and time la'
adding to
but perhaps they are none the leas their tfumber and extent.
One-third
We murder and man- of Palestine proper la once
trustworthy.
again Jewslaughter nine times as many as tbe ish soil.
So anxious are the Jews
Germans, four times as many as the to again get possession that
they enEnglish. Scotch and Welsh. America deavor to purchase all tha;
comes
seems to be a little careless, to pnt It
lot) the market.—Rav. W. M.
Chrismllily.*—■▼eryfcoty'a Magaxlns.
tie, in «h* British Wsekly.

CHIMNEY-SWIFT'S NEST.

A

(t Is Made of Small

Together With

Twig* Fastened

Ihc Bird*!* Saliva..

One morning late la June 1 climbed
to the top of our house to look around
the country.
I ha* not been there
long when I felt a :ush of air ou my
head and I saw a chimney-swift, improperly called a chimney-swallow,
flying away for another swoop at me.
I then realized that I must be bear
Its nest. and. looking down a chimney near by I saw. after my eyes had
become used to the light, a nest within three feet of the top with flv«» pure
white eggs about a hs.lf an Inch long
In

It.

ever

It was

known

so near

the flrst time

I

had

chimney-awift to'build
the top of a chimney, for usua

ally it builds

some few feet down
where there is r. bend which keeps
out the rain that would soften ttie
glue with which th® nest is held to-

gether.

I thought fc would be interesting
to take a picture of the nest, and this
being such a good ciianc^ I did so.
much to the dislike of the birds, who
kept making swoops at me.
The nest of a chimney-swift is not
made, like that of most birds, of
hair, leaves or grass, but of small
twigs * -hleh the swift gathers while
flying, and which are stuck together
with the bird's saliva, which Is glutinous.
It is very interesting to watc!-. a
swift, which is a remarkably good
flier.
It never seems to tire and
never rests except when it is on tbe
nest.
It is oc the wing all day. and
Is said sometimes to fly a thousand
miles in twenty-four hours.
Chimare good frieftds. of the
ney-swifts
"
flre
insurance companies because
they knock the soot, down and make
it less easy for the chimneys to catch
lire.—Russell M. Coryell, in St. Nich-

olas.

WISH

WORDS.

Too much publicity spoils
deed.

good

a

No man is as good or as bad as he
Is sail to be.
Pessimists and optimists

own

are

rewards.

Nearly

every

the boss wife.

man

thinks

their

he

has

~Many

a manufacturer makes nothbut enemies.

ing
be
or

Every

woman owes

good-looking.

It is
get

it to herself to

too late to mend, marry
divorce.

never
a

No man is all right, but some men
nearly all wrong.

are

And

as

a

rule

worthless

have the best dispositions.

people

What others say c* you is the efthe cause.

fect; you supply
Nothing seems

so

to please a gossip
much as a telling situation.

The harder it is to acquire a dollar
the harder it is to give it up.
It is far easier to return-a compliment* than a borrowed umbrella.

Young man, beware of the saucy
glr>—she will make a saucy wife.
Some women work for their husbands while some others work them.
There is

no

hope for the man who
in acting the fool.

knowingly persists

Good Color* For Houses.
It is

Even the man who ®xpocts the unexpected is apt to be surprised when
it happens.
More

wives wjuld respect their
husbands if they were not so well

acquainted.

If the north pole is ever discovered
it will be by a man who is able to
keep cool.

Marrying an heiress it* often as unsatisfactory as any other get-richquick scheme.
It is perfectly proper for the thin
to expect her dresMuiaker to
make the most of her.

girl

After a man has paused the critical
stage of his Illness he begins to worry
about his doctor's bill.
When

is

to have
seen better days it means that sbe
knows cut glass when she sees it.
a

woman

^aid

A horse laugh may be the kind let
out by the equine who is drawing a
disabled automobile back to town.—
Chicago News.
Horse and Don Meat in Germany.
Government
statistics
Germany
■how ibat 43.421 horse* and 21.*»l
dog* were slaughtered for food nnGovernment
der
inspection during
the first thrqe months of 1906.
This
wan an Increase of 7522 horses and
366 dogs over the number slaughtered daring the same time In 190S.
And this only accounts for the dogs
and horses hilled tfnder Government
It is estimated that
supervision.
among the poorer classes, forced to
resort to dog and horse meat by the
exclusion of American and other foreign meats from the country, the
consumption of this sort of meat was
much
larger than official record*
show.-—National Provisioned

lighthouse Foghorn*.
A new foghorn signal is being lustalled at the Needles Lighthouse,
It consists
says the London Globe
of reed trumpets fed by compressed
air.
Under favorable conditions the
blast will be heard at a distance ot

ten miles from the lighthouse. This
is a distinct advance on the existing
note
from
fog-bell, the warning
which does not penetrate more than
When the
three miles at the most.

fog descends the new apparatus can
be strated Instantaneously from air
readiness
and
in
held
▼easels
charged at 100 pounds pressure. The
duration of ths blast Is live seconds
In every fifteen,

generally

knorrn—not

(like grass green, etc.). and the
blues.
It must be understood that no virtue is claimed for tints in
themselves,
irrespective of the materials used in
the paint.
color
witl
Ajny
fade, and
the paint will scale off. if adulterated
white lead or canned paint is used,
but if one is careful to use the best

white lead—some well-known brand
of a reliable manufacturer—and
genuine linseed oil. the warm tints mentioned above will outwear the same
materials tinted with the cold colors.
Better a
jesrt.

blushing

cht»?k

*-*-*

than

bl-ick

s

The Berkshire*.
The land of magnificent enUtm, picturfarms
inn
esque
<.-omfort;ihI«* *umm«-r
homes and camp*—the Berluhire Hills!
Uw in Wwttrn
MawichiMetta—only a
few bourn from all the large cities of the
Eut-ii a country that, for vears, haa attracted to it both Vic wealthy and the
middle classes; the one to itftend the sum
mer month* upon extensive
estates; the
other to occupy farmhouse, cottage, or
tent.
The charms of the Berkshire* have been
told in storv and poem. Many of our most
famous authors hare found there the rest
and quiet that enabled them to give us
that will live as long as the
masterpieces
old hills among which they were inspired
and written.
The New York Central Lines extend directly through the hill country and make
this fascinating region easv of access to the
traveler from Kast or \Vest.
There are
few vacation spots in the world more attractive than these beautiful Berkshire
Hills on "America's Greatest Railroad."

Encourage

This Trade.

A curious lawsuit came up in a l.onIoq court recently which involved a
tialance against a corn dealers of 4
{hillings "for dried files." "What on
iarth do you do with them?" asked
the astonished judge.

"They are used in the making of
chicken food." replied the plaintiff. He
explained that a bag of eighty-one
pounds of dried flies was supplied to
.he defendant at 8 pence a
pound, and,
according to the custom of the* trade,
the gross weight was charged tor.
The defendant contended that
he
aught to pay only for the net weight.
"You surprise me when you talk
about eighty-one pounds of dried flies
in bulk." said the Judge.
"Where do
you find all these flies?"

"They are imported."
"Where from?"
"America."

Every Ixnock one man gives another is intended as a boost for himself.

not

among pala^sr*—"• hy certain
tints and colors wear much better
than others on
houses, and the
knowledge of just what tints are best
to use is. therefore, rather hazy.
One writer on paint, in a recent
book, says that otperlments seem to
show that those colors which res'st
or turn back the heat /ays of <he
sun will protect a house batter than
those which allow these rays to pass
through the film.
Thus red is a good color because
it turns back, or reflects, the red
rays, and the red rays are the hot
rays.
In general, therefore, the warm
tones are good and the cold tones are
poor, so far as wear is concerned.
In choosing the color of paint for
yonr
house. s?lect reds,
browns,
grays and olives which, considering
the various tones thess tints will
produce, will give a wide range from
which to choose.
Avoid the harsh tints, such a3 cold
yellows (like lemon), cold greens
even

It is an export trade that des?rvv»s
encouragement.—New York Tribune.
Au Odd Bird's Nest.

The oddest of all bird's nests is the
one built by the tontoban®. a
South African .songster
It is built of cotton
and always upon the tree
producing
the
material.
In
the

constructing

domicile the female works inside and
the male outside, where he builds a
sentinel box for his own special use.
He sits in the 1m>x and
keeps watch

sings nearly ail the time, and when
danger comes in the form of a hawk
yr

ar

a

never

snake he warns the family, but
enters the main n»*st.

SALLOW FACES.
Often Cauwd by Coffee Drinking.
How
many
realize
that
person*
roffee ho disturbs digestion
that it

produces

a muddy, y 'llow
complexIon'
A ten day#'
trial of Postum
Food
Coffee ha* proven a means. In thou
utnd* of cases, of during up bad

complexion*
A Washn young la ly tell* her experience.
"All of us—father, mother. slst»r
ind brother—had iifd tea and coffee f«»r many years until
ill had stomach
trouble*
^ss

Anally

wo

more

or

"We were all spMow tad troubled
»lth pimples. br»ath bad,
dl)M*ree
ible tante In the mouth. and all <»f us
so
limply
many bundle* of nerve*
"We didn't realise that coffee was
:h»» cause of the
trouble until
one
lay we ran out of coffee and went to
»orrow
[ivf

Mome

us some

ry that.

"Although

from a neighbor
Fostum and told

3h«
us

to

we started
to make It
all felt *ure we would be
sick If
*e missed our
strong coffee, but. we
rere forced to
try Postnm and were
surprised to llnd It dellclou*
"We read the statement*
no
the
•k«. cot more and In a month and a
talf you wouldn't have
known us.
Ve were all able to
digest our food
rlthout any trouble, each one's
skin
tecame clear,
toncuea cleaned
off
md nerves
in line
condition
We
»ever use
anything now but Postum.
rhere Is nothing like It " Name
glvn
by
Fostum Co
Battle Creek.
>tlch
Read the little book. 'The
load to Wallvllla"
There's a realm."
»e

tractor* who are building Mr. Spike's
We understand they will commence as
noon as they can
the
lumber
set
here.
Mr. Ernest Redfield. city treasurer
of Woodbury. N. J., and his son Percy,
are the guest? of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Bifco.
Win. Weiss has Joined his family at
the Bailey cottage for the rest of the

Birch Island
MiRsig Mamie Murphy and Molly
Mullen of Boston are guests at the
John con house for two week*.
Miss Alice Pecheur. who ha* been
a guest at the Wyman
cottage, has
returned to her home In Maiden. Ma**.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Brunswick
are the guests of Mrs. Brown's sister.Mrs. F. L. Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
Merrill ano
daughter Jessie and Helen of Free port
took dinner at the Johnson house,

cottage.
Mr.:Huomond of Worcester and Mr.
Noye* and daughter of Freeport. wer»»
quests.of Mr. John Ray over Sunday.
Wednesday Captain Mayo took a
party ol the cottagers for a delightful
sail on his yacht,
the
Iris.
Many

Sunday.

Miss Flora Milliken of Saco has tuen
her aunt. Miss Milliken at
the •"Fultonia."
Miss Sue Milliken and Miss Thirza
Davis spent Tuesday in Brunswick.
Miss Winnifred Smith of Topsham
is visiting relatives at the Johnson
house.
Mr.
Harry Racklcv of Topsham
spent Sunday and Monday vlsitint*
triends at Birch Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bart ley sj«at
Thursday in Portland.
Mrs. Eirima L*. Downs of Natic*.
Mass.. has t>een visiting Mrs. Fred
C. Johnson this week.
Mr. A. J. I^aFrance and daughter.
Dorothy and Miss Annabelle La-France
«f Laconia. N. H..
have
been
thtguests of Mrs. \V. P. Walsh, the past
•
few days.
Miss McDonald of Boston is the
guest of Mrs. F. V. Thompson at the
Nickerson cottage.
Mr. Wm. Gyngel and Wm. Foster
of Lisbon Falls were at Birch Island
for a few hours last Sunday.
Mr. Charles Kirschner and wife ana
Miss Bertha Proctor have returned to
Lisbon Fails after a very pleasam
vacation at this place.
Mrs. F. E. Chandler and Miss AiJine Chandler of So. Framingham have
:»-t irned home after a thre<? weeks
stay at the Farm House.
Miss Maud Stevenson. Miss Winnifred Smith and Miss Annie Fuller
took a trip to Portland last Saturday.
Mrs. David
Brown
of Brookline.
Mass.. arrived Monday for a few days'
visit with Mrs. Gillette on Arlington

tbanks fare due him for his kindn*»ss.
A graphophone concert, which wa-«

visiting

avenue.

Mr. F. E. Hall has had a large piate
glass window set in his cottace thai
he recently purchased.
The window
is a decided improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Ryan of Roxnury.
Mass.. are visitinsr at Dr. C. F. McDou<

ai

Several dances were held last week
on the piazza of the Ledgemere cot-

tage.
L.

H.

Knowles of Bibbers Islann
on
friends one day re-

calling
cently.
was

Bustins Island

greatly appreciated
those
who
by
heard it. was given
at
Camp Wychin ere one evening this week.
The :na*
chine, which is a very line one. Is

owned and operated by Mr. Norman
Hunt of Reading. Mass.
Edwin C. Jenney. Esq.. and sister.
Miss Elizabeth K.
Jenney. and Mr.
Chas. Brooks of Boston, are guests
at the Ben Nevis this week.
J as. H. Cook of Dorchester arrived
Saturday evening, and will be a guc3t
at me Wnumber for two weeks.

on

Tiieaday.

The Mi*fte* l>ucy and Mabel Stork
entertained a few friend* on Thuraday
evening wlth » mo&i delightful mar«nmaliow toa*t.
Mr. Thaa E. Hilton of Homerville,
Mam., rame Saturday to remain with
hi* family at the "ftunaet" until after
Labor Hay.
Mm. Ada Rollln* and two children
of Ijewlftton. rame flaturday to *p*nd
a few ilar* with friend* on the Island.
Mine Twl*t entertained quite a company of friend* on
Thuraday afterno»m at a corn roa*t.
Mr. Rufua Stlckney. who ha* l»ern
Rpendinir the *ea*on with Mr. and Mm.
H. K. Hadley. leave* for Provlncetown
Monday, to vl«!t frend* there, until
achool open*, when he will return to
New York City.
Mr. Edwin Jamen of Ronton ha# re
1 nmed home after
a
two
p1ea*ant
week a' tarry at the Waumbec.
Mr. Fred P. Wllaon left Buntin'* for
New York City ftatnrday. after tiVec
He *tart* on hi*
month*' *tay here.
Will be In Ml' higan
trip Aiic<i*t 27.
Labor Day
Mr. and Mr*. 8. O. Tarbo* of FarmIngton are npendlnjc a week with Mr*
Wllaon at The Bungalow
Mr. leaver* haa contracted for a 13room cotta«e. to be built by the con-

Children....
ST HAND FROM ABOVE.

TIIK

NATION A I.

GAME.

Ralph daze looks better each time
he pitches.
St.
Louis* new
pitcher. Charles
Rhodes, is the smallest pitcher in the
league.

•

The Chicago Cnbs think well of
catcher Walsh, their recruit from

Kansas.
The Birmingham Club has signed
first baseman Wilbur, of the Seneca
Falls team.

Rube Waddell seems to be as sus-.
reptihle to injury as a kid raised in',

au-

j

incubator.

1

rrovidenco Club has signed
baseman Storkt, of the Amherst College team.
In Chicago the .Brooklyn team Is
referred to as the "over-confidence
curing combination."
The St. L6uis National Club has
purchased outfielder Ollie Pickering
from the Columbus Club.
i ne

third

The Holyoke Club has entered a
claim
first baseman Deal, of
upon
Cincinnati, he being a reserve jumper.

The Chicago American Club has
purchased catcher Warren Seabaugh
from the Springfield Club, of
the

\Ve3tern Association.
In the National League the Bostons have been shut out fifteen times,
the
Brooklvns
and
Phillies
each
eleven and the St. Louis ten.
The New York American Club has
purchased theveteran infielder "Pop"
Foster, leading batter of the Eastern
League, from the Newark Club.
President Pulliam. of the National
League, has promulgated the contracts of Thomas J. Walsh with Chicago for 1906-'07; of Homer Smoot
with
Cincinnati, and of
Charles
Rhodes with St. Louis.

Wilhelmlna of Holland I*
excellent linguist, for «he speaks
Frmr.b,* OerAaa-and Kafriiah a* fluently as her native Dutch. and she
knows something besides of Italian
and Russian

an

Queen

The will of IjM* Canon, who died
July IS. was filed for probat® In Tendon
It Is dated December 19. 1*93.
and was made on board the steamTh» value of the estate
ship Arabia
Is placed at $r>O.H?S.

Mereedea f»per. a Mexican woman. Is said to possess the lonceat hair
of any person in the world.
Her
height Is Ave feet and when ahe
atanda erect her hair trails on the
ground four feet eight Inches.

Until the age of 11 or 12. boys ir<>
taller than girls.
Then the girls for
the next few years surpass the
boy*
both In weight and height; bnt the
boys soon overtake and pass them.
The wins of non laboring parenta are
taller than those of laboring parents.
The heads of girl* are a little rounder
than those of boys, and always a little smaller.
The collections made by
the
girl
pupils In the secondary
schools
In
Germany as a gift to the Oerman
navy have reached a total
of
1460

pounds.

Fro:u

the

Danish

of

Johannes

Jor-

Sciiwu.
The «5tia rose on a bright Septcuibt»r
A thousand (fun* of dew
morning.
»parklnl in the meadows. and ni»o:i tl»e

breexe Moated. in the wake of similiter,
the gliiulng silken strands of which no
uuin knoweth
t:.c
whence
or the
whither.
One of then caught In the loop
a tree, and tl»<? skipi>er. a little jqwkled yellow spider, quit his air-sliip to

|
|

I

!

I

from Father Hounc". who is too
lame to rut after you?"
"It would be worse to steal
from
him." -s Id RuCT.
"Eut I never did
such a thing."
or

"Why

Mar.

would

it

b^

worse?"

said

j

"Because he could not help, himself," said Ruff, after thinking a minute.

"That's right," said Max. "It is a
thing to take away from the
helpless what belong to them.
"The Brown Brothers have a very
It
survey the lenfy demesne there.
good name," Max went on.
"That
w::< not to liis liking, ami. with
prompt means
that we feel sure they would
tie -ision. he spun a new siraud and let
not steal anything.
But you arc tryhimself down straight into the hcJge
ing to take away that good name
below.
which .s worth more to them than
There were twigs and slioo.s
In
all the bones in the world.
Do you
there
to
plenty
spin a web In. and he
think that is the right thing to do.
went
to work at once. letting the
from aliove, by which lie had
l>"ar the upper corner of it.
A fine large web it was when finished, and with this about it that set
It off from all the other webx theretliat
abouts.
it
seemed
to stand
straight up in the air. without anything to show what held it. It takes
pretty sharp eyes to make out a single
strand of spider-web, even a very little
way off.
stir.ml
come.

C^«o Bay. which is famed for ihr
beauty of its* scenery, its delightfui
Reward For Stensland.
and quiet retreats and its nearness to
The Chicago Clearing House banks
the.great centres, and yet remoteness
oflured a reward of $5900 for tlio
just *nougfc «► make it the ld« aJ pine*
capture of President dtensland. ot
for a vacation, has no fairer spot to
the Milwaukee Avenue State-Back.
visit than Bustin's Island, near Free*
JW'Tt.
Jrucl Thieves Make Big Haul.
Here are to lie found a select colon}
of cottagers, every convenience, and
Jewelry valued at $55,000 was
best of all. peace, quiet and freedom \ stolen from Viennese merchants at
from all noise of the citv. Broad green I the* Earl's Court Exhibition, London.
•fields cover portions of the popular
resort, while other parts are thickly
Bryan (>nuig to Australia.
overgrown with evergreen trees.
It
William J. Bryan at Paris said that
it an island that is ideally laidxiut.
he intends to visit Australia.
Though a visit to Bustin's. Island ]>•
one of the greatest' ffleasures a
perFEMINIXF X F.WS XOTK8.
son can enjoy, the trip to the plae*
over the
Harpswell Steamboat company's line on the little steamer MaHetty Orep»» must giv* w»v to Mrs 1
Sage as the richest woman in AmerFrom
quoit. is Just as delightful.
Portland
the
steamer
starts
and ica
threads its way down the inner tiay.
It
Is *»stims»tpfl
that
S.OOO.OOO
passing islands on both sides.
The
won^pti
r»re earning
wages in the
mainland is s#>en part of the way and
British Isles
then glimpses of old o< ean itself -nrt
Before a Norwegian sir' <»an m»rrv
seen.
she must nrcscnt a certificate that
Rocky shores, thickly wooded knobs she can cook.
of islands, handsome cottages with all
pi •>!*-.
rtin.ini
ner."»rm«,i i»eror#»
the attendant sights of the seashorf
rovalty more frwufnt'v than any
are to tie met with on the trip.
The
other
actress
or singer alive.
two hours occupied puts new blood inProfer^or null's rowt on the Hind
to the veins and makes a man ft-**1
rear* younger.
No better cure for a nnd deaf of th#» rotjntrv *^v<* there
dyspeptic could tx» found than a trip are morr deaf males than female*.
to Bustin's. and a rest on this jn'*s*
Mrs f'raiaie. th#* novelist and *»-afavored resort.
r^atist, whose per Tj*-n*> r« ".Toha
r>
ratBay and the whole toaft ol niiv«r Hobbcs." died suddenly in
•
Maine aenerally claim many bea^illEngland.
ful and inviting place*. but wirely none
Dead a * 112 years Mr? Ferdinand
<T fhem <an l>e claimed with th*- *v<
Reese, of I,anorte Ind
leaves testipopular Riistin'n.
mony as to the *-ffif»acy of <w<>
daily
On Monday afternoon of thi* vrrcl;
meals of corn bread.
t]M irN rtx»k a party of 67 tr»
Chorus girls In New York have
where
the
Harp*well.
ramp
fcoyp suddenly
grown shy.
Most of them
played l*all with the Autumn Colon*
are
hu*v dorteing *ubf»'*"»nas from
The
(wore
wan
16
to
In
boy*.
2
favor
the District Attorney's office.
of HierinV On Tuenday quite a par'v
!*J»dy Betty Ralfoor has edited two
w*nt to f*hel»ea(rue to nee the *port*
volumes of "letters Personal and
The
Ml**e*
Pauline
and
Ethel
Literary of Robert. Earl of I.Ttton
Iiooley of Winter Hill. Ma*«
art
vi*ltinjc the Ml**e*
Hilton at the IOw»n Meredith1which will be
published by the Longmans.
"8un*et.**

Mr. Richard W, I'p*on. who bi<»
heen *pendlng a week on the Inland.
I^ft for hi* home in Sprinjcfleld. Mae*

Younger

season.

Mr. Newhall and wife from Dorchester. Mass
are guests at the Carberry

CASCQ BAY HOUSE SJ.SS M:'~

For the

The days

went
Flies
grew
by.
the sun rose later, and the
«phler hnd to make liis net larger that
it might reach farther and catch more.
And here tlie strain* from above turned
out a great help. With It to brace the
structure, the web was spun higher
and wider, until it covered the hedge
all the way across.
In the wet October mornings, when it hung full of
scarcer,

as

shimmering rain drops, it

was

The spider was proud of tils work.
longer tlic llttio thing that lmd
come drifting out of tlie vast with
nothing l.ut the unspuu web in Its
pocket, so to speak, he was now a big.
l»rtly. opulent spider, with the largest
iveb in the hedge.
One morning he awo!;? very nitieh

>ut of sorts.
Thvre had been a frost
in the night, and daylight brought no
win.
The sky was overcast: not a fly
tv4s out. All the long. gray, autuuin
lay the spider sat hungry and cross
in his heart.
Toward evening, to kill
time, he started on a tour of Inspection. to see if anything needed bracing
>r mending.
lie pulled
at nil the
strands; they were tirni enough, lint,
though he found nothing wrong, his
temiier did not improve; he waxed
irosser than ever.
At the farther end of the web he
ame at last to a strnud that all at
Dnce seemed to change him.
All the
rest were this way or that—the spider
knew every stick and knob
ww

they

aiade fast to." every on?. P.ut this pre-*
postcrous strand went nowhere—that
is to say. went straight
up in the air
and was lost,
lie stood up on his
bind legs and stared with all his eyes.
:>ut he could not make It out. To look
at, the strand went right up Into the

ilomls, which was nonsense.
Tlie longer he sat and glared to no
purpose, the angrier the spider grew.
He had fjuite forgotten how, on a
orlght September morning, he himself
aad come down the same strand.
And
tie had forgotten now. in the building
>f the web, and afterward when it had
to l<e enlarged, it was just this strand
be had d«itended U|ion.
lie saw only
that there was a useless strand, a
fool strand, that went nowhere in
*ense

reason, only
solid
spiders

or

cern.

•

•

•

up in the air
had
conno

"Away with it:" and with one vicious snap of his hungry Jaws he bit

the strand in two.
The instant the web collapsed, the
whole proud and pros|ierous structure
fell in a heap, and when the
spider
•nine to lie lay
sprawling in the 1 icdge
nrlth the web all aliout his head like
t wet rac.
Iu one brief moment be
had wrecked it all—been use Ik* did
not understand the u«e of the strand
from above.—Jacob A. Iliiy.

RUFF S ADVENTURE.
"What I* the matter. Ruff? Com?.
?ome, little dog, you must not let
roursclf gei no angry.
Ycu aro old
enough to take better care of t"iat
Lemper of yours.*'
Mar. the sheep dog, had been lying

half asleep on the barn floor; but he
<at up now as Ruff threw hlm»c!f
down beside Mm.

"It's a shame!" cried the little
"The Brown
gray dog.
Brother*
have stolen all the bon«»* I had hidden away."
Max did not look up at once.
He
did not even look surprised.
Instead
of doing either of those
things, be
yawned—a s'ow, sleepy yawn.
"You may t.*l that story to the
hens," sail fce at list.
"Perhaps
they are rtnpld enough to believe

No o.ie else will."
rou.
"But It's trie," said Ruff.
"You saw the Brown Brothers take
the bones, did you?" Max asked
"No," said little Raff slowly. "1
didn't see them do It, but they are
the only ones who know my hi lingNo cne else could be the
place.

thief."

"Be careful. Ruff!
Tou may be a
said Max, sharply.
"I—a thief?" Ruff could not say
another word.
He had known very
little when he came to the farm, but
even
then he would
have been
ashamed to tell a lie or to take what
waa not his own.

thief, yourself."

"Which would be worse," Max
went on, "to steal a bone from me

Leading house on this island, commanding a fine -view of thebaj.
Pine grove alongside the house where rockers and hammocks are
for the use of guests. Bathing, boating and fibbing-. Clam Bake
House accommodates 4(H) with dancing privileges. Finest dinners
served here. Open June 15 to Sept. 15. Two steamboat lines. Bates
and circulars on application.

Ruff?"

"But I'm sure—*' began the little

Granite

dog.

Juet then Call came up from the
garden with a jmH on -fete arm.

"Well.

Ruff," said

SpriBg Hotel and CasiM
IOM ISLMB

he, "I

have
taken tho>e old bonei. you had bidden in the garden to pound up for
I'll give you some more
my vines.
to-day with meat on thejn."
Ruff looked at Carl and at the sky
and at the trees.
He did not wish
to look at Max.
Max let hi6 fore feet slide forwaid
and dropped his curly head upon his

£7.

PONOS, Prop.
Lnrpest Hotel on the Bay. Gas

and every accommodation. Mineral
Spring Water. Bates on application. Open June 15 to Sept. 15.

& SWETT COMPANY i

TREFETHEN

paws again.
"It was a mistake, little dog,"
said he.
"We all make mistakes
sometimes.
make this one
Don't
again, that's all."—From the Jones
Second Reader. Ginn & Co.

like a

No

where

mean

Head of Harpcwell Steamboat Wharf

Choirc

Family

Yachtfi Vessel Supplies

SAND PICTURES.

Xrtl* and ProtWIoB* of
"If the augustness would condeAll Kind*. A Fun l ine
scend to take honorable repose lor
of Frnirjr «Tocrrl»»
• nd (irrrs Muff*
but a moment, until his servant, can
get her miserable sands, she will
Orders Taken fcr I/Obstf r*
make for him the sand pictures.'*
and Fi*h
That was the way a little JapanCcmiercial St.
ess girl spoke one day in Kobe to a
visitor.
An English child, even if
Head Portland P er and Public Landing. Portland. Store
she could do what this little one
Formerly Occupied by Ryan
did, would have said, "If the gentle&
Kelsev
hola Pnone*.
man will be seated, 1 will get my
I'nivetMl
Steam
Agent*
sands in a minute."
Laundry.
They speak quaintly in Japan.
But
she brought
in a moment
three little bags filled with sand— I
white, blue and yellow—and then !
she led the way into the garden.
Seating herself, without disarranging
a single fold of her dainty kimono,
she scraped a smooth place on the
gravel walk and
poured out the
Justioe of the Peace
white sand, carefully spreading it in
a little square.
CAREFULLY 6t icked store fnil of fresh {roods
Then, taking a handful of the blue
awaits yocr
Inland Market.
at
Marston's
sand, she let it trickle through her i Prices low for cssh and we carrv n:st
Freeh
goods
lingers, rapidly making a design of meats received
from tLe Foitlai.d distributors". Fine Confec» Out tot. in outline.
W&tli the yellow
ai>d Tobacco. Moxit- mk! h*oft Drink*. Boston and
sand she made the background, and,
Portland
bole agent on
Island for the Casco
mixing the yellow and the blue, she
Breeze.
designed trees of brilliant green.
She drew yellow windows in the
blue cottage, and made a yellow
walk leading up to tnc door.
In
five minutes she had made the most
Oar fl«h market if sapplird with sra fotd of all kinds and oar qaality is tb»
deiicate little picture which looked :
bwl. Oar irice* are alwav* low. A* oar dining room w* are alwayn prepared to
like a panel in a Japanese screen.
We are nov re<«dv to ta<e oat pariiei in
serve lui»ohe>. ice i-ream ard soft drinks.
oar launeh fur fi'binic or p»eisnre trips by the day or hour, with capable man In
Every child in Japan plays this
Our
Iocs.ion
i<
both
to
nbtrrw.
handy
charge.
little game of making sand picture*,
and it is one which will give unending entertainment to children everywhere.
It is easily tried, and some
beautiful little things can be made
by any child with a taste for draw-
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SAMUEL H. MARSTON
Groceries
Provisions
and
Postmaster

I<OXig

Island

irepection

j
j

j

daily

tionery, Cigars
Daily Papers,
Bay

only.

Long

JOHN M. BICKFORD

Groceries and Provisions
AM> CAXXED
MEATS

ing.

THE STATUE TO THE

PILGRIMS.

On Plymouth Hill stands the imposing statue to the Pilgrims.
Its
base is granite ard supports a seated figure at each of the four :orners,
with eyes searching the surrounding

a woman's
while
figure
the top.
On the pedcstul is
inscribed the name of every man,
woman and child that came over in
the
Mayflower.—From
Cordelia

Plymouth

stock

of poods

Boots. Shots.

j

TWO STORES

Fishing

GOODS

these lints unsurpassed in Catco Bay.
Outfits, tte. "Rtputation" Chocolates.
in

;

THREE SYMBOLS OF JAPAN.
|
The three symbols of the imperial I
housa of Japan are the mirror, the
crystal. and the sword, am] they are

carried in front of the emperor on
all state occasions.
Each has its
"Look
it
significance.
the mirror
and
reflect -thyself."
other
or, in
Know thyself," Is the meswords,
"Be pure and
sage of the mirror.
shine," Is the crystal's Injunction,
while the sword Is a reminder to
"Be sharp."—Leslie's Weekly

SOUTH HARPSWELL

The W aumbcc
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Youth*', fl.

i?£g£rKOE

American Dairy Lunch
D. J.

MaeDOXA1.lt

M. E. PattorMi,

ISO Middle St.,
Portland
Nearly Opposite the Cost (Iflfr

Bnstin's Island. Maine

AccommodaJr* 20. Kate* on
The M<m Fof nlar Uli.nd of :beapplication.
Lower

.Milk, Cream, Etc. Irwh from dairy farm
daily. Beat of food, qoirknt serrioa,
reasonable prices. Visit o« when in towa.

Cousin's Island. Ms.
LORENZO HAMILTON, Proprietor.
Ope a Jaae IK to S«p(. IS

Surgeon- Dentists

Prop.

Bay.
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within
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Ifeist
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New Jersey has dccidcd to substitute electrocution for haoglDg.

SHOES

,HE»mVSTi' FA.FIR.'8

j

The tallest building in the world
Is being erected In New York
by a
life insurance company.
It will be
6t0 feet high, or five feet
higher
than the Washington monument.

WEST HARPS WELL

Black. White or Brown. A (food wrarin? tfnnw at th*
to'lowine low
Mm'*.
IVdir*'. Rovn' md Youth*'. Mir; Children"*. 46o. Bmi White Solepriccs:
Goodyear Tenni*. Mf«'< lli;h Cat, fl 3"j; L )* I at. f 1.10; l^dle*'. Bcik' and

Accommodate* 25. RMm oa applicaWoiwn nn<l .Mirrors.
tion. Plneat location oa the laJand. Two
"We carry lots of women clear to I round tripa dally arc made by the ataamer
the top floor or at least several floors Maqaoit of the Harpawall bteamboat Co.
] Wharf at Portland.
op and then they take the nest clevator down without going three steps
j
away from the elevator," declared
the operator of one of the "lifts" lo
la
a big office building yesterday.
ail
"No. It Isn't berause they like to
Th# Nla|tra Hyriraolk- Ram Is •
ride In the
elevators
particularly.

Why do they do It? To get the use
of the mirrors, of course.
See those
mirrors on either *ide of the elevator?
That's what attracts them.
A
bit of wind will strike them as they
turn the corner by a big building and
tfeen tbey imagine that their hair Is
badly disarranged and make for the
nearest mirror, which Is In the elevator."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Alto

ARTHUR PALMER

TE]\T]VIS

crowns

to

W» hare a

\

country,

Hickman's
"A Visit
Hock," in St. Nicholas.

always

Lonjr
quality

235 1-2 riiddle St.,
Telephone

BIRCH ISLAND HOUSE
Beat of labia board.

UjH

Hydraulic Inain* Co.
York

140 Mmmmu Oc. KW

PHIDWICK HOUSE

W4SI Congrraa St.. Portion* w
Permamnt room* rr«r now br rnpivd
hjrptrtMdntriot them. We ban convenient room* «o it able for l*dl«i, tliifly
or In couple*.
All convenience*
Moat
central, quiet local ion in tbe city.
J 9. « LAPP,
Proprlator

Farm and

dairy

products. Good steamboat service twice
daily to and from Portland, Steamer

Maqaott.

Rates on

application. Apply

to

f.C. JOHNSOR. Bkck Mart. CltMllf, Ik.

V

IM

water wfcm yon want U. Our catalo*
fraa. It tella
bow. Tboneand* io
urn.
and fDdomd by Peon R R.
•ad U. 8. Government

Portland, fta.

Connect loo

^
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If yon want nice deep cata and ilia
kind that print well and with the leant
trouble, Joat gfr* us a trial order. We
make drawing* to II last rate
pamphlets, letter head*, cards, etc. TU.
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Mot So Easy
Largest Summer

Even with

England

Resort Journal in New
Published Every

Office, 145 MNte Street, Portland, Main*

ADVERTISING RATES
$1.00 per inch first week; additiona 1 insertions at reduced rates.
15 cents per line. A postal brings our advertising
Ad

5c

Reading Notices,

man

desiring changes

must semi in copy cn or bcfcrc
Monday preceding
day of publication to insure insertion.
Wots Hotels and Boarding Houses in the Bay ccritracting for four or more inches
of space per issue for displayed advertising, have the
prixilege of weekly insertion of guests' names under the classification of Register of Tourists, free
of charge.
risers

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23, 1906.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun
Length High
Day Rises Sets of day morn
23
4.56 6.32
13.36
1.00
24
4.57 6.30 13.33 1.45
25
4.58 6.28
13.30 2.30
•26 5.00 6.25
13.27 3.30
27 5.01 6.23
13.24 4.30
28 5.02 6.22 13.21
5.30
29
5.03 6.20 13.19 6.30
•
Moon in first quarter.
THE

HARPSWELL

Tide
eve

1.30
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

7.00

LINE.

One of the conveniences of Casoo
most appreciated by the summer
visitors is the excellent service provided by the
Steamboat
Harpswell
company. The 365 island route is covered with four round trips daily, the
time-table being arranged so as to be
most convenient fcr patrons.
Thrfe
excellent
steamers,
the
Aucocisro.
Sebasc.tdeuan and Maquoit. sare. commodious. comfortable and fleet. arc
operated by an efficient and courteous

Bay

crew.

Kach season E.
Jordan, agent of
I he company,
inaugurates
improvements in the operation c? the line and
U always quick to investigate corn
plaints of abuses or inconveniences at
wharfs, or in any department of the
service.
At
the
present
company
has under the most
serious
consideration. several
plans for making
next
season's accommodations such
as will make the
trip down beautiful
Casco Bay—the favorite sail
of
out
Portland—even more pleasurable foi
We hope to be able to anpatrons.
nounce before the close of the present
'season Just what the company contemplates doing.
Those
who
have
been taken into the company's confidence say that both for passengers and
freight, next season's accommodations
on the Harpswell line will be unsurpassed by any other steamboat company of its class.
This year has been the most prosperous one that the management has
The pursers report that
yet known.
they never before carried anything
like the same number of passengers,
and this is the most convincing proof
of the growing popularity of Cascc

Bay.

THE TURBINE ENGINE.

British War Vessels to be Equipped
With New Motive Power.
Turbine engines have so far Justified
the predictions of their inventor that
British war vessels to be built this
year will be equipped with them, and
the

admiralty

is not

In tne habit of

getting to the head of the procession
of progress.
Yet there is still dispute
about their value.
The Allan line has two turbine
steamers, and they are reported by
the company to be entirely satisfactory. Yet there are reports that the
company is not entirely candid and
that they have faults
is
it
which
sought to conceal. But such information as

the
public can obtain is
strongly In their favor. Two turbine
steamers are running on the Clyde,
and they not only make better time

than boats of like character with reciprocating engines, but they are reported to be
economical
of
coal,
which was hardly expected of them.
The early reports of the turbines Indicated that they were rather extravagant of fuel.
These two Clyde steamers are said to make more miles on
a given amount of
boats
coal
than
with reciprocating
engines do. Pro-

posals

were recently Invited for a fast
steamer to tarry mails between Constantinople and Alexandria with a
rather narrow limitation on coal ..con-

sumption, and two or three shipbuilding firms offered to build the steamer
with turbine enclnes and guarantee
a lower
consumption of coal that that
named In the proposals.
The Cunard line has one turbine
steamer running, .ind the
two
huge

steamers building under contract with
the government are to have
turbine
engines. This decision, however, was
reached before the
turbine
present
steamer was In service; it
was
not

due, therefore, to the successful experience of the Cunard company. If
this experience were not
satisfactory
It Is not certain whether the decision
could
have been changed, but It
seems unlikely that the
company and
the government would adhere to tnrblnes if the experimental steamer had
been a disappointment: It must be
poaalble to change the means of propulsion In an unfln!shed ateamer. The
government, which la deeply Inter-

ested In the success of these two Conarder*. haa decided, also, to apply
turbine* to war vessels nr* buil<*tng

I
1

I

Single Copy,

But the Hamburg-American company
is the largest, and It may perhaps be
said to be the most successful steamer
company in the world, and very much
of its success is due to the management of Mr. Ballou. its director. When
he says that the success of the turbine
engine Is not yet sufficiently assured
to justify his company in adopting It,
it Is evident that the turbine is not

beyond the experimental stage. But
It unquestionably has two very great
advantages. It causes no vibration,
and that ought to tell not only on the

comfort of passengers, but upon the
durability of the ship itself. The machinery weighs much less and occupies less space that reciprocating engines, which allows a greater capacity for cargo, or. in the case of war

W

PRESERVE THE BUFFALO.
Ernest Harold Baynes Talks on "Our
Grandest American Animal."
Ernest Harold Baynes gave a talk
before the Society of Arts on the
"American Bison: Our Grandest American Animal."
Mr. Baynes Is secretary of the American Bison Society,
of
president
which
Is
Theodore
Roosevelt and which count among
their members the governor general of
Canada. The object of .this society
is to promote a public sentiment that
will influence congress to provide for
the perpetuation
of the American
bison. At present there is a bill before Congress oroviding for the appropriation of $15,000 for the maintenance of a herd.
Mr. Baynes said that the bison was
the most numerous of all mammals of
modern times.
The numbers that at
one time lived on this continent was
in the millions, and it seems remarkable that they could have become almost

exterminated in so short a time.
are but two wild herds of buffalo In existence today, one
the
in
Yellowstone National Park and another in Canada.
There are a few private herds, but all of these are, without exception, for sale to anyone who
Will nav *1 roo onnoKlo rtrl^A

There

Before the white men who are refor thin depletion invaded
the West the Indiana killed the buffalo

sponsible

themselves, and dei>ended upon the
buffalo generally for their living.
When the white men came they began killing the buffalo, and the Indians were instructed to kill as many as
possible and to bring their hides to the
trading stations.
The white hunters
also took up the slaughter and there
are white men living today who have
killed. 10,000 buffaloes with one rifle.
There Is on record a rase where 1500
buffaloes were killed In fifteen minutes
by a
hunting party. Whole
herds were exterminated at one time
l»v driving them over precipices, and
by coraillng and slaughtering them by
the wholesale.
Many people ask If the preservation
of the buffalo Is of any practical value.
In an attempt
to
answer
this
question satisfactorily.
Mr.
Ba.vnes

has trained two buffaloes to work In
harness or under yoke.
These animals were exhibited at the Sportsman's ahuR last fall and are doubtless
remembered by many people.
They
have been found to be very tractable
ami fully as ntrong as oxen.
Mr. Baynes showed various lantern

slides of the domesticated buffaloes
drawing various' wagons and carts,
and In one case drawing a snow plow
through snow up to their shoulders.
The buffalo hide Is very much more
valuable than cow hide, and It has
been found possible to weave their fur

wool Info coarse cloths.
Another
valuable use for buffalo Is In crossing
them with our cattle, and so forming
a race that Is much stronger, healthier and less susceptible to cattle dlseases.
The hair of these crosses Is
also valuable, resembling very closely
fine bear fur.— Boston Transcript.
or

rapt. Conk In hi* second and most
successful
sailed
exploring
voyage

20.000 miles In two years.
Chief
Engineer Baum of the Norddeutacher
In
Uoyd has sailed 2.400.000
forty
It is a swifter age.
years.
some

•

Proprietor

•

Inefficient

Failure.

HE process of
putting an invention on the market is no
simple as an Inexperienced person is apt to suppose.
usually necessary to create a public demand before t e
vention can be sold on any considerable scale, and it >
necessary to follow up this demand by supplying the at
cles. otherwise the fruit of the labor In creating it win
lost

I

I

I

I

Of course the manner of
procedure will depend la***1'
the nature of the Invention, but I here speak of ar
of public
consumption, which have a more or less general and distribute sa
and which are dealt
with by the manufacturer In wholesale lots.
After figuring out
carefully the net cost of manufacture, and fixing a reasonable wholesale price which
leaves a margin of profit, the manu ac ur
next secures trial orders
from various concerns.
If the article is to
be sold to manufacturing firms, it will be found tnai.
however good the device
may be. the Anns will not take It up unless the} can
be assured of a reasonable
certainty in the supply, for to do so would no on
occasion expense in
changing over their former system of manufacture, u
would also subject .them
to disastrous losses in case they create a ne*
mand with their customers
which they subsequently find it impossible to
i.
The manufacturer,
therefore, of the patented article, must. If he * s- es
to make it a success, not
seek for more orders than he can fill for the
me
being, and he must seek to obtain a
steady continuance and enlarging oi
those orders. This is done
sometimes by sending out solicitors on the roa«-.
sometimes by advertising in trade
papers; in either case, it requires t mc
and a considerable
outlay before there Is any certainty of returns.
An invention does not
ne
always succeed in
to its merits.
on

of great merit may fail

absolutely

HOUSR U commodious nnd homelike Id
particular. First-class la
OURevery
respect. The view from the broad every
piazzas and chamber* ii
in the

passed

Dancing,

Parties,

Rstts

ob

applicattoa

Actennodates 100

Opto Jane 15 to October i
Season of

proportion

for want of proper management, while an-

1906, June 15

to

Sept.

SUHIT ROUSE

w..~

On the crest of the slope, chcmm
by most of the hotels as an ideal
location. Overlooking the ocean
and the reslful inland scenery of
field jaod .-wood. No better spot
for complete rest and recreation.
Table and service first-class.
Accommodates, with cottaire. 40
m. nmniLTOll, froprietor. *u«t».
Rates reasonable.

WN

A. R. LITTLEFIELD

Grocery

and

Provision Store

Chebeague Island,

Aristocracy

Me.

We carry everything in onr line of trade and
onr prices are as
the lowest. Fresh invoices of
Meats, Fowl, Fruit and Berries received daily.
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Hardware,
Fishing
Gear, Fancy Goods and bummer Hats. Our teams
cover all parts
of the island several times
All orders delivered free. Come in
daily.
and see us if you want to secure a House
Lot. We have the finest
sites on the island and our
low

By Gertrude Jitherlon.

is no doubt that new fortunes, with their unaccustcciort temptations, their magnetism for
i>arasites, toadies
end flatterers, the barricade they raise against the ordinary
trials of life, develop abnormally three qualities that are

as

prices

Island

latent, at least, in every nature; frivolity, selfishness and
pride; and the constant exercise of these qualities hardens
what, for convenience, we call the heart, and breeds indifference for the feeling and rights of others.
An Englishwoman who had entertained at her country
home a number of wealthy American women once confided to me that the
maids invariably complained to her maid of the refined
brutality of their employers. The English woman,
s
large minded, added that she made
w£o
allowances for these la'dles.'arf snc VOT^^eTtherrf
t-rfJ^rer^ rfie -victims

View

will

please you.

Cottage,

Great Chebeague, Me.
L. F. HAniLTON,
Proprietor

LOCATION and everything first
class. Verandas and large
FINE
airy
Bates
on

rooms.

application. Cottageannex baiit
Open Jom

this season (or rooms only.
16to Sept. 15.

of the traditions of
slavery. She was Very much astonished when I told her
that the black slaves had been far better treated
by the genuine American
aristocracy of fifty years ago than are the highly paid servants of the pampered women whose grandfathers got their intellectual equipment at a night
school, or kept a shop on the Bowery. Those we have of ancient lineage—
who have framed their family tree and
proved their seven generations, whose
fortunes have kept pace with the times, and who form the somewhat attenuated backbone of society. In New York, for instance—are more
objectionable
in some respects than the new-rich.
While they ought to know better, they
are so uneasily conscious of their
position as real aristocrats in a country
too large to give them a universal
recognition that anxious pride has bleached
their very blood, attenuated their features, narrowed their
lips, and practically
deprived them of any distinctive personalities. The best thing that can be
said of them is that they are not, with one notorious exception,
vulgar, in the
common use of the word.

HAMILTON VILLA,

Chebeague Island

Near the east end of the island and equally distant from north and
south shores.
of

Plenty

table.
ence*

amusement and recreation at hand. Fresh farm end ocean
products on our
We have a select clientele and our house will
please
The best of referRates on application. Accommodations for 40. jou.

ffiren.

I have particularized the society of New York because It Is the
cynosure
and envy of all the social aspirants in the Union; its Influence Is the most
extensive and detrimental; it is indubitably the most heartless, extravagant
and arrogant; and because, small as It Is in numbers. It has come to be the

objective point in the somewhat vague term "American society." As a matter of fact. It not only represents an abnormal development of the most objectionable traits In the American character, but In many respects It Is quite
different from the fashionable life of other cities in the United States.
In
Boflton there Is an immense amount of wealth and luxury; but there are traditions behind—a great deal of genuine cultivation, pursuit of art and literature. high American ideals, and that simplicity that characterizes well-bred
people everywhere. There are millions enough to excite the envy of the working classes, but they are kept in the background by the good tante of their
owners.
In the classic language
of one of the cleverest men In
America
"Money in Boston does not stink," and this It certainly does in New York.

Early Showing

Sermon in San Francisco's <
Stones
<
By

k

//. H Sup lee-

(

proper

HE ruins of San Francisco mark the failure of
ordinary brlrk,
net with ordinary rare. In ordinary lime
mortar.
Trimmings of fancy tile, of moulded terra-cotta. of marble, granor
Ite,
other atone, all wnt down In the fire after having
been shattered by the tremor. Such work at Ita
very bc«t Is
almost Inelastic and cannot be expected to atand
heavy vl- ,
bratlon. and It la not often at Ita best. San Franclaco should i
grasp the occasion ao to revise its building lawa aa to checr.
the uae of any auch daoiteroai construction, nnd
o|»en wid» !
the opportunity to encourag» the use of the one
appropriate ayatem of conat met Ion for auch
purpoaea. that of reinforced concrete.
While many and varied systems, so called, of relnforce«l-concrete construction
are In service In
nil pnrta cf the worlrl, the principle Is open to all. and
proprietary Interests
cover only special modifications, so
thst there Is no reason why this most appropriate, safe, and rapid method of construction should not be applied.
By usln* light akeletona of rod, small structural material, etc..
wrapped
with wire, and atretched with
netting, the whole tmt>edded In first-class concrete, a method at once
earthquake-proof, fireproof, and eapab'e of effective

H

artistic

development.

Is

found,

and

It Is to this method that

exhibition.

fashion.

These Suits come in plain and
fancy
checked mixtures and herring bone effects ; also blue, green, brown,
grey and
black broadcloth and serges.

T

These suits meet every requirement
of buyers seeking stylish
garments, and
every expectation of customers looking
for service-giving values at modest
prices.

You Are Welcome To Look

Ssn Francisco

abouM turn to rebuild her shops, town residences and moderate
buildings. This
method of construction also haa the
great advantage that much of the work,
under proper aupervlalon. can be
readily **"1 rapidly done by unsklHed labor,
ao that the labor coat, otherwlae
certain to be a heavy Item In the rebuilding
of the city, may be kept at a
The experlmenta of Conaldere, alminimum.
though at first questioned, appear to have demonstrated the fact that
properly
Imbedded metallic rods Increase the
elaatlc limit of concrete to a rreat extent,
probably by dlatrlbutlng the atreaaea throughout the mass and preventing such
localization of strains as would otherwise cause the formation of
cracka. and
this fact alone show-) the
Immediate applicability of reinforced concrete to
the reconstruction of the shattered and burned bulldlnga to which
the large
steel-cage system cannot be applied.—Harper's Weekly.

of the very latest and most
of the "1906" Fall models are

Beautifully stylish suits made of the
best materials in the most recent modes
and tailored and trimmed in the most

..

_

New

Examples

now on

.

of

Fall Suits

pleasing

.
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chcbiaquc ISLAND

The J\few

0HERE

unsur-

country. Toilet rooms on each floor. Dlniug room
accommodate*
Flue grove in Mr of the house.
Tenuis Courts on adjacent lawns. Our
table is supplied, with the l>v»t the
market affords, irtne beach tor
bathing and
boating. Visit thi*-islaMd which Is considered
•pot in NVw England. Two line* of steamer* by physicians the most healthful
from
Portland.
utes' walk from Hamilton's
Only three minBook early if you desire choice rooms.
Tou will Ond plenty to make Landing.
the hours pass only too
quickly.
Card
Etc.
ISO.

other of very little merit
may bring Its promoter a rich reward.
In fact, the case often arises
where an unpatented device Involving
Inventive novelty, has been pushed to such
good advantage and given resti »3
so much in excess of the
manufacturer's expectations that it becomes neces
sary to obtain some sort of patent
covering it, even though that patent co.ers very little worth
covering, and acts rather, to'frighten off imitators .tnan^
to actually restrain ihem from
entering the same field.
Even where a patent cannot be obtained, it can be
applied for, and .no
words, "patent applied for" have* as is well known, a
restraining effect n
practice, If not in law.—Cassier's Magazine.

vessels, armor and armament.
It 13
to be hoped that It will establish Its
merits, and then only the perfecting
of the gas engine, of which there are
already intimations, will be needed to
reduce the weight and bulk og a ship's
motive power to a reasonable ratio to
its carry capacity.—Philadelphia Record.

Pay

•

By G+org* Wetmore Collet.

CROWLEY <fe> LUNT, Editors lid PvMithers
One Year, $1.00; Summer Season, SOc;

Good Device,

Bring

the Last Thursday in Each Month
from October to JI ay
on

TERMS

Really

Charlaa W. Hamilton

Overhasty Management May

or

Thursday Afternoon

From June to September and

to Make

Inventions

a

THE NEW HILL CREST
CHESCACUC. MAINS

|

j

Eastman Brothers and Bancroft
MMIftS 111 Mm ITS., PNTUN

Littfejohn's L
-<

A most
enjoyable concert was given
evening In the Rock me re
Parlor. at which the
following talent
Piano solos. Miss Anna
Wlderholt. Freehold. N. J.; soprano
•oloa. Miss Mary F. Fraser.
Boston:

iuesday

MAP

or*-

CASCO BAY

Participated.

MAINE

Miss
Florence Walsh. Weymouth.
Mass.; Miss Martha L. Reld. Boston:
Miss Rebecca Bird.
Wollaston. Ma»s:
»olos. Miss Catharine Cushing.
Allston. Mrs. G. H. Hamilton: due't.
Misses Reed and
Cushlng: recitations.
L«lla Nichols. Allston.
Matw.

rmiSNCO Bt rnt
*

The audience was
very appreciative,
and generously
applauded each effort
*r. A. E. Upham of
Weston. Mass..

BREEZE PUBUttliriC CO.
nr.
ureieflcu
•

■B

cVM HQ
mm\o%

presented the cause for which the concert was given In such a
forcible way
that a purse of fel.53 was at one?
made up.
^The parlor was beautifully

decorated with golden rod. Norway
pine and fir. under the direction of

Miss Ethel Nlchol. snd the assistance
of the young ladies of the
Rockmere.
The Misses Woodbury of Salem, with
their friend. Mrs. Horton L. Allen
and son Ferry, are at the "White Cottage" for three weeks. This is their
third season here, which shows their
love and appreciation of Llttlejohn's.
Dr. Charles Derby, a graduate of
Tufts Dental college, and now leading
dentist In Melrose Highlands, has been
apendlng a few days at the Rockmere.
Mrs. M. A. Scanlan of South Boston
Is at the Cook cottage for a two weeks'
stay.

Albert Jones of Farmington.
spent Sunday at the Lyndehurst
as guest of his sister. Mrs.
Seavey.
Miss Agnes George and
her aunt.
Miss James, took a trip to New Meadows Saturday, returning on the late
Mr.

Me.,

boat.
Miss Mabel Moore and sister Nellie,
both of Woburn, arrived at the Rockmere ^Saturday morning
for
a
two
weeks' stay.
Master Albert Richards celebrated
his sixteenth birthday with a party

Thursday

at the cottage.
Miss Marion S. Spring of Brookline
is rooming at Mrs. Dey's cottage, and
taking her meals out.
Mrs. R. H. Jenkins and daughter
Elsie. Mrs. F. C. Ames and daughter
Marlon. Miss Lottie H. Kldger. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Tuells. with son Harold. and daughter Ulllan. all of Everett. are at the Highland for
the
remainder of the season.
Mr. Charles F. Reed, proprietor of
Reed's News Store at Melrose Highlands. spent a few days this week at
the Rockmere.
Mr. Frank
A. Clemenson of
the
"Idlewllde" returned to his work iti
Boston Tuesday, after an enjoyable
outing of a month.
Mr. Joseph Ready and Mr. T. Dwyer
were in Boston this week on a business

trip.

spending the rest of the season at the
"Pine Cone" cottage.
Mrs. J. P. Prentiss
and
daughte.*
Mary A., returned to the Rockmere
a
after
two
weeks' stay
Wednesday,
at

Ogunquit.

Mr. C. R. Woolner of Everett spent
Sunday with his family at the Pine

'Cone.

Mrs. P. C. Stroub and son Harry returned to their home in
New York
Tuesday. They will be missed by the
other Rockmere guests.
Miss Charlotte
Howard
of
Cambridge. who has been visiting Mrs.
Carlton Hicks at the Lyndehurst, returned to her home this week.
Capt. A. C. Drinkwater took a party
of Mr. O'Brien's friends to South Freeport in his yacht. "La Femme," Wed

nesday.

Mr. and Mrs. George McWllliams and
Everett, from Cambridge, are at
the Cook cottage for two weeks. Miss
Isabel Sherman from South Boston
Is also at the same cottage.
Mr. Harry Jones and family of Portland spent Sunday at the Lyndeliursr.
Mr. Walsh and family leave the
Ellms Log Cabin Friday, after a two
weeks' stay. We have had much pleasMis*
ure in listening to
Florence's
are
sweet singing, and
to
hoping
ha7e the pleasure repeated next sumson

mer.

Mr. and Mrs. Runnalls. at the Cook
cottage, leave .Saturday for their home
in South Boston, after a stay of about
two weeks.
Miss Catharine Ow*>n of Ashmont.
Mass.. and Miss Gladys NVhltaker ot
Everett, are the gu«»Mts of Mrs. Eugene
and Mrs. Walter Richards at the Harlow cottage.
awn.

r\r*.

r.

o.

n uiixir^

wnu

ii«y

bwn at the "Crow'a Nmi" the pa*t
week. returned to her home In Read-

ing. Ma**.. Thursday.

Miss Mildred Buck nam of Melrose
ha* been spending a few day* with
Mi** Hazel l»ring at the Bay View.
Mr* F. H. Kingston. who ha* been
spending *om»* tr.-o week* at Melro«e.
Kingston cottagr
returned to the

Thursday

Mr. and Mr*. C. I. E. Ma*tin of Midland Park. N. J., arrived at the Rockmere Monday morning for a week'*
Mr. Ma*tln is treasu.er of th*
stay.
"1a Favorite RuM»er" Manufacturing
He is alcompany of Paterson. X. J.
so a great friend of children and han
been much Interested In 8. 8. work
for many year*.
Mrs. J. W. Rodger* of Roxhury arrived at the Alpine rottag* Haturday
night, to remain the rest of the seaMrs. Rodger*' mother. Mr*. J.
son.
at
the
rot tag"
W. Howe, ha* been
since August I.
Mr. Hiram W. Emery. with hi*
grandson, Master H. Weber Kmery.
both of Winchester, have been at the
Rockmere the past week.
Master Marshall Wellington, with Ms

m. MTANDIN, MINE WOODS

trrst
fly flthlng: clean
good table,
aamps, bed* and liner;
spring water; separate sleeping lodges,
mountain
outlying camps; esnoelng,
•limbing; big live game photography;
C. C. GARLAND, Mgr.,
booklet P.
Dsbsconeag. Maine.

Egcellent

For Artillit

Hairdrttting 80

SOU¥IN£rs

SOUTH HMtPSWClL

tmr

H—m.

to

friend, Walter Jones of Winchester,
returned
from
Camp
Winnecook,
Unity. Me., Thursday night.

Littlefield & Co., Grocers

Mrs. F. E.
at
Dickerman.
"The
Barnacle." gave a tree party Thursday evening to sixteen of her friends.

The time was pleasantly spent in naming the samples of trees exhibited,
conundrums concerning
trees, music
and refreshments.
Mr. H. E. Wellington is expected to
arrive Sunday noon for a two weeks'
stay with his family at the Christy
cottage.
Mr. William A. Dykeman and wife
of Somerville. Mass., are registered at
the Rockmere for over
Sunday. Mr.
Dykeman is an architect of note, having an office on School street, Boston.
Mr.
Walter
Richards
and
Mr.
Charles Richards have returned home
after a two weeks' visit at the Harlow cottage.
Mr. H. R. Phillips of Maiden arrived
at the Elmms cottage
Sunday morning
for the remainder of the season.
Mr. Carlton Hicks spent
Tuesday
night with his family at the I,ynde-

109-111 Commercial St, P*rtUad
ud Peak's I aland. Mm.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Groceries, Meats and Proiisions
OP ALL KINDS

Are the most perfect and natural that Dental Science can
We do PAINJjESS WORK Our methods are the produce.
most approved and our PRICEH the LOWEST.
Silver Fillings 60c, Gold Fillings
$1.00, Crown and Bridge
Work, $4.00 a tooth. Teeth Extracted without Pain FREE.
Improved lightweielit Plates with Natural Gums $4.00. Lowest Price

ever

day.

Miss l.ula .Sawyer of Yarmouth spent
Sunday with friends at the Rockmere
Mr. and Mrs.
Frank
Snow. Mrs.
Stanley Brown, all of Brunswick, am:
Mr, Charles 8. Frazler. failed on Mr.
and Mrs. Hamilton at the Rockmere
Wednesday, making the trip from
Blrrh Island In Mr. Frazler's fast !lt*.le
launch

Cousin's Island
Mm. Fn'd'k I*
Hreexe ban l»een

('amhrMKi'

<»n k

Pippins of the 8*-a
suddenly rallr».1 to
roiint of the lllncii* ot

hvr mother.
Mr. Charlie E. P»»rklna returned to
his homo In Cambridge after a two
ww-k*' vacation at the 8»-a Breez«

(Cousin's lalanj).
Mr. James A. flmith of Cambridge
haa joined hla wife and daughter at
the Sea Breeze to spend the rest ot

the month.
Mr. Ralph E Hamilton haa arrived
hla father'a cot tag*. The
Maples,
after visiting friends at Rath and Flv*
at

lalanda.

Four aona of her former mlatresa. to
each of whom fhe had acted
aa
a
nurae
In
their
childhood, carried
Eleanor Perk In* to
her
at
grave

Bracebrldffe.

8he had been

tjr-fonr

year*.

IJncolnshlre.
England.
with the family for atx-

in oar line. Order Tsams'visit all
parte
of Peak's Island sererel times

Right
Praapt S«nfct
Ewrjthlag First Clan

DR. FOSTER, Painless Dentist,

For

Special Xjow Prloea Until Sept. X

<8 GOLD FILLED RIMLESS

Night and Morning
3.25, 4.00

Plymouth

For Noon
They

areextra well nasde; wide,

89C

to

Rock Canvas Bed Hammocks

NEW EC3NOMY PRESERVE JARS, extra wide
mouth,
wire used in scaling; no chsnre for
spoiled goods.
Pints
$1.00 dot.

Quarts

THE "PEARL" PRESERVE
JARS,
rubber top and wire binder.
Half Pints, 76c; Pints,

Jelly Tumblers

pearly

7.50

16.00
no

work is established. I guarantee satisfaction in every esse, and make any chanre
necessary in lenses, within one
year, free of charge. Remember the Place,
47m1-/ Congress at., Opp.
Preble ftlouse, (Over Fidelity Trust
Co.) Both 'Phones.
V.
X.
w
Haiti's

rubber or

$1,30

white (la«, autim

dot.

ortliley. Jr.i

itl^p?u!7.

Ltadinf Opticiaa.

8SC; Quarts. 95C; TwoQasrts, $1.25 do*.
255 and 30c do

SOUVENIR FIR PILLOWS.

z

The talk of the town. The cover* have
new and attractive Maine
scenes lithographed in colors and the
filling is the
freshest Pir Balsam
Tip*. Price only

50C

FIR SEWING BAGS

-50C

PURE ALUMINUM SAUCE
PANS for Preserving

ALUMINUM PRESERVE KETTLES,
4 Quart ....90C
H Quart

1.25

....

Oren

Gold Filled RIbIcm Zy*fUi*M
•
•
tl
•
(Best quality spherical lense*, set in mountinga warranted ten per pair
years.)
Solid Gold Ejtglati Moastisp
•
•
12 per pair
•
•
Vest Quality Proscription Leasee
•
60oaa4ap
II lyeglassCkalai
•
•
•
60o oaok
Sharon, Flach aai So Fay Moantlnga at Low Pricea.
EYES EXAMINED PMC
Remember-Tbeae are not ready-made or auction coo-is. bot are
all
new and fresh from the
factory; ground or fitted especially for each case, and
every pair is warranted to fit. As I have been located in Portland
for
five
years, and have fitted the eyes of more than 13,000
persons at this office, my
reputation for carefal and accurate

and 4.50

.-*-77-

You want one of our nice Hammocks.
large and comfortable

ET£OLA8SES, SI

■TBS EXAMINED FH»

I ban entirely remodelled
my fine optical offices (or« the new
rooms of the
banking
Fidelity Trust Co.) and now nave the most completely equipped
Optical Parlors in Maine.
In order to thoroughly advertise
my new offices, and my up-to-date
methods of examining end
fitting the eyes, I shall offer, UNTIL SEPT. 1,
these special low pricca,
positively the lowest ever offered in New England.

An odorless "Oxygen" Oil Heater is about the
thing. It qaickly takes
off the chill and at small expense. It is clean
and safe, and has
the
improvements, the patent, float showing at All times the amount ofamong
oil in the
tank, also patent wick stops to prevent

I

daily.

0«r Prices Art

offered in Maine.

hurst.

Mr. W. N. Shaw of Everett spent a
few days at the "Pine Cone"
cottage,
returning Thursday with his wife and
son. who have been here some time.
Miss Eleanor M. Morton from Newton came to the "Crow's Nest" Friday night. She will probably remain
until Mrs. Ames returns to Massachu
setts.
Mrs. Hicks and son Carlton spent
Friday with friends at Riverton.
Mr. O. W. Randall of Boston arrived
at the Rockmere Saturday evening.
Mrs. Ames and Jenkins gave and
chaperoned a hop at the Highland
Friday evening for the cottagers and
their uupsts.
Miss Row C. Ovmer of Cleveland,
O.. who has been attending the Harvard Summer School at Cambridge.
Mass.. is at the Rockmere for a week.
The past week Mr. and Mrs. Peter
F. O'Brien of Allston cottage entertained a pleasant party of Bostonians.
They included Mr. Leon Scroeder. Mr.
Joseph W. McConnell and Mr. James
P. Magents. The last two are members of the law firm
of
McConnell.
Magenis and McConnell. with offices
in the Tremont Building.
Mr. Magenta Is prominently mentioned In Boston
an the Renubllran candidate for Congress in the tenth Mass. district. Thr
party, with the Misses O'Brien, mc.de
a thorough exploration of the Islands
about In Mr. O'Brien's naphtha launch,
the "peter F." and
left
Littlejohn's
with a full satisfaction of the beauties of Cas<o Bav
and
the splendid
hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien.
Miss Janet Bowen of Everett war?
a guest
at the Highland cottage Fri-

We make • specialty of
supplying
Hotels, Cottages, Schooners and
Yachting Parties. In (act we hare everything

Hooper's
Summer Goods

AUSTIN £. PINKHAM
South

35cto85c

Harptwell, Me.
THe

10 Quart.... 1.75

Livery and Boarding

Sons

Stables Here

Us<s of Adhesive Platter.
Among the medicinal equipment* of
our country home a roll
of adhesive

planter,

such a* one can
buy done
up In a tin tube, at the neareat
druggist's for flfty cent* a yard, seems ti»
be one of the most
Important and
most frequently called
for.
In case
of scalds or burn*, of cuta and
other
It
la a handy thing to have
wounds.
at close command, and
will result iti
speedy relief and w»fe and prompt
healing. The presence of such plaster
In the house la only a case of wise

your baggage marked in cnro
Booth Harps well, fc" tables one

Stables in the reur of the Merriconeasr House. Oar
carriages
and
teams
are
the
latest
designs. Carriages to let with
experienced driver for sightneeing ana all purposes.
Hare
of Freight Agent A. E. Pink
ham,
minnte's walk from steamboat whart

A Oil
Cottage Lots For StU
A\H nfllMT
rlllnl I It South Harpswell

|

null I Ulll I

|
precaution, for It la quite Important
that open wounds be at once
covered.

J

"EYE TO EYE"

L.

In order to prevent the entrance :>f
I
j
any bacclllns disease.
I»r.
Wilson
Ittakrca
IHf
—i
FiiCTlCED
calls our attention to this
subject, and
to
DETECT tb* OPTICAL
r
N EBDM
says: "It Is reported In a New York
of
ANOTHER** EYE
There mait h» NO Ol'E'8 WORK
paper that a child being scalded, the
MO
CHANCE PRK«W RIBINO of
bacillus of tetanus (lockjaw) entered,
flwKi Th* RIOffT KIND man*. be
and the patient died In
or the retails mar be ■Itowthw
consequence.
ATAL to the (v*-«l(bt. We «i*
The same paper reports the case of a
EXPERT OPTICIAN* wit* a MMman who had a knee
Injured In a railLONO EXPERIENCE In thef****
The bacilli of tubercnway accident.
merit of th« hum*nfvf
«l/ht, :r»«o
far
aa
loala entered, and the man dl?d
«nppJvirrg proper
and
A
•p»etacl»a therefor.
If yoo thin*
consumption. The bacilli of disease,
YOC NEEDfffaaaea, COMB To I ■*
are liable to be
for • PREE EXAMINATION.
floating In the atmosphere anywhere and at all times. It la
PORTLAND CYC INSTITUTE
dangerous to have a raw aurface exJ. Jeequse, Prtneloai
posed
Nothing can shut out the at610 Oongr««» St.,Portland. M«
mosphere quicker and nicer than adhesive plaster."—Farm and Fireside.
It 1* now reported that In the pre: v
In 1878, as a result of a long cSo* fecture of Kafl alone 1.014 persons
tinued famine
In
northern
China, wer«> killed and <f9Z wounded bj tbe

|

flren

9.000,060 Uvea were reported loat.

Only First-Class

Fonnoean earthquake.

H.

BEST POINT

WPAtJLDlNG,

New Base Ball Goode
New

Wonth

IX THE

BAY

II nrpswell

New Tennis Goods

Fishing TacKle

New Bicycles

New Cameras

Pon't

vwt« time trying to find something yon want in small
COME TO U5. We are the Only Dealers
Carrying A
Complete Line in this locality. Onr Prices Are Lowest as we
hay Irom msnafsctarers and sare middleman's profit.
stocks.

Eastern Arms and Cycle Co.
132 Middle

It. Portland

Maiden. Mm,

Railroads.

Maim Central R. R.
Day Excursions!
S2.00

TO NAPLES.
Leave Portland 9.10 a. no., rail to Sebag© Lakf, steamer to Naplee. or Bridgton.
■crow
Sebiigo l<ake and up the Kongo
River. take dlnnci at Naples or Brldgetwi; returning arrive Portland 5.55 r- m.

S1.50

TO SE8AGO LAKE AND RAYMOND.
L«ve Portland at P 45 a. m.. and at
Ssb&go Lake take steamer acroas the
lake and up the rant shore. passing Indian Inland. White'*
Bridge.
Raymond
Cape. The lmag<-s and up the River Jordan to Raymond village for dinner and
a visit to the
St%te flsh hatchery, where
the whole process of hatching and raisin* trout and
salmon
mav
be seen.
Return is made, arriving in Portland
ft.6S p. m.

The Afternoon

Songo

River

Trip

Via Rail. Steamer and Ifarrow Gauge

Leave Portland 1 06 p. m.. arrive SebaLake 1.37 p. m.. where the Steamer
"Hawthorne" takes you across Sebago
Lake, up the Sonjio River, across the
Bay of Naples and Lone Pond to Bridgton. Tally-ho to the village. Narrow Oauge
to Bridgton Junction, thence Maine Central to Portland,
arriving Portland 7.4J
p. m.
go

To the White
and Return

Mountains

Leave

9.10

Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Foster are visiting the latter's sister. Mrs. L.
Southard.
«•
Mr. H. H. Savage of Boston tune
Monday for a two weeks' stay at the
Bickford cottage on the east side vi
the island.
Mr. Savage is well knowh
in Boston where he Is engaged in
the real estate business.
Mr. A. N. Law of Putnam, Conn.,
is at Cliff cottage for a week or two.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Taylor
have taken rooms at Mrs. Geo. Jf.
Fiske's cottage.
Mrs. Alonzo Cobb is very ill at the
Cosy cottage. We trust that the restfulness and quiet of this cool retreat
will insure a quick recovery.
Miss Alice Perkins of Alfred. Me.,
Miss Isabella Morse of Boston ana
Mrs. G. F. Strong of Maiden are at
Cliff cottage for a short stay.
Miss Rachel Myers. Mr. F. E. Rin^,
and Mr. Harry Lewis of Hartford,
Conn., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ring at Mrs. Fiske's cottage.
Misa
Cavanaugh. who has been their guest
for the past few weeks, returned-home

Wednesday.
Mr.

Crawford*. Mount Pleasant House or
Fabyans for dinner and driving, arriving

back in Portland at 7.45 p. m.. or
by remaining at Fabyans an hour and a half,
can arrive in Portland at
5.15 p. m.
Tourists on this trip
can
also visit
Fryeburg. North Conway. Intervale, Jackson and Bartlett if
they prefer at a less
expense or Maplewcod. Bethlehem. Profile House.
Jefferson.
Lancaster at a
alight additional expense.

Springs, Maine

13.60 to Poland Spring House and Paturn.
Leave Portland 7 40. $.30 a. m. or 11.05
a. m.; arrive Poland Spring House 9.30.
10.30 a. m. or 1 p. m.
Take dinner and
remain until about 3 p. nr.., and arrive at
Portland 5.25 p. m.
t

Sunday Excursions
EVERY SUNDAY to
the White M6untains

Leave Portland
9.30
a.
m.; arrive
12.50 noon.
Leave Fabyans 2.15
p m.; arrive Portland 5 25 p. m.; connecting for Boston.

Fabyans

81.50
Sundays

Trip

Round

Naples or Raymond for
Lea\ing Portland 930 a. m.
Sctago Lake and up the Songo
River to Naples or across Sebago Lake
to Raymond.
Returning, arrive at Portland 5.25 p. m.

dinner.

to

across

SI.50 the
A

t*ave*

Montreal
through

Parlor Car to

Montreal

Portland

'j :i>
train

Minneapolis.

A

Trip

Round

Through

9.10

a.

m..

arriving

p. m
with
coant-ctinc
fcr Cnicago. St. Paul and

Through Sleeper to Mont-

Leaves

real

Portland

daily. Sundays Included, 'j.00 p. m arriving Montreal fc.15
m.. connecting with through train to
Chicago and the Pacific coast.

•

A Parlor Car Portland

Fabyans

Leaves

Portland

at

9.10

dally except Sundav.

S>. m..

a.

m..

to
1.C0

Daylight

Line and Through
Parlor Car Service
to Quebec

Leave* Portland at
9.1ft a.
m. dally,
except Sunday, arriving at Quebec 9 00
p. xn.

THROUGH PARLOR CARS
on
Day
Trains and Through SUetK-rs on Night
Trains between Portland and Rockland.
Farmington. (Xjww. llanxor, Rar liarbor. Gr*envlli». >»t. Jom; eOMMtkg with
through Sleeping
and
Parlor Cars to
Halifax.

Through

Service WEST

To the West vJa the Crawford Notch
the White Mountains.
9 10 a. m.
900 p. m.
Arrive Montreal.
9.1S p m.
».15 a. m.
Arrive Ottawa.
1 4<» a. m.
12 35 noon
Arrive Toronto,
7 2T> a. m.
7.30 p. m.
Arrive Detroit.
3 05 p. m.
2.W a. m.
Arrive St. Ix>uls,
7.23 a. m. 1.45 p. m.
Arrive Chicago
9.30 p. m. 10.40 a. m.
Arrive St. Paul.
* 30 a. m.
For further j«rtteniars. folders, guldo
books and other literature, call on

of

l>eav$ Portland.

O. P

F. E. BOOTH BY,

Ac T. A.. M

C. R. R

Portland.

Coa*tirf*e Steamer»

New York Direct Line

Fast modern steamship* of the
Portland Line nail from Franklin
Wharf to New York without |

change,

Mondays at 10 a. m.,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Baturdays at 6.30 p. m., making this
delightful, short sea-trip in about
on

twenty-two hours. No
tour complete without
information

at wharf

H. A.

Htfdntt 4 Mivtrt

Freeman

of

Maplewcod.

Boston
^Maine

summer

it.

office.

Full

CLAY, Agent

Tvwpnliflii

Mfsmiblp LI«n Brtwfca

Ci

SOSTON

NORFOLK & BALTinORE
imt norrt to

Washington. Richmond
Points South.

and

Boston & Maine
R. R.

In Effect June

4,

1906

Train? leave Portland. Union Station,
for Searboro Crossing, a". 10, •*> 05, 10.00
«
m.. al2 m.. *1.15. "4 IT. 5.25. *5 50.
•C.50 p. m.
Sunday. *7.10. 19.35. §10.15
a
m.. §2.00. 13.40. 14.15. 16 10. T6.15. 17.16
p. zn.
Searboro Beach and Pine Point. 7
00,
aT.10, *8.20, *9.05. 10.<«0 a. »n.. h12 00 m.
•1.15. 3.30. *4.20. 5.25. "GEO. 6 10. *6.50,
•7.15, *8.05, *11.30 p. m.
Sunday 17 10.
18.35, *9.35. §10.15 a. m.. 12 55. 82.00. 13.40.
14.15. 15.10. 15.45, +6.15, 17.15 p. m.
Old Orchard. 7.00. *7.10. *8.20. 8 50,
•?05. 10.00 a. rn.. al2 m 12.30. •1.15, 1 35.
2 30. *4.20. 6.25. *5.60. 6.05. 6.10. *6 50.
•7.15, 8.00. *8.05. *11.30
re
Sunday,
17.10. 18.35. 19.35. §10.15 a. m
12.65. 12 00.
13 40. 14.15. 4.30, 5.00. t5.1l. 6.45. 16 16.
17.IS. 8.00 p. m.
Camp Ground. *8.20. •f.OE. 10 00 a. m.,
al2 m..
*1.15.
*6 50.
•4.10. 5.25.
6.10.
•6 50. *8.05. *11 30 p. re.
Sunday. 18 35.
t0.35. §10.15 a. ni.. §2.00. 13.40. 14.15. 16.10,
16.15. t7.15 *). m.
Saco and Blddeford. 7.00. *8 20, 8 60.
•9.05, 10.00 a. m.. al2.00 m.. 12 30, *1.15
3.30. *4 20. 6 23. *5.50. xC.05. 6 10. *6
50.
*8.00
*8.05, *11.30 p. m.
Sunday. 18.35.
V) 35,' §10.15 a. m.. 12.55. §2 00. 13.40. t4
16.
4.30. 5.00. 15.10. 5.45. 16.15. 17.15. *8 00

P. m.

Kennebunk 7.00. 8.50 10.00 a. rn.. 12 30.
3.30. 5.25. 6.05. 6.10. 8.00 p. m.
Sunday.
12 55. 4.30. 6.00. 5.45. 8.00 O m
Kennebunkport. 7.00. 8.*-0. 10 00 a. in..
12 30. 3.30. 6.10. 8.00 p. re.
v 'Runs June 18 to
Sept. 3. inclusive.
§Runs June 24 to Sept. 16. inclusive.
tR-un* June 24 to Sept. 2. inclusive.
x Does not stop at Sa<-<~>.
a Commencing June 18.
»
il'ntll June 24. inclusive.
Through train with Pullman Sleeping
Car ieava« Portland daily except Saturday at 8 25 p. m.. for New York via
Worcester and N. Y.. N. >4. and H. R. R.
I>. J. FLANDERS.
General Pats, it Ticket Agent.

u-..

»-• w.

*
W.

**
II.

*
*
uai niiiau
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Mere Point*
«

II*-

Sunday.

Hon. and Mrs. 1. D. Leighton. Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Bodge. Mr. Albert P.
Robinsrn ol Lynn. Mass.. daughter
Marion E., and son. Donald E Robinson. arcived Tuesday at the
Sunset
View cottage where they will stay until Labor Day.
Miss Ella M. Bangs of
Portland.
Misses Ella and Carrie Thacher cf
Brockton. Mass.. visited Mr. and Mr.-.
George H. Hunneman at the Casco
cottage last Tuesday.
Mrs. E. F. Augustus. Miss V. G. Newman and Mrs. F. A. Newman all cf
Maplcwood. Ma««s.. are at the Bickford
cottage where they will stay until La-

j

ruin

talnment was given at the Casino under the auspices Of the Mlss?s Burt.
Miss Griffin and Mr. Whiteside, the
committee.
The program was as follow??:
Vo-.*al
solo. Mrs. Whitrldge;
Bellamy dance. Mrs. M. F. Chase and
Miss Mae Despeaux; reading.
from
George Ade's "Fable** in Slang," Mr.
Georee Whiteside: exhibition of famous pictures, song, and ehcrus. ••Fishing." by Miss Agnes Scott of- New
York. Mifs Harriet Burt. Miss Elizabeth Burt. Miss Dorothy Brewer and
Miss Frances Varreil.
The remaining
two nuir«srs which were
ludicrous,
consisted of an original sketch entitled "Three Men Dressed at Two."
and a skirt dan»-e by three of our well
known exp'.nents of the terpsichoreun
art. Mr. Woodbury Howe. Mr. John
Kincaid anil Mr. Fred Cram.
The
"Three Men Dressed as Two" were Mr.
John Riley. Mr. John WincheHI and
Mr. Henry Johnson, who sane a number of limericks, taking of! the prominent residents.
After the entertainment dancing was
enjoyed the music being furnished by
Miss Alice McKinley and later by c
eraphopln ne. presided over by Mr.
Lawrence Parkhurst.
Baseball continues to draw a larre
contineent to the western side of the
point Saturday afternoon. An interest*
ingf and exciting g»me was played between the "'Never Wins.** Who won
by
the way i and the "Blessings."
The
score was
12,fo 11. Miss Agnes S:-Mt
as the only girl who
played, distinguished herself by her heavy batting.
Mr. A. J. Whiteside preside! as umpire and helped make the game a
success bv his careful decisions and
excellent knowledge of the game. Much
damage was done to the tree* and
shrubbery surrounding the field by
the heavy hitting of the teams.
Miss Nellie Chase of New Haven is
a guest at the Bernard cottage for a
few days.
Miss Agnes Scott
has returned to
New York after an enjoyable visit at
the Point as the guest of Mrs. A. P.
C. Griffin.
Among those to terminate a ple.tsant
stay here is Mr. Harry Riley, who
left Tuesday.
We regret to hear of an accident
which befel Mr. Nathan Thompson
Sunday when he fell injuring his back.
His friends will all l»e glad to he*r
that he experts to be '.rat again soon.
A party of 12 went on a deep sea
in
Ashing trip Thursday
Dixon's
launch.
The trip was a great success
and a large cargo of cod and haddock
which the party brought home with
them, attested to the skill of the fishirpatn... .The party was made up o!
Messrs. Hale. Whitrldge. Whiteside.
"Howe. McKinley. Cram. Johnsrm and
the Griffin brothers, with Dr. George

knowledge by subscribing

Southern

Railway

«——©

looked

as

if

they

nor

Frasquita

Irons on gay young swells.
Each
received a yearly wage of 300
francs,
besides
free board
and lodging:
"board" meaning a piece of
bread,
two sardines, and six
tomatoes, and
the privilege of
drinking as much
water as they had a mind to.
Jose did not oven lose his
good
humor when he bade
good-bye to

Frasquita, knowing that his military
service would last four
years, and
while her tr>ars flowed
copiously he
tried to console her with
maxims of
his philosophy "Don't
worry, darling.
Xo matter what
happens, I am convinced that some day you and I shall
bo happy and rich.
To be sure, I
don't know as yet how it is all to
come about, but that's
no matter.
Don't fret, let fate take its
course.
Up there in heaven there
sits

one more

SEABOARD

Air Line Railway
In

Florida

Rout# of th*

SEABOARD FLORIDA LIMITED
Chah. L. I>o*o*T»o*F, N. E PaNsenffar A*t., 3® Washington Ht., Boston
W. K. OoffttTK. (ieocnl RaMcni Pamenffcr A«1. 1M Broadway, N.Y,
(Harldi B. Utah, Oanaral Paawingar A«»at,
PovrwoirrH, V*

tron saint of the

The Louisville and Nashville Is to
build to Chicago by
way of Indianapolis.
Water
Settlers

Monopoly

In

Hbo«honr-

on
the Shoshone Indian
reservation charge a
monopoly of
water, and aak

Dr.

.lnv*»atigatk>«.^^^^

Piorkowskl,

a

German bacteri-

ologist. says he has dlacovered not
osly the microbe of distemper In dogs,
but also an effective
serum having curative

tU*

as

well

aa

preventive proper-

Simon recovered
sion in an instant.

on the high
road to wealth; at least'there
seemed
to be no sign of a
foundation for
such having been !aid.
Both worked
for Don Simon, the greatest
iciser
who ever walked this
earth; and
while Jose assisted in tooth
pulling
and accomp?nied bis master
when he
went to cup his patients.
Frasquita
would lather chins and use
curling
were

RAILWAY (

All Point*

in

his

came

oily

to

a

his

self-posses-

'•Nothing, nothing at all," he answered.
"I got a bit dizzy.
At any
rate 1 find nothing more of
interest
in the paper*.."
He rose, stretched
i his arms and yawned.
Caramba!
Our good friend Jose
Frasqulta was
I standing on the front stoop getting a
Bomba was of sanguine
tempera- breath of
fresh air.
ment.
Don Simon
Although he had never
bought a lotery ticket in his life he steppe* up to her and in an almost
affectionate tone said:
was nevertheless
"My dear
firm in his belief
child, you should go inside; it is too
that some day he would win
the capicool
out
here and you *night catch
tal prize in the States
Lottery. He cold."
had the faculty of alway*.
looking at
The
bystanders looked aghast;
the bright side of things, and
his
cheerfulness never left him. His vo- never before was Don Simon known
to speak in such terms to an
cation was that of barber in the
inferior.
employ of Don Simon Pesetero in the Frasquita was so frightened she
sne was having a fit of
town of Talavera.
apoWhen tffere was thought
.pUky. She hurried to her room, but
a lull between the
arrival of customere she could open the door
ers he would -sit in a
he had
corner and
caught up with her.
"I have also
buNd castles in S)>ain,
imagining him-' thought over the
matter of your getself the possessor of untold
wealth.
He made no effort to acquire these ting up so early in the morning;
hereafter you need not be at the
sinoe he felt convinced that
shop
he and before
C; young people at your age
his beloved Frasquita would
live to need
He
sleep."
re-entered
the shop
see his dreams realized.
and began to fold the
So far neither he
newspaper

SOUTHERN I

(liic«|o.

leaning back
lie suddenly

halt and turned pale.
"Hei!
What
ails you, Simon?
What has happened?" the men
cried
out simultaneously.

Though It Was Never Caught,
It Seircd Its Purpose.

California.

New Road to

engaged,

Frasquito's Lottery Ticket

South, Southwest, Florida, Cuba, Hexico

Birmingham, Havana, Nassau

paper,

armchair,

surely
powerful than we are. Why
then make trouble and sorrow for
ourselves? Should our efforts be in
accord with His
intentions, then our
i>or Day.
little help might hasten
success; on
A party consisting of Miss Edith
'the
other
hand, should they be in opPettingill. Mr. Charles Train. Mr. Howposition to His pians you may be
ard Libby. Miss Christina Griffin. MisBure we gain
Inez Dyer. Mrs. E. E. Ring. Mi-»: RaBe brave;
nothinghav* confidence, and leave
chel My ere. Mr.
Harry M. i.eifrfr ju,a
everything
to Him above."
Mr. F. E. Rinc. went to Peak's MonStill
smiling he
day night and saw the shorn-. "A Bit
pressed her closer to his heart, then
with a short farewell he left
her to
Join his regiment.
Jose's parting words left a
deep
iqppression on Frasquita's heart and
mind; and surely she stood in need
of support, for the old miser
seemed
to make it the great
business of his
Knowles as leading spirit.
life to render existence unbearable
tbe Superior Route to All Points
for her.
He was too close to
rnoMroi.vr people.
get a
substitute for Jose, and insisted that
Pius X. celebrated the third anni- Frasquita
pull teeth and cup paversary of hit coronation.
tients; but she proved such a failure
and
Kina Alfonso and Q'lf^n Victoria at this that he was
Tbe Glorious Mountain* of Western North
obliged to do the
left Cowtf to visit Lord Leith
Carolina, "The Sapphire Coonin
work himself lest he lose some
o' his
try," and "Tbe Land of tbe Sky," the rao^t rhiymin^ all-year
Scotland.
customers.
He revenged himself
reiortf, art- reacb«d by tne Southern Kui.way.
by
Judge E. K. Gates, a Missouri man
abusing her, calling her vile names,
THE ROUTE OF THE FAMOUS
with ;» beard five feet
ELECTRIC LICHTED TRAIN
long, is visiting and berating her
in Colorado Sprtiig«.
incompetence. She
••THE WASHINGTON AND SOUTHWESTERN
listened
but as soon r* his
Sir
VESTIBULED LlfllTED"
Chentung Liang-Cheng, the back waspatiently,
turned she expressed her
Chinese
Minister,
p.ttended
tht
con••NEW YORK AND nEnPHIS LIJUTED"
regard for what he had said by
ference at Northf.old
pulling the lobes of her little pink ears,
••NEW YORK AND FLORIDA EXPRESS"
Harlow N. Higin'nctham. a
partner which to a
for many years of the late Marshall
Spaniard means defiance.
••THE UNITED STATES FAST J1AIL" 1
As weeks and months
Field, is the autho. of "The Making
passed in
ODti during tne Winter
of a Merchant."
th**ir deadly monotony
Touri«t|Hea«oii Abe Renowned
Frasquita al••SOUTHERN'S PALT1 LIMITED'*
most
lost
An
heart.
Then
English
one fine mornartist. Sir William
Richmond. R A
ing she came hurriedly into the
is modeling a deshop
THE
sign for a more heautiful motor car and ask#»d Don i»...:on to
( BEST IN EIQUIPMENT
advance her
than
best
IN
the
SERVICE
:
present shape*
:
\
twenty francs on h«-r wages. "TwcftBEST IN TIME
Shelby M Cullom was horn on No- ty francs, Senor, if you
;
:
:
please; 1
vember 22. 1829. in
need them, indeed."
\ BEST IN SCENERY s :
He
Kentucky
has held a sea; in the
Senate since
"Twenty francs, you trifling spendBEST IN APPOINTMENTS
March 4. 1S83. and his new term will
thrift? And for what object do
tarry him to March 4. 1913.
you
DINING CAR SERVICE ON ALL THROUGH TRAINS
ask such a sum''"
One of the royalties who witnessed
Attraotive Literature and Coopletr information on
"For—for—because
the attack upon the
I
had
Application to
a
present Czar
dream, senor."
CSO. C- DANIELS, N. C P. A., 228
when he was In Japan ended
her acWashington St.. Boston
"A
dream? What on earth ha* a
count of the Incident with the
little
New York Offices, 271 and 1200
dream to do with a
pentence: "Then Nicky ran."
Broadway
twenty-franc gold
ALEX 8. THWEATT. Eastern Passenger
Agent
Sir Joseph George Ward.
S. H. HARDWICK
Postmas- piece?"
W. H. TAVLOE
"I will tell yon,
ter-General of New Zealand, who resenor.
I dreamt
Passenger Traffic Manager
General Passenger Agent
that at the next
cently visited the United States, will
drawing, which
WASHINGTON. D. C.
succeed the late Sir Richard
comes
off
In Mardl Or a* (or
Seddon
Carniis Prime Minister of
New Zealand.
val), No. 5555 will win the
capital
In the name of the nation
Presi- prize, and I want twenty franca to
dent Alves presented Mrs Root
with
bay the ticket."
• large and beautiful
Brazilian diaThe old rascal
shrugged hla shoulmond, and the Minister of Finance,
ders, but as he owed her half a year's
Senhor d< Bulhoes. gave her a
gold- wages, he
en casket inset with a
handed her the money,
watch.
growling and mattering the while.
Professor
R La u man. of HarOverjoyed, as If she had the 200,000
vard University, has been elected
an
houorary member of the Societe franca already In her pocket, FrasAslatique. of Paris, fonnded in 1X21, quita ran out of the room.
and since that time
Mardi Oras was a
only twenty-nine
She
holiday.
inen have been put on
waa determined to
its honorary
enjoy it to its full1la«
est extent: she whirled around
while
dancing the tarentella like a top. ate
Drag** Doctrine Opposed.
eruMers and roasted chestnuts
to her
Shortcut and Qaick«*t Rente to
Opposition has developed to the heart's content, and
finally made a
Drago Doctrine In committee at Rio
votive offering to Bt. Koch, the
d< Janiero.
paPinthurst, Camden, Ttmpt, Atlanta,

|

to a Madand by the light of a
sputtering oil lamp and accompanied
by the twang of the guitar, h« would
read the news of the day to his
eager
listeners.
One evening, while thus
rid

*1*7 Inat bendu above tot
With bright fcturc «limir>g
true;
tender heart !• luve v«»u.
And who'd .m rich am you.
—Atlanta (JoukIitulion.

are

Jackman of Cambridge. and
Mrs. F. R. Slater and Mr. J. E. Slater
of Scmerville are at the Overlook cottage for the entire month.
Miss Lillian Searle. who has been
staying at the Sunset View cottage,
dropped her sister's pocketbook. which
she was carrying:. ofT the wharf on?
day last week. The ptcketbook contained quite a sum of money, and she
thought it was {rone forever, but Master Lewi* Griffin after diving several
times succeeded in recovering it.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Blanchard cf
Westbrook. and Captain and Mrs. K.
C. Parker of Portland. Mr. and Mr*.
L W. Sawyer of Westbrook and daughters Phyllis and-Lois, are at the Baycliff
itittage.
entertained
They
Miss
Edna
Blanchard.
Miss Dora
Booth. "Nat" Blanchard and Thomas
Ilanchard
of
W«stbrot4k
over

Ail

Torn MILIWM
WRRRLT
Afwoma>o6*ttoM «n<1 eataioc
TVk«U for Ml* it B. I M. R.oMarpMMd.
R. aflot.
Rmd lor llloMraltd book lot
Urm.
A. If. ORAHAM,
Amt,
Boston, Mm.
W. P. TVRNEK. O P A
Rtltinort, Ml 1
W. P. TURNER, P. T.
M., Baltimore. Md.

planning a trip by carriage rp
through Buxton and
Gorham
and
around Sebago Lake.
Ml*sea L. E. Bennett and N. P. Ben*
nett, who have been staying at the
Glen Cove cottage all rummer, have
a* their guest®. Mrs. Bryant
Lurvey
and daughter. Pauline, if Boston.
Mrs. William Whipple of Portl&nd
and Miss Maria Hussey of Woodford^
8 pent Sunday with
Mrs. G. A. Foil'ster at the Otean Spray cottage.

lor a few weeks.
The largest stork cf ccttage furniture. piuzxa chairs, etc.. also
every convenience for the kitchen
be
may
found at Roscoe Davis Co.. cor. Federal
and Exchange streets.
Dr. and Mrs. May
berry, daughter**
Wilma and Marguerite of Boston, arc
at
the Rancliff cottage on the east
side if the island.
Dr. and Mrs. Mayberry are well known in Boston. I>r.
May terry is an electrician of note and
is the originator of an
X-ray machine which is used by
physicians
everywhere. Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bachelder. Mrs. Roscoe Berry, and Mrs.
Charles Hunt of East End. Westbrook.
and also Mr. Perclval Bodge of-the
West End came Wednesday fir a short
visit with Mrs. May berry. Mr. B<»dge
is a well known violinist of considerable repute."
A scow from Portland is
lying in
the cove on the east side of the island
having dlscnarged a load of coal for
the schoclhouse.

ing W.

true riches.

of Scandal." at the Gem.
returcinp
alter midnight.
They went in Mr.
George M. Griffin's motor boat.
J. P. Westcctt. formerly engineer on
the old Portland and Rochester road
and Mr. E. E. Ring of Hartford.
Conn.,

day.
They came down for a day's
outing and speut the afternoon
in
strolling abort the island.
Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest
Sanford of
Greenwood are at the -Blckford house
with Mr. H. H. Savage.
Mr. and Mr*. George W. Kimball of
Greenwood. Maw., are at Cliff cottage

••••«•
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Poland

Frank

Mass.. spent Thursday and Friday cf
last week at the Bickford cottage, and
Mr. A. J. Freeman
came
to
spend
Sunday, also Mrs. \V. H. Simpton of

Four hours

m.

a.

CLIFF ISLAND.

Railroad*.

ss.oo
Portland

at

Cliff Island

wu the guest of Mrs.
Freeman last week.
Mr
Howard Fessenden of Newton
Center is expected to arrive
the first
of the week at the Ranclltr
cottage
where he will visit Mr.
and Mrs. Dr.
Maybe rry.
Marshal
City
Waterhouse. Deputy
Peterson of Portland, and Officer W.
F. Long were seen on the
island Tues-

village, by burning

three candles on his shrine; for was
he not watching over her beloved
Jose, in order to bring him safely
home?

Three years had passed, and
Jose
still serving hla country at the
northern frontier.
At this tlm« a Turner became current Iff Talavera that
was

Don Simon had lost his mind—a rumor without foundation, as
we shall
presently m?.
The men of tho town were wont to
congregate at the barber shop, where
some would discuss
polities, while
others would play the guitar.
Don
ftlmoo sacrificed to bis thirst for

carefully.

This was a sign that he
wished to be alone.
As they
went out they cast significant
glances
at each other, as if saying: "We
are
right; he is crazy."
Had they seen
him a few
minutes
later as he
now

stepped under the light and unfolded
the paper they would have beea more
than ever convinced that
they were
right in their suspicions.
•"No." he muttered; "it is no error.
No. 5355 has won, and Frasquita is now in possession of 200.000

francs.
Who would have thought of
such a thing?"
He walked the room
in great agitation, his mind
at

busily

work hatching out a way by which
he could set at that fcrtunp.
On entering the shop the following morning he found Frasquita at
work polishing the razors.
His face
was wreathed in smiles.
"My dear
child." he began, "sit down by me
and let us have a chat.
Six years
have you worked for me

During that time I
then, have seemed a
exacting, but this was
ally; J wished to put

faithfully.

may, now and
bit strict and
done intention-

you on probation.
But this is over new.*'
"It lasted a pretty long time," in-

terrupted Frasquita.
"That may be. but sin?e it is
past

and gone we will no longer talk
about it.
You see, my dear, during
these six years 1 Irave had ample
op-

portunities to study your many good
qualities.
You are young while I
count 65; but I am still hale,
hearty,
and am wwrth 80.000 francs,
safely

invested, besides a business whicb/as"
you know, is well patronized.
In
other words. I want to marry you."
Frasquita felt the earth give way
under her at this unexpected
proTo be sure, SC,000 francs
posal.
seemed a fabulous sum: still there

was Jose, who would soon come
back.
"Will you allow me one week to consider the matter?"

"A whole week?
Very well, I consent, but only under one condition,
and that is that you speak to. no one

during

that time.
I fear outside inI would have you consent of
your own free will."
She kept her promise and spoke to
no one, but, since
writing to any one

fluence.

was not included in the
agreement,
she forthwith dispatched a letter to
Jose, which brought the characteristic response: "Leave
everything to
fate."
This she did, and said "Yes."
and the wedding followed in a few

days.

Don Simon insisted on a contract being drawn up by which each
made the other sole heir of their re-

spective fortunes.
After this transaction Frasquita was fully convinced
that she was marrying a lunatic. She

I smilingly

signed the document, and
affixed
his signature.
That night, after the wedding guests
Don

Simon

had departed, Don Simon asked in a
sort of careless way:
uia

you not ouy a lottery ticket
time ago, a No. 555a?
What
did you do with It?"
"What did I do with it?" she repeated.
"Why, I did nothing with
it.
I didn't buy it, and, what is
some

more, I

buying

had any intention of
It waa only a ruse to
franca out of you. so I

never

one.

get the 20
could enjoy the Carnival."
'"What!
You mean to

say yoo
didn't buy the ticket? Thief! Swindler! Liar!"
Don Simon stormed and raged and
cursed until he fell in a fit.
Being

fhe

only

barber In Talavera there
to come to his aaslstance
with cupping glaaaes and be soor exw»s no one

pired.

Jo*e was duly informed of Don
Simon's demise, and returned to Talavera after Frasquita had
put aside
her mourning.
His abiding faith in

Providence had been rewarded, and.
with his customary calm and
philosophy. he took poaaeaalon of Don Simon's wife, business aou fortune
—

Translated from the Cferman, in the
New York Evening Post.
About Money.

"Dar ain't any use," said Brother
Williams, "fer try ter git money w en
you ain't at de glttln' place; en de
trouble la. de Jingle of It Is so confitsln
It's lak' de rattle of a rattle-

nnake—yon dunoo whar, en what
time, ter jump. It s trouble ter git
money en trouble ter keep It; dey
despise yon ef yon ain't got It, en ef
jrou has, dey'll despise yoa ef yoo
don't girt It away)Atlanta Cobitltution.

®
T®kicK and
® ® /\elventur©.
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What

BEARS TREED

Trouble ?
Grace M. Brown

light.

Trouble is entirely unnecessary and
Is merely a mental attribute; it is as
easily overcome as it Is easily attracted. and It rests entirely with the
individual whether he will overcome

his trouble or whether he will allow
It to overcome him.
There never was a time of such opportunity as now. and how do we re
gard It? Are we willing to recognise
and accept our share In the responsibility of that opportunity?
There Is a certain tone in an individual who appreciates and uses his
opportunity—you may call It "up to
dateness" or any
other
convenient
term, but it is a distant quality which
comes from the best use of the
daily
opffortunity—and those are the people
who have very lltt'.e time to entertain
trouble.
That is the point:
daily usefulness.
So many of us seem to abide In an atmosphere of
we
expectation:
are

future
counting on
future
things,
work, and future fulfilment, and we
forget today and so ignore present opSMCunlty that »e weaken the whole
future work.
There is no-tomorrow: we can only
express ourselves

In

the work of totime for trouble
because there Is so much work and so
many beautiful things for the present
hour.
We want to nourish the present opportunity with all the
energy
and force which we can bring to it.
then the present of tomorrow will be
strong vital results Instead of disap-

day. and today Is

no

pointment.
People who

are occupied with the
work of the world have no recognition
for trouble; their mind* are so filled
with the strengthening process that
the negative Idea
never
enters
and
this thing called trouble Is about the
most distracting and negative thing
in the world.
Another thing which we are very apt
to forget sometimes is that
every action In life brings Its own reward: if
is It constructive action the result will
l>e constructive, and If It is destructive
It is bound to bring the destructive
force. So whether we work for reward
or not. the reward is Inevitable, although It may not be Just the reward
we are

looking for.

WRECK

OF

BLOCK AOE

RUNNER.

Hebe, Sunk Off Carolina Coast. Broken

up and Washed Ashore.

Old blockade runners in Charleston
will be Interested In the report from
Wilmington of th* washing ashore

on

Wrlghtsville

beach of the wreck of
the noted runner Hebe, which was
sunk by the Federal fleet during the
latter part of the Civil war.

Wilmington

t"
probably
Charleston as a favr»r1te port for the
trade of the blockade runners, and
the
ve*« »ls
frequently took It bjr
turns as to which port
they woul i
enter. the presence of
the
Federal
fleet and other conditions
frequently
determining the port of entry. On account (4 the valuable stores whl^h the
blockade boats brought and the mean*
of communication with
the
outsld*
worM which the** boats provided, the
entrance of the daring craft always
proved most acceptable to the p»r»p'*
t>f the ports, and a
friendly welcome
awaited the runners, wherever
and
was

next

whenever they called
The blockade runners
consequently
f*lf at home at whatever
port alone
the coast they made, and the
gallant
crews of their vessels
soon
became
well knr/wn at all the
ports, ami the

memory of the** vesaels and Interestlag reminiscences »/f their trips are
still told by the raif.Tly thinning rank*
of as brave and daring a set of men
as the South has produced.
The beach was strewn with wreckage of the old hulk 'hat
has
been
ashore off Lumina since
the
Civil
war.
This hulk represents all that
remains of the blockade runner Hebe,
that piled between Wilmington and
the West
Indies.
The
stTm
of

Thursday night tore Into the wreck
and toesed a great amount of debti*
upon the shore
9o powerful was the
raging Ma that the old Iron safe

People who work for reward, who
live In expectation do not always realize what an unsatisfactory plane it
is until it results in disappointment
and then they call it trouble and weep
and wail over illusions which are the
result of their own failure to material*
ize forces which they have generated
in their minds without having cult!
vated the strength to materallze their
dreams.
When men can master their own
little emotions, they will soon master
their conditions and environment, and
the thing we call trouble will be unknown: trouble belongs to the emotions
and
succumbs* to
polarized

thought.

Work is the
mighty strengthened
the most accurate medicine, the great
beautifler and the sure panacea for all
ills.
Work so fills the life that there is
no room for any other thing but Its
accompanying element of joy.

Of course if one wishes to change
his work into labor and make drudgery out of It. he can very easily do so
and such mental attitude creates an
atmosphere which Is most harmonious
to trouble: but If you work
holding tne
attitude of love
toward
your work,
you will soon hold an attitude of love
toward all life and trouble does not
exist In the atmosphere of love.

It is a wonderful thing to be able
attend to one's own affairs and
leave other people alone: it is something we must learn if we want to
keep ourselves distinct from trouble.
You and I can depend upon no person
and nothing outside of ourselves except as all men are universally and
unitedly one. but individually man lt> a
distinct being, separate and apart from
other men. and must rely upon himself
for his life energy, as he is responsible to himself for his use of it.
Too many people are parasites upon
each other, and that is the greatest
cause for trouble In the world—each
man must do his share in the great
work, and if he is deprived of his
privilege he will suffer quite as much
as the person does who deprived him
of that right.
to

Lack of Justice is the great foundation stone for trouble;
if you have
trouble you can almost always trace It
to your injustice to yourself
or
to
someone else, and it is often more difficult to be just to one's self than just
to other people.
But so surely as trouble exists, the

person with whom it abides creates
it and shelters It and gives it his attention. or It could not have being and
existence.

Trouble, like everything else, must
have
recognition to have activity;
without recognition any thing will dissolve. so if you really wish to get rid
of your troubles, simply ignore them
and realize that you are too big to
have any room for them.
You will
soon notice them shrinking under the
and
then you
will
process,
fill
the
space they formerly occupied with unselfish thoughts which will become unselfish activities, and In such an environment troubles have no place.
How beautifully the whilte Ught
of
free
understanding dispels all
shadow and with it
the
shadow of
trouble.

aboard the ship was washed up on the
bearh and formed the most Interesting object for the sightseers yesterA quantity of old iron pipe and
day.
part of the vessel s shaft were also
washed ashore as well as odd bits of
hardware. Including home made nails.
One of the most
curios
Interesting
picked "ip was an old and very rusty
carving knife
The safe is a- wy«Vavy one and
is very badly <Orr-jded.
It Is a «omI (nation rafe. though it was supposed

that the safe aboard was of the oldfashioned lock and key type.
The
*afe was broken Into, but contained
nothing »ave a small portion of a gold
chain.
The safe had evidently been
opened by'the ofll«ers when It was seen
that the ship could not l>e saved Only
part of the old hulk was torn apart
the greatest
as
and washed ashr.re.

portion still remains and looms up
plainly In sight of tho«e who p^er
seaward from the vicinity of Ijimlna.

The Hebe and the Dee are said to
have been exceedingly handsome boats
and daring blo< kade runners.
They
made their last stand gallantly, but
them
the
forced
Federal
boat*
aground and then prxired shot and
shell Into them for .wme time after-

Many of the crew escaped by
making the beach safely, while others
were captured and some are supposed
been
killed.—Charleston
to
have
Evening Poat.
ward.

The production of acetylene
gas
without water la now said to be possible. calcium carbide shaken with dry
»oda crystals being found to generate
gas

freely.

It has been decided by the municipal
authorities of Berlin to establish public "sun and light
which
baths" at
first, second and third class fees will
be

charged.

WOMAN'.

Scattered settlers about the ClarIoq head waters, ia Pennsylvania,
are bothered by black bears.
Among
these is John Stocum. who lives with
his wife on a small branch of the Clarion River. Farmer Stocum Is something of a bear hunter. One day he
went .out after an old she bear and
her two cubs, to return home to And
the greatest surprise awaiting him
that ever confronted a bear hunter.
The Stocum cornfield does not cover many acres, and It begins near the
house.
Several trees aro scattered
about in It.
Just as dusk was falling
on the day her husband went out to
stop the bears Mrs. Stocum discovered bears in the corn patch.
k
Her husband had the gun and the
bear dog. but for all that Mrs. Stocum did not propose shutting herself
In the house or to stand mutely by
while the bear was gathering the
corn
crop that her husband had
marched forth to protect from other
bears.
She got the pitchfork, called
a little whippet
dog,that was part of

is

Trouble Is
the
confusion
simply
wtiich results from mis.nreetel energy.
The great mass of
people never
touch the real reason for living: they
exist In the froth instead of in the
real substance of life and In the elfish fuming which results from surface
contact; they misuse their energies,
and the reaction is
what
they call
trouble:
Sorrow is a different thing altogether. Sorrow* may come Into a person's life without that person being
directly- responsible, but he can use
or misuse his sorrow.
He can make
It- ,a holy thing and transform it by
th^ force of his constructive thought
or-he can render It hideous by antagonizing It and baring it to an unsympathetic world.
All soul experience Is
sacred
and
should be shielded in love; it may
be raised In its vibration by construction or
distorted by
condemnation
mnd fear; sorrow is a soul experience
and must be regarded with love and
recognized in Its true and dignified

BY

>

the clearing's outfit, and started to
rout the trespassing bear out of the
field.
Hurrying along between two
rows of coriw the pitchfork ready for
use and the whippet at her heels.
Mrs. Stocum came face to face with a
bear of formidable size.
The b?ar
was taken by surprise.
Rising on its
hind feet it assumed a most savage
front, growling fiercely and snapping
Its jaws in a threatening manner.
Mrs. Stocum charged
upon, the
beast
and
jabbed it unmercifully
with the sharp tiaes of the pitchfork.
At the same time the dog attacked
the bear in the rear.
Their combined assault hurt and distracted the
bear so that it dropped on all fours
and started away, but was so harrassed by the nippings of the dog on
its flanks that it kept turning to
charge on the dog. thus interfering
greatly with its retreat. The noise
made by this little battle in the corn
had the effect of bringing a surprise
to Mrs. Stocum, for from out of the
corn on one side of the row another
bear stuck its head, and from Ute opposite side a third bear made its
presence known.
These bears were
smaller ones, though, and Mrs. Stocum did not change her tactics.
She
continued to charge and prod the big
bear so persistently that the animal
at last took refuge in a chestnut tree.
Mrs. Stocum and the dog then took
tip the cases of the two smaller bears,
which had remained astonished spectators of the fight, and charged upoQ.
them. Without any delay both bears
followed the old one up the tree.
Mrs. Stocum and the dog sat down
nndet the tree to keep watch ou i.he
bears.
They watched there until
morning. Six times the old bear attempted to get down out of the tree
and each time it was -met by Mrs.
Stocum and the pitchfork and sent

hurriedly howling

back out of reach
of the determined
wielder of
the

•harp-tined

weapon.

AN EXCITING ADVE>*TURE.

Black bears
tree climbers,

are

but

classed among
one

occasionally

bear which makes a
good bluff at it. And no matter how
strong a hand the man holds, he will
usually "drop." or at least try to.
Jim Collier did in a two-handed session down at Lobster Lake the other
day. says the Bangor (Me.) Whigruns

across

a

Courier.

Jim is passing the winter at the
Northeast Carry, and is at present
employed by the Dew telephone company. which proposes to string wires
from Kineo to Suncook.
The other
day Jim was wandering along the
tote road south of Lobster Lake,
looking for trees whieh might make
good telephone poles, when he came
face to face with a black bear.

The bear was a large one and evidently looking for meat. Jim was
not. but he nevertheless pulled
up
his 38.55 and took a snap shot at
tlje
bear. Jim hurried too much and the
bullet Instead of entering the breast
tore an ugly hole in the
shoulder.
It always makes a bear mad to be

shot at In the shoulder, and this one
was as mad as a bear could
well be.
He didn't stop at all. but lit for
Jim.
and Jim Ing'oriously threw
down his

rifle and took to the near#»st
tree.
It
was a birch and It was
slippery, but
Jim mad* good time and was
astride
th» first limb just as the bear
reached
the base

Jim felt secure and commenced to
rail at the bear.
But he changed his
tune when the brute reared
up on his
hind legs, hugged the
trunk and
amid a cloud of flying bark
began to
draw away from earth
Jim was not prepared for this.
He
could not believe bis
eyes
Almost
paralyzed
with
astonishment. In
which fear had not
mingled, he sat
there regarding what he

considered
the part of the

enormous bluff on
bear, eipectlng each moment to
see
the brute slide bark to
the ground.
But the bear went
up. not down,
and kept at It
Soon a savage head
with a fringe of teeth and
two wicked
little eyes were on a
level with the
limb on which the

an

trembled.

telephone

man

Up— op came the bear and oat—
out on the limb went
the man.
Jim stood It until his
wounded enhad
emy
actually gained the limb and
then he dropped to
the

ground and
ran
for
his rifle.
When he bad
cocked the
weapon^and faced a boat
for a shot the bear was
gracefnlly
backing down the trunk of the birch.
Jla took plenty of tiose and
placed

the bullet where It would do
the most good.

(him)

1

The hide Is up at the
Wlnnegarnock House and the tree still staadsl
the
shore
of Lobster Lake, aad
by
one glance at the trunk will
convince
the most

skeptical

that some sort ol
critter has traveled up it.

CHEER UNKNOWN1 HERO.
on the board walk at
Atlantic City- cheered when Ande
Swansea, a Swiss fisherman, was rescued from drowning. His launch had
been swamped on the outer bar, a
mile off shore.
For nearly an hour
Thousands

he battled with the angry sea. and
then, as he neared the beach and was
"about to sink, exhausted, he was
saved by an unknown hero.
Swansen was the only fisherman
of the inlet fleet bold enough to venture out in the nor'easter that has
been brewing for two days.
He was
returning from the fishing grounds

in the late afternoon when a giant
wave broke over his boat and he was

swept overboard.

Heavy oilskins, besides his shoes

and other
he struck

clothing, hampered

him as

out for shore.
Many a
would have gone under
in
five
minutes in the awful sea
breaking over the shoals. Not until
he was in the swirl of the inner bar
was he sighted from shore.
Promenade! \lined the board walk rails for
blocks watching his struggles and
amazed thit a human being could
five In such a sea.
Swansen had Just reached the Inner channel at the inlet where the
water was calmer when he was heard
to cry plteously for help. Life guards
failed to note his struggles, and a

strong

man

well dressed stranger, stepping from
the crowd, with the exclamation. "I
can't
see a
man with that

pluck
drown." threw off his coat and shoes
and dived into the surf.
It was only a short swim out and
back, but Swansen could never have
accomplished it alone, for he fell unconscious on the beach as his rescuer
drew him ashore.
Before the hero's identity was discovered he disappeared.

that the mayor of on? of the communes
of Augers had ordered
a
gamekeeper and a butcher to
take
a madman named Legrand to the St.
Gemines Lunatic Asylum.
On the
way the gamekeeper
noticed that
their charge was in one of his lucid
and

concluded

that

he

be handed
It was decided. therefore, to make him drunk,
and all three adjourned to the nearest inn., Legrand took
his liquor
kindly; so did the others; and when
th»
*rrlvpd at the asylum the
governor could not make head or
tail of their story.
He therefore
wired to the
mayor, asking him
which was the man who was to be
detained.
The mayor replied: "Legrand." but the telegraphist spelled
It in two words. "Le grand,"
the
tall one. The governor, on etamining
the three men, saw that one was
much taller than the others, so he
promptly helped him into a strait
waistcoat and sent the other two
It was three days later before
away.
the error was discovered.
would nerer consent to
to the authorities.

over

SPY

WOMAN

IN

GERMANY.

The trial (or high treason of the
handsome Russian authoress, Zinaida
Smoljaninow. at Leipslc. aroused
great curiosity on account of the secret surrounding her personality and
of the charges brought against her.
About a year ago she went from St.
Petersburg to Berlin highly recom-

mended

as

a

who

young
claimed a good literary standing in
She soon found open doors
Russia.
in official, aristocratic and financial
She lived, h'owever, In such
circles.
a grand style that the attention of
woman

the police was attracted.

She carried
on a large correspondence under various names, and with suspicious parties. which led to her being closely

watched.

It was soon found that her ordinary yearly Income would not cover
her expenses for one month In BerThe sources from which she
lin.
drew her wealth confirmed the suspiclon of the political police, who at
last seem to have found enough evidence to warrant her arrest, which
took plf* at Baden-Baden, greatly
the surprise of her large acquaintance in Berlin.
to

HIS COMPANION.
James
Edward
Burch, of St.
Mary's. M<l, twenty years old, and
Oarflpld Adams, fourteen, of the
SAVED

same

place,

were

MISS

Painttr Deserving of

and

resetted from a des-

perate situation In the waters of the
lower Chesapeake, In which they had
been for seven hours.
Adams had
been unconscious for three hours.
He was kept afloat by Burch. who
desperately clnng to a capsized dory,
while he held to the boy with the

Niche in Posterity's Memory.

Adams.

A miner who lost his life two thousand years ago has been taken from
a copper mine In Chile recently.
Copper oxide hftl mummified his whols
The
body.
mummy Is In a fine stats
of prsssrvatlon.

LEOPOLD, SECTY
UEDERKRANZ,

Writra; "Tkrrm Vrarw Ago .tfy
H7i« in a Itn*-Domm Conditio*.
(>> /V-rw-nu ily ICrsUrraiion to

Sytem
I Omm

aatf

StrrmpCA.

commendation.
The nearly miniature
heads, in his small historical paintlags. are also extremely clever, while
the composition of these pictures is

almost faultless.

Trumbull suffers under the burden
of being best known fey his poorest
works, the four large historical paintings in the Capitol at Washington,
which were painted late in life, and
are of very mediocre quality.
Yet be
must be remembered gratefully
for
bis unselfish patriotism, as the first
American

painter to paint American
historical subjects without promise of
pecuniary reward.
Indeed, so poorly
was he paid for his work that he
gave
bis whole collection of paintings to
Yale College for an annuity of $1,000.
upon which to exist, and in this collection alon? can his ability be prop
erly measured. Trumbull had considerable originality of design, but was a
very ungual,
thouqjfr. oftentimes a
very

draughtsman.

skillful,

This in-

equality'in his drawing was doubtless
owing to the fact that he saw clearly
out of but one eye. owing to an
injury
his left eye sustained in childhood.

However, as a tnan and as a painter
he deserves a niche in the
memory of

posterity.—From Charles Henry Hart's
"Gilbert Stuart's Portraits of Men."
in the Century.
Still

Better.

"Did

you ever see this one?" inquired the tiresome funny man. "You
can take two letters from
money' and
leave only "one."
See how it's done?"
"Yes." replied the postal clerk, "and
I've known fellows to take
money
from any number of letters and leave

nothing."—Catholic

Stan-

manently cured by Dr. Kline'n (irait Nerve
Restorer. <Ci trial bottle and treatise free.
Dr. EL R. Kline. LuL.flHl Arch St.. Phila Pa
Eggs
score

in Denmark by the
commonly than by .the
NE34<

sold

are
more

dozen
Mr*.

^
Winslnw'tSoothing Syrup for Children

te«thing.H>*ft«(i*thegumM.reducestntl&inmu-

tion, allay* pain.«-nre* wind colic, *J3ca bottle

Cornea Natural to Him.
Sinkers—Did you ever notice Reelton's hook nose and fishlike
eyes?
Corker—Yes. It Isn't any wonder

that he

tellsjtuch

cago News.

fishy stories.—Chi-

BABY COVEBED WITH SORES.

Would frrtlrh

and Tear th« Fl«h InIm* Hsaiit Wrrr Tlrd-"Wonl<l Have
Ui*d

"My little

But

*00,

Cutlc-ura."

For

when about

a year and
l. begun to hiivc sores come out
on bis fare, I
had a pbysi'ian treat him,
but the soros grvw wors»-. Thro
they beto
come on bis arms, then on other
gan
,t
bis
parts
body, and then one >-ame on
his cbf*t, won«" than the others. Then (
called .-mother physician.
Still be grew
worse. At the end of about a >ear and a
half of suffering he grew so bad I bad to
tie bis bands in cloths at night to
keep
him from scratching the sores and
tearing
the flesh. He got to be a m»re skeleton
an<l was bardly able to walk.
Mr aunt
advised me to try Cuticura
Soap and Ointment.
I sent to the drug store and got a
cake of the Soap and a box of the Oiatmeut, and at. tbe end of about two months
the sore* were all w»»ll. He ha* never had
any fori of anv kind since. He is now
strong and healthy, and I can
sincerely
say that only for your most wonderful
remedies my precious child would have
died from those terrible sor»*s. Mrs.
Egl>ert Sheldon, ft. F. I>, No. 1,
Woodville,
Conn.. April 12. 1905."
a

b.ilf

oi

((NjlSS ftlCKA UOPW
MISS
utrwt,
kranz,

RICKA LEOPOLD. 137 Main
Mrnwlu, Wb., wc'jr Liederwntn:

"Three yearn ago my
ijrttrai vw in •
terrible run-down condition and I tm
broken out all over my body. 1 began to
be worried about my condition and I wm
glad to try anything which would relieve
me.

"IVmiMi irflH rrrfmi ntftidrd to me as
tine blood remedy and tonic, and 1 soon
found that it wan worthy of praise.
"A few bottle* changril my rondUlon
materially and in a short time I waa all
over my trouble.
"1 owe to IVnina my restoration to
health and strength. I am glad to endoraa
it."
a

Pmhi tutorcs Strcaflfc.
Mn. Hettie (Jreen. R. R. 6. Iuka, III.,

write*:
"I ha«l catarrh and felt miserable. 1 began the une of Peruna and becan to improve in
every way. My head
doe* not hurt me mo much, my
appetite is
good and I am gaining in nodi and

strength."

Divinity.

His

FITS, St. Vitus'Danre-N'ervoa* Dii»ease*per-

This Is the way a Colorado bachelor
poetically lays a bouquet at the feet
of his best girl:
"There is gladness
In her gladness when she's glad, there
is .1 sadness in her sadness when she's
sad. But the gladness of her gladness
nor
the sadness at her sadness is
nothing to her madness when she's

-mad."—Harper's Weekly.

LAKZ CHAMPLAIN TRIPS.
Coatral

Vermont

Railway NakM Low
Resort.
The Mil by steamer from Burlington,
on the Vermont shore. down Lake Champlain to old Fort Ti< onderoga. or northward
ilto
iimuaK
t>-«*«itiful
"Murib
Mnnds" to North Hero or St. Albans
Bay,
Is without question one of the moit fascinating water trips in America. From
end to end Lake Champlain is
historically
interesting and of it* scenery there is at
tbis late day nothing new to be said.
Each new traveller baa given a
description
of its manifold beauties, but no
description
has yet been an adequate description. On«
must see Lake Champlain for himself to
thoroughly appreciate it.
With the end in \iew of making it
possible for all classes to visit tbis great inland
the Central
sea.
Vermont
By.
offers from now until Xept. tO,
special
round
rates to Lake Champlain from
trip
Boston and all the prin« ipal New England
< Ities.
These tickets are good returning
until Oct. 31 and afford the opportunity of
a lifetime.
The c.wt of a trip from any
point outside of Vermont will be promptly
furnished on application toT. H.
Hanley.
Central Vermont
ltv.. 3J0 Washington
St., Boston, who wl I also send handsomely
lllustiated booklet on Lako Champlain and
V« rmont for 2-«*ent stamp.
i
The ExtremesPrlrt to Kmiuoa*

"It's sometimes hard for a man to
believe his eyes." said the citizen.
"That's right," answered another.
"No man is as ugly as his caricatures

represent him. nor as handsome as
Is portrayed by the
fashionable

he

photograpliers."—Washington

Star.

A Long Look Ahead.
Prof. Guenther. of Freiburg University. predict* that the time will come
when there will

be water enough

not

remaining on this globe to support
human life
We are left to suppcoM
that our shrinking sphere will form

caverns
oceans

In Its interior Into which the
will sink.
For a similar rea-

enable yen

son, as some
astronomers
believe,
there Is 00 man
In
the moon,
the

former

tajojr
K«rraf to spend Half

them

Its surface. If there
ever were any. having retired Into the
cavernous
interior.—1-ondon
Telewafers on

COULD
BroLcn

XOT

KEEP

Kidney

A Taylor of jj'hart-wi, N. J..
**I ha«l kidney trouble
in its
•loot painful and severe fo. it, and the
Mm.

now wpmi
to Jiave
bwn almost" unbearable. I had backache,
fa the
pains
side
and loins, dlzz? spell 4
and
hot.
feverish
headache*
There

bearing down
and the kidney
secretions passed too
and with a burning mowere

pain*,

frequently.

nation
They ahowed sediment.
(
bwamw discouraged, weak, languid
and depreaaed. ao alck and weak that
I ronld not keep ap.
Aa doctors did
not cure me I derided to try
Doan'a
Kidney Ptlla. and with such success
that ray troublea were all gone after
using eight boxea, and my atrength,
ambition and general health la Una.''
Sold by all deal era.
SO centa a box.
Foater-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. T.

■««!• widtout

your Urn-:
Mon.

batwwa
real

aa

there'* nothing (or ycm
the result.

LKby'i Products are selected meats,
oked by cook* who know how. aad
the good parts packed.
for a quick and Jelicsous lunch aar

UP.

Troubles.

four

hot cook

your own. and
to do but tamr

onl^r

Potrn. Like Many Another,

With

ore* a

to

AD the cooking is done in
kitchen a krtchen as clean and

graph.

other hand.
The dory and those who were dependent on It for their lives were

buffeted by high waves that repeated
squalls caused to rise. The steamer
Washington arrived Jnst as Burch's
strength was about exhausted.
R.
D. Ross, second mate of the steamer,
was on watch and heard Bnrch'a
cry.
It required hard work to resuscitate

a

Trumbull's art was essentially different from Stuart's. Without bein.;
technically a miniature painter, at his
best he was a painter in little.
Many
of his small cabinet portraits, on panels. in the Yale school of fine arts,
are
exceedingly
beautiful, while I
know of but two life-size portraits
by him, the whole length of George
Clinton and the full bust of Alexander
Hamilton, that are deserving of high

dard and Times.

A story is going the rounds of the
Belgian press .a which it appears

intervals,

Aa Man

absolutely

TAMING A MADMAN.

TRUMBULu.

JOHN

1

I me.

doors or

try Lihbf's Mailibbf • Caap Sauoa.
"Mow to MaU
UlTWhEa." Via
Ukbf. He N • 111ft Llbby, Ck katf•
m

Pate with
BorkWt

oti.

(

J

6 to 10 Percent
OIVIOKND

Paying Cotton Mill Socnritlos
Atm

HBO. n.

ta
n4 |M <n
LAXDKRM. IWPnri

*nre.

Rmm

WINTERrsslP
gttan**M'iQinto

.HOUSEHOLD
?

MYSTERIES

,

^

AFFAIRS

W. S. JORDAN & CO„

E. J. V. HUIGINN
(All rights reserved.)

By law the rich consume the poor.
The sullen deeps cf passion moan.
ct
A thousand starve that one
The wind is rising.—God is Ju&t.—
may
woe.
feast.
Ah. woe betide! the seed is sown,
It hai-nts my soul, and oft I kneel
Fell superstition's slaves endure
The bridal bed a field of lust.
The secret of its Tife to know.
Love s cruciflx.on by the priest:
Love, honor, in the demon power
But all my questioning is vain.
By law* the pander stalks abroad.
Of rabble voters of an hour!
The answer is f>ut pain en pain.
The broth* 1 stares the house of CJod.

crime.

And doomed to sin through endless
time.

Women

law the babe must still be born.
Or bear the
ot
dark'ning brand

My spirit faints in me; the awe
shame.
Life wove about my youth is gone.
By law the mother's heart is tern.
And love is loveless by the law.
By law the lover gives his name
And bells of d?ath keep tolling on.
To one who loathes.—1 tell you. then.
But men are blind, they will not see
1 live not by the laws of men!
The wrong they do. O C.irist. to
Thee!
The wrong they do. for love is clay.
And clay the end of the command.
To love, to honor, and obey.—
And this they do net understand!
Now let dishonor honor be.
And death be life, 'tis one to me!

If love be but the nameless thing
I see around, if nowhere truth
In men can be. and oh. 1 cling
In trembling terror to the youth
I spent in days long gone when I
For truth «nd love would elady die!

1 cannot yield my soul to death.
Ncr barter honor for a smile
From lips polluted with the breath
Of polished falsehood to beguile
My love from me.— My Queen, to yon
I gladly all I am subdue.

strife;

The sadness then you find in me
Is but a reflex of the love
I feel for all that oucht to be.
If One there be 1k?1ow. above.
Who cares, as men have said ani!
sung.
For all who from his life are sprung

Oh. do

not deem, although I tell
The story of my CTief to you.
That all the woes of earth and hel!
Could blind my soul to what is true!
I'd gladly bear the crown of thorns
The scourge, the cross, the hate, the
scorns.

Oh. yes. they say that man must he
Controlled to gain his higher goo 1,
And law must rule, or Liberty
Will fail to save the multitude!
Well. l<t them l»oast their Pl!ate"s

If in the agony to be
The earth might rest in love an<
peat.'.
But God has tried the task, and he.
Aye he, has failed to bring release:
I pity man. I pity God.
I've walked the ways that Anguish
trcj.

plea.

Their laws shall never r>ile o'er me j

They

around—the

stood

throng—

cursed

And eland upon her naked shame.—
The n:an undoomed!
Ah. God! the
wrong
Man's
sacred
justice does Tliv

And yet I feel there is a plan
For all the vague and vast to-be.
That for the Maker and the Man
The law is one eternally.
His law. not man's, for human law
Is red with blood in fang and claw.

nam<.—

They doom the help-ess concubine.
And tall taelr laws of horror Thine!

Kitty

DUT.

bring;
.'

of

quick

ie-

•he power to thrill him.
"Pray, what turn of the wheel of
late has brought you here so early
in "he season?" she asked, blushing
•:niler his constant gaze and admiring
hl.» riear-cut profile
and
splendid

staying after school,
was a boy,
Ii» aut*; Homebody l.»roke a I ule
When Adain whs a boy.
Nobody had to »co to bed
Without a sup <»f broth or bread,
i!
nuw' of son.»-thinK uone or said.
When Adam was a boy.

ThTC v.-as no
Wh»-n Adam

phvsjquc as
i simply

h"? stsorl before her.
drifted into Cairo: I m l
no Idea of finding a friend hsre. least
of all. vcu. Kitty.
I have lost all
•r:c«s of old friends during my lon^
bo'.o-zrn In InrHa."
"I>ir.e wirh me and let me tell yen
:h<» news.
Bring yocr <-haIr over «hi'»
side: on? cc.n't lie confidential across
a ral 1?." she sairt. daringly.
Mc"Why did yon not
marry
Queen?" he psrsistrd.
Thl< time she met hi* eyes bravely.
rot
did
"Perhaps Mr. Mr-Queen
honor m* with a proposal of mar-

:ife was pretty dull, no doubt.
When Adam was a '• >oy;
clubs about
w»*r»* no
When Adam was a boy.
No «tr»-et piano stopp» .| each day
lived to play:
!n front of whew

Yet

Th"j»

*narch»-d his way.

boy.

There were no fin-works at all
When A«lan» was a boy;
No on* could pitch a drop curve ball
When Adam was a toy.
But h«-re is why our tlm»s are so s
Mu-h »>«*tter than the l.»ns hko—Th-re wat« no Santa Claus, you know, I
W h«*n Adam was a boy.
...
Nixon Waterman, In Woman s Honrt

j

—

riage. or—ptr.ups I did

Companion.

McQueen

as a

not love Mr.
nh mid love thi
U?ll»ve either

romn

she Is to marry.
It is embarrassing to
vay vo i v,!;h.

maa

be

rh«n lifting her shining eves to his
she said, with charming naivete:
"All women have their limitations,
as! oh. Jim. I believe I am going to

PRESUMPTION.
Short

persistently."

Ki'ty's cheeks glowed as she opened anl
1? cl h*r fan spasmodically:

ONE M/N S

(A

questioned

ro

Story.)

"Kitty." he ventured.

leaning

to-

var! h?r. "If yoa continue looking a:
ir.e '.Ike
that I shall demand cor.i;.<n:jd Interest for all the mleery 1
The plaintive echo cf the muezzin I-we mifftr'-d tbne
past Ave year*
window
t'rllfeil Through the
open
Hear mc. It Is the name old Morv;
where Mn. W!!d»rming Moo i
watrn-j I thoislit time hart d*j!led all romsc.'ng the 1:1*. red win drop txh'.nd *h< I
p?.Ml;n In ire; I thought It ponfyramlds as the Egyptian any melt- tile to meet yoj aa a friend, but 1
ed j.ink and saffron into a lurid alter•vas a
foci. Kitty.'* he went on hueThe quiet wn intense, jnd »;1iy. "yen ere incomparable; I am
glow.
the woman wan congratulating her- : isd rho'^t
you tonight, and mr inself upon the restfulnes*
of
Shep- ner f.r nscicutr.f s« tell* me you ate
beards hotel before the »eaaon b*'J not pr "-{fading Lu' hive suffered lonv
fairly opened, wh*n a nharp rap tror;e »-iorjctj
Let n;e read your heart

|

|

the" drowsy ntlHreaa.
She opened the door to a meeaen^'-r
tearing a tray ol letter* and > ablegram*. directed to James Wlldmering

"Pardon. msds.m. a nalttake in suj>Mr. Wildermlng your hua-

pes In g
band."
"Not

for me.'* *he reiterated; th»n.
find out for wbrm th<»y
are; if the gentleman ia tall and of
dark complexion, tell htm that these

Impulsively—"

were

brought to

toy—ray

half

that
hour.

I

by mistake, and.
am
dining within

me

Htirry!"
Kitty Wilderming was bewilderlngan

ly beautiful 'onlaht.
She waa wearing one of those soft, fluffy, white

gcwns with its Indesrr able ruffles
*dri masses of fr>im.v la
hat mike
womankind an pers.iaslve.
'Ah Mra. Wlld?rinerlng drifted down
fhg veranda to a table secluded by

trc.'.tcal foliage, she knerr intuitively
that the reader of the
roaea
wis
watching, and wr.s not surprised to
T"tIve hlr card bearing a acrlbblcd
mteaate to te allowed to Join her

through

your

*veji;

they

could

not

Ik.**
No?" *h»
imillngly
demurr*rt.
tlw fnir In h:»ppy bewilderment ami
Th*n ret-Ulessiv. *he Trent
•nrrprls*.
on.
"W'hv do you *av tfce»e thia?»
•o r.'.e?
\\ t.r do yrrj remind me of
of all I onfcht to forget?^*
Her glorious eyesv flashed a ch*l!eng»; then a deathly pallor apr^o 1
—

over

her

fare

a«

«h«

»aw

that

tbs

entering the 'lining room was
the one who hart tome between th»m.
Neither *fOk».
Every man's eve*
•vere rivetert on the barLarlc beauty
if the newrmr.rf.
"Jim. I have been crjel.
I kn"w
this mait hsnnrn when I *ent wcr!
•*omr.n

*o yon. I wan»-*<1 to nee with my own
eye*. If you still cars for her."
Care for her!" he exclaimed, acorn,
hate and fury all rompreaaert In the

three
waat

words.
-Kitty, tcme time I
to tell yon how that woman
lato my life; when you know

rcpt
all—end
not

heart

there

Is

nothing

know—perheps
will

pity aad

your

you may
woman's

forgive."

The

Punts

R. H.

increasing

Emptnes*.

th»*y
desired,
daily. If you

trade with us you get
the best. Lunches serveu at all hours, and
put up to lake out. «e carry bottle
cream and line priut butter.
our
locution is next to the postoCice.
Remember,

WILLIAn A. TRUFANT

Hamilton's Landing,

Cheboatgue Island*

HAMILTON

GRANNELL

Chebeague's Largest and

Best StocKed
Grocery and Provision Store

Everything

o( the t*s: at loves', cash price*. Our Meat
!>pt. I* always well stocked*
visit all section* of the inland several time*
daily to collect and deliver orwant your trade and will
and please j^u. Ill-member our location—
try
Hamilton's

Our

teams

ders.

We

Landing, Chebeague.

H. S. HAMILTON

H. W. BOWKS, Pn^.tTUo.
Chebcapuc I«lnn<i Souvenir
iine of
nn«l Bay JV-tnl (_"nr<U. Wc
hoTe
ju-1 w li.it Tim
in C:iinllcf, all (be
»el<*ct Mirt. I^k-k Ibixn sunt (,'iill Boxes
To Reiir.
»iiijr :>u<l IJa«; Pail
<ioo<K Stationery, l'trii UicaU -I'ulio

CARPENTER AND RUILDER
Contract

tvork

Jobbing, repairing

attended to.

curcfuilv
or

performed.

altering promptly

CHEBEJ6UE ISLAND. ME.

j Library.

Tourists of Casco Bay When in Portland Visit

BAILEY'S NEW RESTAURANT
Corner of
and Chestnut
CoagrMi

StrwU, Btuaut

ered.
Matting

blue,

Cord.es Cafe

retreat is poor, it should be cov-

comes first to mind, as a
But matting is bulky to transport and more expensive.
Denim is easily managed, and In
cool green, wood brown, or Gobelia

in

other hue, is very agreeable
It Is handsomest !n
every way.
or

plain color, though
fer a tiny figure.
a

Denim

is often

some

may pre-

for

wainscot-

used

"
elabing, though this may be too
orate" if the effect is very rough, as
it is likely to be in a mountain cabin.
For the summer cottage, though,
'his Is not likely.
And denim may

a

OTTARLBS W.

used to Cover the entire walls,
it may serve for door and window
hangings. For doors it is especially
liked by those who have no wooden
These extremists admit that
Jcors.
nowever breezy and charming may be

they neared the
Wildmering save

514

C.

C.

Congress St.,

HAWES

Foster, Avery Co.

over

ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE
Those interested in the above forms of Insurance should consult

|

THE C. A. BENNETT CO.
42

Exchange Street,

Portland, Maine

COMMONWEALTH

j

agrinst me: you Judged that I was
unworthy of you. and told me thr.t I
had ruined your life; you said
you
hoped never to see me again, accuslnc
me in your inmost heart of shameless
r.nd unthinkable things.
Melon Fritters—Pare and cut can"The best women are always the taloupes Into pieces half an Inch in
most cruel.
Before God. Kitty, von length, stir in a fritter batter, and
misjudaed me.
I wanted to make t Jrop from a spoon In hot fat.
clean !:rea*t of the whole affair. 'nf
A Luncheon Dish—Cut the pink
you were cold and unresponsive, anl part of the •watermelon Into tiny
would hear r.o explanation; so. know- squares, line the bottom of a dls'a
ins McQueen adored you. and think- with them, and sprinkle with x.-anu*
ing you had grown to despite mr. I ated sugar; then another layer with
got out and g:»ve him a chance—it »n?ar and so on until the dish Is full;
i-etmed the onlv reaaration
possible. make cold on lea and serve on little
I w#>nt to India; it hurt—1 loved ton plates garnished with roses.
so. dear. God only knows the ('lsr;:?!Cocoanut Macaroons—To a scan*
ness of the«e past
year*."
?upful of sifted flour allow on? cupi never knew—I never
knew." nh® ful of granulated sugar, and two
was

r.ot

very

Just frightfully

to hJao. "I
vrlth you. Jim:
jealous. I didn't n:«r.n
I wan simply despernearer

angry

half I *aid.
ate—to think that yon were l^arnln*
to rare for someone else.
I would
not
r^relve McQueen after you had
gone away."
Two strong arms drew her fare
down to his until their
m«*t.

Hps

-tlnrinc hers with the sweetest WH1
sne
had *ver known.
Then, dropping hit arms corr.forrably about he*
waist

he said:

"Oh. they understand." Wlldmerl*>«»

answered.

"I mentioned at th* d**»*.
that you were my wife anu tfc&t *r*
'If-re Iravlnc in the dr.>.al
fr
r.'.i
Memphis.
I also told your mill tc
pack whatever was necessarv for you'
Immediate romfort and take It o
to Memphis with her in the
nac)>!T*.
■vhlrh mr man Is motoring over «Jr>
♦omr rrov; morning.
The

cups shredded cocoanut fresh or the
Jessirated.
Ml*
thoroughly, then
fold into the mixture the whites of
four eg*s whipped to a stiff froth.
Roll into small flat cakes, cut In circles and bake in a moderate oven to
i

golden brown.

* nicaen uuiieis—season
pieces or
;o1d chicken or turkey with wilt and
pepper.
Dip In melted butter; let
thl* cool on the meat, and dip In
beaten egg and In fine bread crumb*.
Fry In butter till a delicate brown.
Serve on allcea of hot toast, with
either a white or curry sauce poured
around. Places of cold veal make a
ntce dish, if preferred, in the same
tanner.

Luncheon Cake—Fire en**, leaving C it twr» of the whites, the yolks
and whiter to be beaten separately,
the latt?r to a froth like snow, five
oar.?as of lurai sugar dissolved in n
other
wines".a*s of water; put It Into a
•
ksk
will he forwarded."
id ice; a i to boil; pour the dissolved
He lower*»d his eves to hide 'h-dr
sugar boiling to the egx?, stirring it
look cf glad triumph as Mrs. WIMwell at the time, beat It, and when
rj^rlrg accepted the situation with a nearly cold ml* In a
n'.mrt»«r pound
laugMng exclamation of:
flour by d»jr«t»; bake th.ee-quarters
"That's just like a man's
presump- of an hour.

tion!"—Illustrated Tld-Blts.

Cantaloupe
Frap^e— Soak
onethird cup of gelatin* in half a cup of
cold water, pojr Into a bowl, and
Happy Pair.
stand over a steaming tea kettle to
"The Arnclds are a
very happy cou- dlnsolve; cut apart two
large canta*
after
all
these years. How do you
jito
loupes of delicious flavor, remove the
account for It?"
seeds, mash the pulp and put through
"Well, he cant get over the ld*a a
potato rlcer, add a taate of salt,
that he married a
mighty good wom- half a cup of sugar, two tablespoonan rod spends some time
each day to fuls of pineapple or other fruit juice,
prove li to her."-* American
Spec'a- stir In dissolved gelatin and beat
wall. Serve in glasses vary cold.
_

Fear

PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING
PI1N0S RENTED, Bought, SOLD and Exchanged

or

occasionally.*'
clumsy dlabeeyah loomed

OORDES

488 Congress tit., Portland, adjoining the famom
Longfellow mamion.
floors, 12 private dining rooms.

be

things

walled, shivering

Me.

We are prepared to take out Pleasure or
Fi»hiug Parties in either Yachts or
Naphtha Launches. Our uew
Launch will carrv t weutr
Naphtha
persons and can
be hired by day or hour. Six
large H-w Bon'* T<» Lm apt-r hour. *1.00
per day or tS.uu iht week. Experienced men m
>tll «.ur crafts. WLart
charge<>f
privilege to let. Kememtter the place. llnm:lto>r« l,<ti
ling. Rtst Knd.

up |
river hank.
orders to the drageman. and scattered
coins
among the doorless arrangement, a portierre
th* crew, as he assisted
Kitty on gives pleasing privacy at times.
board and made her comfortable vrlth
Denim, too, is very useful for upmany pillows in a cozy corner of the I holstering. and for nips, and serves
in town as well as at the seaside or
open cabin.
When they w*re well on the voy- in the mountains.
age Wildmering threw himstlf on the
rug beside her. saying:
"Five years ago circumstances wen*
as

CLEAVES, Chebeague Bakery and Ice Cream Parlors

enlarged
"All

Our
store now enables us to haudle ..ur
our iiirrrwiDg
paironnge
patronage with
1
mDtncM.
All ftinour cooking •»
is don** on ■*—
the premise*.
Our ice ereain and college
•re our own make, which is a
guarantee that
are the be»t.
We deliver
Ice cream ou any par» of the inland if
in larae or small order*. Our
baker's cart will visit all part* of the inland

rule.

He saw that every nerve was at it*
highest tension and her self-control
must soon give way.
She followed him without comment.
•"Kitty. It is not yet 10 o'clock; ray
dahabeeyah is tied up a short distance below.
I would ask a favor of
you if I had not forfeited the
"Jim. I know that you w£nt
to
come out on the river.
Very well. I
will come.
I love to do unconven-

tional

Anchors
Oars
Cordage
Oiled Clothing
Dories
Skiffs
Row Boats
St. Lawrence River Skiffs
flotor Launches

Mr. D. \V. Bailey, (or 4 year* cnef and steward at
Underwood Springs. has opened
op
cosy and well appointed Cafe, where he will be pleased to meet
all his old frienaa
and hosts of new ones. Mr.
Bailey will devote his personal attention to the manage*
cnent and guarantee
satisfactory and
cooain? and service. Lunches pot
op to
Uk( out. Satisfaction guaranteed to expert
all. Special table* for ladies.

mer

Light!

gcod of you!" he exciaimeJ.
grasping her welcoming hand.
"I am glad to sse yoa. Jim—immensely glad.*' she drawled in ihc
low sweet voice
that
had
always

were no front lawns to be mowed
Wh»n Adam was a ?>oy:
kltih»-n gardens to be hoed
When Adam was a l>oy.
No !c-«- cream freezers to be turned.
No crocks of cream thut must be churneJ.
No grammar lessons to be learned.
When Adam was a boy.

addition to this it makes admlrablo
hangings for windows or doors.
Since the floor of the average sum-

And. Dearest, should you bid me go.
Tae darkness that on me would fall
I'd bless as Rent from you.
yet know.
My Queen, my Life, my I.ove. my
All.
I'd love you still in all men's
sight
And God's, my Queen, my Light of

eyes.
"How

No

.4

woman

rule.
Its uses are simply unlimited.
It is strong, and it is effective, anl
it may be used for anything from
flcor coverings to wall coverings.
In

The faith, the hope, that spring in me.
The rapture of eternal peace.
Suc-h light as ne'er on land or sea
Was seen or can be seen, release
From every 111. the love unpriced
Thfct glorified the face of Christ.

and infinite tact.
She smiled
acquiescence, through the intervening space, into the man's expectant

Tbcr»

ever
was

a

scurces

Kirth wasn't as It is to-day
Wh<-n Adam wax a boy:
Nobody's lialr was streiked with gray
When Adam was a boy.
Th»n •Ah'o the sun would scorch and stew
There wasn't anybody who
A*ked. "Is it hot eno iKh for you?"
When Adam was a 'toy.

No rirass band
When Adam

was

DENIM ON DUTY.
One of the most favored summer
furnishings is denim, and, indeed, it
is useful in many rcoms all the year
'round. As every one knows, it comes
in all the effective plain colors, as
well as in various patterns, the most
attractive of which are heraldic, as a

God's Angel! Oh. how can 1 t?ll
Her glory* 1 lips belouched by Are
And sanctified by him might well
Her beauty sing in heavenly choir.
But all the angels could not
sing
The joy my love to me doth

-1^

M

a stiff brush, ammonia
and water Is the best treatment.
In
putting away silver knives that are not
to be used every day. It is a good way
to wrap each one in soft tissue
paper
first. This prevents tarnishing.

I'd banished hops* without regret.
Aud buried all that life had slain.
When in the darkness on the deep
God's Angel came to me
asleep.

Fishing Tackle

frequently

lv>rn handles,

For m? at length the sun had set.
My bark was far upon the main.

The law? of men!
I lift my fac^
To all the world. for I was horn
The offspring of a dauntless race
Who falsehood anil dishonor scorn.
Nor will 1 yield my soul's control
But to the Maker of my sou!.

who

do their own work
dread the washing of
the knives, and all too often neglect
cleansing them properly in consequence. when, if only a little care wa*
exercised early In the dish washing
fray but little ditllculty would be experienced. First, wine off the blades
of all knives with some »oft paper,
then placing all of them in a pitcher
pour some hot soda water upon them,
allowing it to come up just to the
handles, not al>ove them.
Leave them until the other dishe*
ar» done, aud by that time the matter
of cleansing them will be of very little
moment.
Wash singly and quickly Ir.
clean suds, rin«c and dry. A potato cut
in two Is a very simple cleanser for
knife blades, or use bath brick or
whitinc. Ivory handles can be cleansed
by rubbing with a lfttle whiting.
Whiting, wet with alcohol, will clean
fruit spots from mother of pearly handles. Egg stains on silver knives are
bpst cleaned by wetting, dipping In fine
salt and rubbing with a wet cloth. In
the event of carving knives having
eery

By

I've searched for light to guide me on.
to
bear
I've sought for strength
the shame
That burdens all. that crushed th«i
Son.
I've called on every sacred name
To let me know if all of life
Be summed in sin and care and

GROCERIES—PROVISIONS

TO CLEAN KNIFE BLADES.

Th« prief my words to you revtal
Is sprung from Nature's det*i>s

I set* the men for whom I'd die
Be-steeped in sin. as if the world
He made, whose name is "I am 1,"
Were from a heart of fury hurled.
And scarred and blackened all with

Portland

DEALERS IN

HOTEL,
Corner Bowdoin St.,
Opp. State House,
BOSTON. MASS.
Thi« ho'H is new and absolatdv ffreornM; er^T the
floor* are of ■••one; no-h'n«r
wood hut the doo»».
\\> offer >ou the fol « wi. * rate*: Rooms v. ith
hot and cold
water and tree public batb. fi and
fl.50a am.- for « ne |*r<on; f- «nd fJ.50 a dav for
(ho person*.
Rooms with private bath. fl 50anri f2 a dav for one
t*r*on; fl SO and
f3 a dav for two person". Will make a weekly rate for rooms with hot and cold
water
of ffi to <8; wnh
pnvr.*e b ub. f9 to flO. 8j1h*« of t*o room* with bath, f 14 to fl8.
The cafe and dining ro~m are tlrst-cla-s. Tb.s bote!
s^tric.lv a temrerance house;
no liquor; no bar.
HfOhER P>

C8APIB( Manager.

FOR SALE

CARRIE M. DANIELS

IfttyliysicUii ltd Teacher of Health

Office hovr* 1 to 5 Wed. and Thar, (otber

da>» by appointment)

25 Calibre
Stevens R. F. Rifle

at

102 Wftt Riwtan £t..
■«:».
Patient* of other healer*, while under
treatment, can be accommodated in the
he I pi w 1 atn»o«pb«/e of thi« New Thought
Home. Particulars ou application.

Bored for 25 c»I. Steven* K.
F.

cartridges, loaded with 11
powder and t>7 grain
bullet, killing range 200 yds.
grama

Price S4.50 Cash
Good

as

at

new.

May

be

seen

H. W. Bower.'s. at the Pott

Chtbeagua
A
cnijr ton*
claht teas
and tails

Hru.htos

o

fici

Island

raft. couiftlnf of over s#tof p'nc t alk*
and
ato::t
cf iron < hairs. tteH platea
iir.i leen washed a*h~re at

Uap.

near

M!sy.

Kr*:an

l

ft cam# fr: m a ncrthei?t»rn direction
and mat hare b*en afloat as a dan*
Itroui derelict in 'he trark of abl?tilng In the North Sea for ronie tlios.
ua it la tnfckly coverei with barnacle#

)

P-•

•»*»

A* nor* OO WKOJltt,

•

•

EH-rc>L*
MIOTGUiJfl
A*

•»

"I say. oid < hopple. how on #arth |
do these actrcno&er fHlcwa ever roan- i
a»e to predict eclipae*
know?*
y*

buy an almanac and look >m
Bab Jove!"—
op. yoa silly ohfa!"
Cleveland leader.

•

roim'^®P

HUNTING TRIP
Nte »* t»'t—«><iU

£?£?£?«
I

"They

on

r/->

«■ **

<

from

fro-n

»*♦ 9TEVW« Mt«

1 50 to
TlOu

M

iu> oo

um

HmN«
If
«**<»!«,«•
rk+r/vt
WW »i(4 1/
|fW«.

Ittan*

>*t«|

lt«

9.
*

r.o.

M KM 111

AMD TOOL CO,

Uflk.V.fcA.

mm or tourists m nit iw noM

merriconeaq house.

summer visiting Mammoth
Cave and
the
place where
Abraham Lincoln
lived at various times In his impres-

(Continued from first Pace-)
remain

through the

sive career.

season.

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tanner of New
Ths Publisher* Hsvs Found It
York cltj and daughters Stella and
Nscsssary, For Obvious Rnaoiw, to Inssrt Only tho Namss of Guests at Houaoo Which Spsclally Arrange For This
Ethel are registered at the MerrlconPrivilege. If Your Name is Not Included We Would Suggest That You Call tho Attention of tho
Proprietor of Your House to the Omission.
eag. being located In a cottage out*
WATCH THIS LIST EVERY WEEK.
side
for the present until rooms are
IT WILL TELL YOU
THIS REGISTER CONTAINS NAMES OF REGULAR
QUESTS, ▼seated In the hotel.
WHERE YOUR FRIENDS
ARE
STOPPING.
NO TRANSIENT PARTIES
ARE
INCLUDED.
Mr. F. P.
mcrfHlCONEAQ

South

Geo.

W.

HOUSE.

Harpawall,
Campbell, Jr.,

Mt.

Proprietor.

<See advertisement In another column.)
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Connor, New

York city.
William

B.

Gllhooley, New

AUCOCISCO

York

A. F. Bolz, New York
city.
Helen G. Allen. Arlington. Mass.
Miss Caroline L. T. Pomeroy, Chestnut Hill.
Miss R. A. M. Pomeroy, Chestnut
HU1.
Edith E. Crane, Wallaston. Mass.
Mrs. Charles Gowans. Montreal.
C. Gowans, Montreal.
A. N. Desprls, Lewlston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Tanner, New
York city.
Miss Stella L. Tanner, New York
Mlaa Ethel L. Tanner. New York

city.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Moger,
New
York city.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Eugene Turton,

Newark.

Frances Louise Banks. New York
Elizabeth A. Gwynne.
New York
F. P. Rogers.
Washington, D. C.
Miss Cora Besson, Brooklyn.
Alexander M. Berger, Boston.
Francis W. Mitchell, Boston.
W. E. McDonough, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cooper, Phila-

delphia.

Jean S. Phillips.
Mrs. E. H. A. Correa. Hoboken.
Miss Golden Correa. Hoboken.
Mr. and Mra. W. H. Starr. N. Y.
City.
Mrs. J. Ot Mackay, San Antonio, Tex.

Sibyl Mackay, San Antonio,
Miss Moorhead. Phila.
Natalie Bralnerd, Westfleld,

Miss L. Bateman. Milton, N. Y.
Mr. G. W. Randall, Boston Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Mastin, Midland
Park. N. J.
Mr. Theodore
H.
Mastin, Midland
Park, N. J.

Tex.

N. J.
Bertha Fink. West Held, N. J.
Julia Fink. Westfleld, N. J.
Emily Runyon, Plainfield.
Miss Natalie Bond, Brookllne.
Miss J. L. Roberts, New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Cummings, New
York.
Dr. and Mrs. T. B. Hayden, Cam-

bridge.
Mrs. A. Phillips.

New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. W.
Smith, West

Cliff
Wsltsr

A.

HOUSE.

Island,
Castner,

(S«e advertisement In another column.)

Emma C. Breach. Weston.
Margaret S. Baken, Dorchester.
Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. Patterson,
Montreal.
M. Elizabeth Kenyon, New York City.
Marie L. Kenyon. New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Miller. Newark.
Miss Anna L. Morse, Hempstead.
Mrs. J. W. B. Van de Water, Hempstead, N. Y.
Master John Van de Water, Hempstead. N. Y.
Miss E. A. Davis, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dole, Chelsea.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Harrison, Irvington, N. J.
8. Eugenia Munson, New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Weber, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. D. 3. Walker, Boston.
James Munson. New York City.
Josephine Munson. New York City.
Mrs. William N. Kelman, Maiden.
E. Greenough. Maiden.
Charles
Margaret Greenough. Maiden.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Melghen, Perth.
Theodore Meyer, Springfield, Mass.
Lillian W. Davis, Cambridge.
Julia M. Davis, Cambridge.
Mrs. Pletro
Florid la and
daughter.
New York.
Mrs. J. Smutny, New York.
Master Theodore Smutny, New York.
Master Edgar Smutny. New York.
Msster Rudolf Smutny, New oYrk.

Proprlstor.

(See advertisement In another column.)
Miss Mary F. Pierce, Brighton.
Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. White, Somerville.
Dr. Follett, Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Oliver, New York.
Mrs. T. R. Varick,
Park Hill,
Yon-

kers, N. Y.
(Catherine Varick. Park Hill, Yonkers, N .Y.
Mr. and Mrs. \V. R. Willard, N. Y.
Mrs. L. E. Eaton, Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. O. W. Cutter. Brookline, Mass.
Charles H. Child, New York.
Miss Jessamine Child, New York.
Miss A. \V. Morgan. Phoenixvllle, Pa.
Miss Eliza Yerkes, Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Slsson, New York
Mrs. W. Wilson, Chicago.
A. C. Farnesworth, New York.
Mrs. H. A. Pike, Fryeburg.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Braley, New Jer-

sey.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Keys, N. Y.
Miss Keys, New York.
Mrs. Elizabeth Demils. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wentworth, Portage, Wisconsin.
Miss Elizabeth Griffiths,
Brooklyn.
A,r. and Mrs. E. H. Bird, Boston.
Mrs. F. H. Slsson. New York.
Mrs. M. H. Mortimer, Philadelphia,
Mrs. Mary M. Coffin,
Philadelphia,
Mrs. M. B. Barker, Fryeburg, Me.
Andrew J. Field. San Francisco, Cal.
Mrs. Walter Field, San Francisco.
Mrs. J. M. Solomans, Montclalr, N.J.
Miss Grace Solomans, Montclalr, N. J.
Mrs. A. Searles. New York.

Miss Minnie Caswell, Phoenixvllle.
THE HAMILTON.

Chebeague Island, Me.
Harry L. Hamilton, Proprietor.

ROCKMERE
Q.

HOUSE.

Littlejohn's
H.

Island, Ms.
Hamilton,
Proprietor.

(R«« advertisement In another column.)
Mr. Quincy E. Dickerman, Boston.
Mrs. C. E. I<ent, Peeksklll. N. Y.
Miss Ruth F. Elliott. Brooklyn.
Miss Minnie C. Messenger. Melrose.
Miss Edith R. Frazer, Boston.
Mr. Hiram W. Emery, Winchester.
Mr. H. Weber Emery. Winchester.
Miss Row C. Gymer, Cleveland. O.
Miss Eda A. Hoffecker. New York.
Mrs. J. P. Prentiss, Boston, Mass
Miss Msry A. Prentiss, Boston. Mass.
Miss Mabel Moore. Wobnin, Mass.
Miss Nellie D. Moore, Woburn.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Marvin. Boston.
Mr. H. C. Wyman. Boston. Mass.
Miss Annie E Woodbury. Salem
Miss Florence A.
Woodbury, Salem
Miss Grace A. Woodbury, Salem
Mrs. Edith I* Allen. Salem, Mass.

Master Ferry Allen. Salem. Mass
Miss Margaret Caples. W. Somervllle.
Miss Harriet B.
Harrington, W. Somervllle. Mass.

E. W. Drummond. MIddleboro.
Miss M. L. Kenyon, New York.
Miss M. E. Kenyon, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Wills, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Snyder, New

York.

Mrs. E. B. Eldrldge. Bedford
Park,
Miss Eldrldge, Bedford Park, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs."A. W. Lee and
child.
Concord. Mass.
Miss Ida B. Harris, Boston.
Reginald F. Both8. Boston.
Miss Clara A. Poor, Waverly, Mass.
E. A. Maryon, East Orange.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Clark,
Concord,

Mrs, Frank *R. Meadowcroft, Chicago.
and Mrs. Samuel Hof, Phila.
Mrs. F. W. Meadowcroft, Chicago.
Louise Meadowcroft. Chicago.
Mariana Fifts, Manchester, N. H.
Mr. and Mrf. Clark J. Wood, Wayne.
Miss Lillian Lukens, Wayne, Pa.
Miss Ix>ulse C. Walker, Morrlstown.
Miss Fannie E. Wood. Wayne, Pa.
Miss Frances Judd. New York.
Mrs. George E. Ward. New York.
Clarence H. Lunt, Casco Bay Breeze.
John S. Crowley, Casco Bay Breeze.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Meyer, New York.
Mrs. W. K. Levering and child, Balti-

Capt.

more.

.»iihb

ixxnse A.

Ml a* Y. L.

levering. Baltimore.

Eaton. Baltimore,

Md.

L. I^ane, Orange. N. J.
Mr. and Mra. W. H.
Church, German*
town. Pa.
E. A. Maryon, East
Orange. N. J.
Arthur C. Maryon. East
Orange. N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. WMyers, I^eominIster.
D. Crawford and Miss
Crawford, Montreal.
Wm. D. Cremer and

Smith. Wercsster.
Mrs. Edwin Thwlng. Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pryor, Melrose.
Mrs. P. D. Hayden, Worcester, Mass.
Miss Elizabeth Hayden,
Worcester,
Mass.
OCEAN

Ms.

Philadelphia.
Miss Caroline E. Phillips. New York.
Mr. and Mrs.
Henry W. Kennedy, (See advertisement In another column.)
New York City.
Thomas R. Cooley. Westfleld, Mast.
Mra. E. F. Murphy and
family, Jer- Raymond N. Fletcher. Westfleld.
sey City.
Helen Haberstroh,
South
FramingMra. Henry Wr. Russell,
ham.
Cambridge.
Miss Hilda F. Russell, Cambridge.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. L. Doughty,
Mt.
Mrs. M. R. Burke, Boston.
Holly. N. J.
Mlaa Helen G. Allen, Arlington.
Mrs. A. M. Parsons.
Greensbury, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. John Leal, Plainfield, Mr.
and Mrs. F. G. Rlndell. Newark.
N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah L. Reynolds, MadMiaa Leal, Plainfield. N. J.
ison. X. J.
Dorothy Leal, Plainfield, N. J.
Miss EL I. Myers, Tarrytown. N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. G. Allen
Miss
Nellie I. Besson, Brooklyn.
Arlington,
Nelaon B. GUdersleere. Brooklyn.
Mrs. J. D. Roberts. Pater*on, N. J.
„-Mr, and Mrs. John J. Ryan. N. Y. City.
Mrs. Geotglanna Flock, New York.
William J. Ryan, New York City.
E. H. Stoneback, New York
City.
Mlaa Bessie Ryan, New
York City. Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Williams. KalamaMr. and Mrs. Charles
W.
Mich.
zoo,
Myers,
Hempatead, L I.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Russell, Waverly.
Miaa Jeanette
Myers,
Hempstead, James J. McKenney, New York City.
Mlaa Mary Myers. Hempstead. L. I.
Robert F. McKenney, New Haven.
Mlaa Annie Myers. Hempstead, L. I. Mrs. D. W. Jenkins, New York
City.
Mra. John P. Thomas, Brookllne. Miss A. G. MacFarlan,
Philadelphia.
John
P.
Thomas. Jr., Brookllne. Miss Helen F. Riddle. Phlla.
Miss Edith E. Harris, Phlla.
Miss Mabel Beatey, Fairmount, Mass.
SUMMIT
HOUSE.
Miss Lillian V. Beatey,
Fairmount,
Miss Emily-Ash, Phlla.
Chebeague Island, Me.
Miss
Rachael
Phlla.
Ash,
Mrs. Clinton N. Hamilton, Proprietor.
Miss Nellie Drummond, MIddleboro.
Theodore Meyer, New York City.
Therso Merrill, Auburn.
Agnes B. Merrill, Auburn.
Mrs. Charles E. Greenough, Maiden.
Gordon Greenough, Maiden.
Lucy S. Weston, Mlddleboro.

Mrs. C. F.

family, Washing-

Walter

VIEW

Bailey's

HOTEL.

Island,

Me.

D.

Crafts,
Proprietor.
(S«« advertisement In another column.)
Miss J. Weiss, Newark.

Miss E. Wilson, Newark.
Lb L. Richards, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Richards, Somerville.
Miss Richards. Somervllle.
S. T. Richards, SomerVllle.
Miss Young. Philadelphia.
Miss J. S. Humphrey. Beverly.
Sydney T. Skldmore. Philadelphia.
Miss R. R. Loose. Reading. Pa.
Mrs. E. M. Neumann. Newark.
Miss Helen Miller, New York.
S. M. Wilson. Washington. D. C.
Mrs. A. M. White. Philadelphia.
Rev. D. Cameron. Bermuda.
W. Z. Brown. Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cowles. Springfield.
Emily F. Clegg. Fall River.
Bertha E. Fogwell. Fall River.
Maud A. Mathews. Fall River.
Alex C. Neumann. Newark.

Henry Jerolaman. Hilton. N.*J.

Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Woodls. Worcester.
J. W. Soren, Brookllne. Mass.
Mrs. W. Z. Brown.
Chicago.
Miss Howe. Boston.
Miss Buxton. Boston.
Miss Burton. Boston.
Mrs. Walter Lehman, Brooklyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stephana,
Reading. Pa.
C. J. Ollphant, New York.
William C. Hibbert. New York.
John M. Cait, Washington, D. C.
Miss M. E. Calt, Washington. D. C.
Miss M. Laura White, Philadelphia.
Miss F .L. Hammer, Philadelphia.

Holman White. Philadelphia.
Ethel B. Power, Winchester, Mass.
Marguerite Power. Winchester, Mass.
Dorothy Power, Winchester, Mass.
Willie Power, Winchester, Mass.
Margaret W. Cameron, Scotland.
S. Edgar Wright. Philadelphia.
Edgar F. Wright. Philadelphia.
S. Edna Springer. New York.
Elsie L.

Miller,

New York.
Genevieve I. Roberts, New York.
Mrs. George M. Barnes, East
Orange.
Mary E. Barnes, East Orange.
Miss M. Heath, Philadelphia.

Holman White, Philadelphia, Pa.

Miss Laura J. Ashmore
Philadelphia,
Miss Ossele. Washington.
A. L. Bricher, New York.
Mrs. S. T. Skldmore. Phlla.. Pa.
Miss Skldmore, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Viola Bonavlta, Phlla., Pa.
Albert P. Willis, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. E. Harrington, Chicago.
HILL

Mrs. E. Goldsmith, Paterson, N. J.
Miss E. H. Goldsmith.

tance of Col.

CASCO

Mra. W. A.

White,

Long

Charles

E.

Boaton

Hlghlanda.

Rath White, Boaton Hlghlanda.
Allan White, Boaton Hlghlanda.
Dorothy White, Boaton Hlghlanda.
Mra. Salone G. Brown, Salem, Maaa.

ton.
PEAKS
ISLAND HOUSE.
Mrs. James C. Wldmer, Boston.
Miss Wldmer, Boston.
Peaka laland, Ma.
Miss Elizabeth Wldmer, Boston.
Ralph E. Row*, Proprietor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander. Springfield.
Thomas E. Whltbread. New York.
(S#« advertisement In another column.)
Mr. and Mra. Wm. Benjamin and fam- .Edward
Sutherland, Yonkera. N. Y.
ily, Yonkera, M. Y.
Agnea H. Vance. I^ewlaton.
Mr and Mrs. Ed. Oray, Newark.
Mlaa K. O. Breanahan. Btidgton.
Mr. Ed. Gray, Jr., Newark.
Mlaa E. Breanahan.
Brighton, Maaa.
Mra. W. W. Broga, Springfield. Mass Mlaa
M. Poley. Worceater, Maaa.
Miss Elizabeth Clark. Springfield.
P. E. (Joldamlth, Boaton. Maaa.
Andrew Mcl Clark. Springfield, Mass H. L
Hartshorn. Taunton, Maaa.
l,.
B. Clark. Springfield. Maas.
R. E. Boa worth, Taunton. Maaa.
i. E Wllmarth, Taunton.
E N. Ramsdell, St.
ISLAND VIEW COTTAOf.
Johnabury, Vt.
Mr. and Mra. T. E.
Harrla, St. JohnaChebeague Island, Me.
bury. Vt.
J. E. i»rd. North Berwick. Me.
L. F. Hamilton, Proprietor.
Mr. and Mra. E. M. Croaa, Berlin.
(get advertisement In snother column.)
Mr. and Mra. J. M. Davidson, Berlin.
Mr. and Mra. James A. Brown. West- Theo. C. Snckett. New York.
field
P. Oustavlson. New York.
Alice Carey Brown. Westfleld.
O. Henahaw, New York.
Mrs. Edward West Atwater. Brooklyn. Nellie M. Decker, New York.
Mlas Ruth Atwater. Brooklyn.
Ethel C. Duneanaon, New York.
Mr. L. K. Marden. Worcester.
Edith Abrame, New York.
Mr. F. D. Hay den, Worcester.
Emtlle Abrame, White Plalna, N. Y.

BAY

HOUSE.

Island,

Cushlng,

Proprietor.

Pelrce Maloney and son, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Bradt, Brooklyn.

Frai^k E. Bradt, Brooklyn.
Frederick W. Bradt, Brooklyn.
Agnes Beckman, Jersey City.
Olga Gulbrondsen, Brooklyn.
S. R. Mayberry, Knightville.
J. C. Hocking, Boston.
E. H. Ingram. Fitchburg.
Mrs. D. R. Murphy,
Quebec.
Miss Vivian E. Clogg,
Westmount.
Mrs. A. F.

Nevers, Concord, N. H.
Miss Edyth Mae Nevers, Concord.
Arthur F. Nevers,
Concord. N. H.

Miss Susie
Robertson, Westmount.
Miss Babe Robertson, Westmount.
Miss Kate Pearson, Westmount.

Miss Florence Pearson. Westmount.

Miss Ida McLeod, Westmount.
Miss Lattee McLeod, Westmount.

Frank T. Brown, Montreal.
H. W. McBride, Montreal.
Bertha J. Spear, West Roxbury.
Alex S. Roberts, Montreal.
Sarah M. Sldls, M. D.. Brookline.
William J. Sidis. Brookline.
Evelyne Clark, New York.
Alan R. Macfadyen. Montreal.
W. C. Fleck, Jenklntown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Graham, Jenkln-

'owj-Pa,

Miss M. E. Graham, Jenklntown, Pa.
Master Stuard Graham, Jenklntown.
D. Robertson, Montreal. Can.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Day, Toronto.

HAMILTON VILLA.

Chebeague Island, Me.
A. E. Hamilton, Proprietor.
(See advertisement In another column.)
M. Crabtree. Cambridge.
Miss Marj- Dunn. Montreal.
Mrs. E. L. Nye, Worcester.
Mrs. E. J. Hayhoe. Toronto.
R. B. Hayhoe, Toronto.
Katherlne I. demons. Springfield.
Laura Ball demons, Springfield.
Herbert E. Curtis. North Weymouth.
Elsie R. Litchfield. East Weymouth.
Annie J. Llbby, East Weymoutb.
Channlng P. Llbby, East Weymouth.
Dr. J. Herbert Llbby. East Weymouth.
Eugene H. Llbby. East Orange.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
E. Chamberlain, Brockton.
Mrs. Carrie A. Hawes, Waltham.
Marlon L. Hawes, Waltham.
Helen Bowman, Waltham.
Mrs. W. O. Luke, Oskawa. Can.
Gertrude Luke. Oskawa. Can.
James Eaton. Burlington. Vt.
Annie C. Eaton. Burlington, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowman. New Sharon,
Miss Bowman. New Sharon, Mass.
Miss Helen Bowman,
New
Sharon,
Mass.

(Catherine

Mr. and Mrs. O. W. B. Smith, Springfield. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlain. Brockton.
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Milliard, Montreal.
Miss Elizabeth Millard, Montreal.
Miss Susie Milliard, Montreal.
SEASIDE
Mrs.

COTTAGE.

Bsllsys Island, Ms.
F.
E.
Cram,
Proprietor.

(8*« advertisement In another column.)
Mr*. Thorns* Tash. Portland.
Clara 9. Tash. Portland.
Miss Ada B. Johnson. Worcester.
Mies Joale H. Bergstrom, Worcev
tsr.
Mr. snd Mrs. Arther P. Breed. Arlington, Mass.
Mr. A. H. I»mcfellow. New York

city.

Mr. snd Mrs. Dunn. Worcester.
Mrs. J. 8. Nolsn snd family. Cam

bridge.
W. D. Beach, Detroit
Addle E. Pfrrln, Detroit.
Annie E. Mscdooald, Detroit.
Mra. L. A. Goodwin, Worcester.
Mrs. A. L» Goodwin. Worcester.
Miss Frost berg, Worcester.
Mrs. F. E Longfellow, Boston.
Gertnids N. Partridge. Newtonvllle.
Mr. snd Mrs. A. H. Longfellow, New
York City.
ROBINHOOD

INN.

Bsllsys Island, Ms.
Miss

J.

E.

Msssey,

Proprietor,

(gee advertisement In another eoloma.)

C.

city.

Miss C. C. Mssson. Philadelphia.
Mr. Edward Wldmayer, New Jersey.
Charlea A. Fowler. N. Y.
Robert J. Walker, Washington. D.

Wm F-Zlmmermsn, New Jersey.
W. Put Am Page. Boston.
Mrs. W.. E Lelsnd. Mechanic Falls
Mrs. Msrth* M. Olbbs.
Mechanic

Campbell

•

Washington.

Mr.

and

In

New York

CHEBEAQUE.

LITTLE

Ms.

(See advertisement in another
column.)
H. Herne. Montreal.
Anna M. Lowney. South Boston.
G. H. Cornell, Westmount, Can.
Annie S. McRoble, Westmount.
Kittle McRoble,
Westmount, Can.
H. C. Gurney and wife,
Norway.
D. Blaustena. Broadway. N. Y.
Mary B. Lackey. Auburndale, Mass.
Margaret Lackey, Auburndale, Mass.
M. F. Naughton.
Philadelphia, Pa.
E. J. Grlnnan, Philadelphia.
J. S. Pike. Boston.
Dr -A. W. Keyou and
wife. Boston.
R. Stahl. Berlin, N. H.
Miss Moreau. Berlin. N. H.
P. J. Ryan. Philadelphia. Pa.
M. J. Brown.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Miss Hopper. Montreal.
A. Johnston. M. D, Montreal.

CREST.

Alice Perkins, Springfield.
Dr. H. C. Croscup and wife. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Pope. Cambridge.
Belle Hamilton, Boston.
Molly Hamilton, Boston.
R. B. Robinson. Boston.
Prlscllla Lane, Maiden. Mass.
W. A. Thelllng. Boston. Mass.
A. Schwartz. Boston. Mass.
John Goveton, Boston. Mass.
Mrs. Henry E. Hess, New York.
Mrs. C. 8. Hend, Newark, N. J.
Miss M. V. Bronlver. Newark, N. J.
Mrs. H. Otto Burkhardt, Brookllne,
Mass.
Edgar S. Burhardt, Brookllne, Mass.
Mrs. M. H. V. Seaverna,
Maiden, Maaa
Claire L* Burch, Hyde Park, Maaa.
Mr. P. Ijine. Boston, Maaa.
Mrs. P. I*ane, Boat on, Maes.
Dorothy Lane, Boston. Mass
Mra. S. A. Cremer, Baltimore, Md.
J. Prank Cremer, Baltimore.
Mra. Herbert 8. Peare, New York.
Wlllard C. Peare. New York City.
Mra. W. D. Chaae, New York City.

of

registered Monday
Is connected with the U. S. govern*
ment service In that city.
Mr. W. H. Starr of New York, had
the biggest kite of Casco bay up for a
flight In the azure this week.
This
was

Paterson. N. J.
Miss T. Ganahaut. New York.
Dr. L. F. Smith. Newark. N. J.
J. E. Gregory. Newark. N. J.
monster takes up nearly a mile or
Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Brings. Boston.
heavy cord and Its ribs are of stout
Dr. and Mrs. H. J.
Gibbins. Newark. bamboo. A bight of the rope Is alMr. and Mrs. J. A.
MacArthur. New- ways held around a post. Sometimes
ark.
a half dozen flags are sent
up on the
T. J. Grady. Boston.
line.
Lawrence Hopkins. Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Eugene Turton or
Wm. A. Murray, Boston.
Newark, who arrived Sunday evening
Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Keele, Toronto.
are on their first trip to Casco
S. Goldsmith. New York.
Bay.
Mr. Turton was a business acquainE. A. Westcott. Boston.

Me.
Chebeague
Island,
Charles
W.
Hamilton, Propreitor.
(See advertisement In another column.)
Mr. and
Mrs. O. J. Hutton, Manchester.
Miss N. Pierce, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Stanton,
Orange.
P. E. Weingarten. Orange.
Helen Bodine. Orange. N. J.
George Hlchborn. New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keller, Boston.
Mrs. Hattle Trask, Brockton.
Miss Minetta Waters. Everett.
W. J. Bryne, New York.
W. C. Sharp, Orange. N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Taylor, I*awrence.
Vivian Taylor. Lawrence. Mass.
Mrs. C. S. Hurd, Newark.
Miss M. V. Bower, Newark.
Mrs. H. J. Perkins, Springfield.

Rogers

Cm who

D.

Mrs.

Joseph

B.

Reed

of

Portland, who are considered among
the leading summer residents of Casco Bay. are occupying their handsome
cottage here as usual. They have
been down since May and will probably remain until late in September.

At present they are
entertaining
Misses Hattle W. Pollard and Grace
B. Reed of Orrlngton.

Other cottagers
on Little Chebeathis
gue
season
who are
taking
much social enjoyment are Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Hills and family of Gambler. O.. Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Fogg and
family of Boston and Mr. H. W. Barnard of Portland.
The latter is the
well known vocalist.
Mr. and Mrs.
H. B. Morrell
and
family of Portland are occupying their
beautifully situated cottage on Casco
Bay's gem. Little Chebeague; as they
have in the past seasons.
Mr. Morrell
makes a daily trip to Portland to attend to business.
SOUTH HARPSWELL.

(Continued from page 2.)

One night recently Robert Bibber's
gum machine was knocked down and
broken into and a quantity of chocolate stolen.
Mr. George A. Elliott and son. Geo.
of East Rochester, N. H., arrived
at
South Harpswell for a two weeks' vacation during the past week.

Candy's Harbor
Mrs. A. J. Harris and children returned Tuesday from a two weeks*
stay in Richmond.

Mrs. Frank L. Thompson has
gone
to her home in Bath for two
weeks,
where she will entertain her brother.
Capt. Harry P. Percy and family of
New York.

Mrs. Elbridge Thompson. Mrs. W.
Benson. Miss Nellie Brigham and
Charles Benson passed Sunday
in
Bath, Brunswick and Richmondi
Mrs. Laura Percy was very ill the
first of the week, but at present writing is more comfortable.
Mrs. Lemuel Davis and son.
Walter,
are here from Portland for a
short
visit.

Mrs. H.

Leroy

Catlin
and
little
in Brunswick
for a few days visit with
Mrs. John

daughter, Gladys,

are

Walsh.

Miss Jessie Holbrook Is home from
a three weeks' vacation.

Brunswick lor
Mrs.

W. A. Lapler and daughters,
and Doris, have returned to
their home in Cape Porpoise after a
pleasant two weeks' visit with relatives.

Lettie

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Andrew Freeman

of

Taunton, Mass.. are here for a ten
days' visit.
Miss Angle Watson has returned
home after a few days in Brunswick
with her brother. Dr. C. W. Watson.
Mrs. Clarence Wilson is entertaining friends from Santiago. Cal.
Sandy cove is unusually gay at
present, there being more "campers,"
than at any one time in several past
years.

are

again located

their lot next to
Mr. Waldo Fitts and family of MedSolid Comfort cottage.
on

field. Mass., are in the Solid Comfort
for August.
They had the Noble cottage several seasons.
The Linwood cottage has been the

of many lively times this sumAt present Mr. and
Mrs. Jordan White are there and also
Miss
Hastings, their niece, from Brooklyn.
X. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer White left
for Topsham Tuesday.

Mrs. Peter Hanson and son, Charley, will return home this week from
a two
weeks stay with
friends
in
Brunswick. We are very glad of our
people returning there are too few

HOUSEHOLD WISDOM.

scene
mer.

Mr. John P. Thomas. Jr., accompanied by Mr. Prank Baxter is cruising
eastward on
his yacht Constance as
far as Castlne in company with Mr.

Paul Woodman's yacht Banshee and
other members of the Binnacle
Club of Harvard young men.

some

Mr. A. B. Martin has returned
to
Boston and Mr. L*. H. Spaulding
accompanied him. being called up on
business for a few days.
The weekly tea at the yacht club on
Saturday afternoons is getting to be
a pleasant affair with the
members.
At this time the races are discussed
and plans for future regattas considered.
Mrs. Henry R. Rose left on
Tuesday
to meet Rev. Henry R. Rose at
Niagara Falls.
They will make a trip on
the St. Lawrence to Montreal. Quebec
and the Saguenay river and will also
visit Halifax. Grand Pre where "Evangeline" lived. Digby and St. Johns.
They will return to South Harpswell
about August 31. Rev.
Henry .R. Rose
has traveled some 4000 miles
this
Falls.
James C. Fox, Portland.
Mrs. Braithwaite, Toronto, Can.
Miss Dorothy Braithwaite, Toronto.
Miss Hendrle, Hamilton. Ont.
Mrs. Hendrle. Hamilton.
Miss E. B. Latta. Philadelphia.
Miss A. T. Rldgway, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. S. R. Emory. Philadelphia.
Miss Anna H. Emory,
Phlladelprla.
Miss M. Russell. Philadelphia.
Mrs. R. S. Stevens, South Orange.
Miss Stevens, South Orange. N. J.
Miss Ida Jacobs. Newark. N. J.
Miss Martha Jacobs. Newark.
Miss Alma Jacobs. Newark. N. J.
Miss Eleanor Jacobs. Newark. N. J.
Miss Johanna Jacobs. Newark.
Mrs. Hay. Toronto.
Master Hendrle Hay. Toronto.
Miss Watson. Hamilton, Can.
Miss M. Watson. Hamilton, Can.
Rev. and Mrs. B. O, Baldwin,
Scarborough on the Hudson.
Miss M. W. Gale, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Edwin Wldmayer, New
Yorjt.
Miss S. B. Walker. New York.
Miss N. M. Shepard. New York.

Miss Esther Deeley, New York.
Miss Floience Deeley, New York.
Miss Henrietta Deeley. New York.
Master Lewi* O. Foster,
Jersey City.
Miss Marjorle Loom Is. Montreal.
Miss Roberta Loom Is. Montreal.
Daniel Loomls. Montreal.
Arthur Loomls, Montreal.
Miss Marie T. Wldmayer, New York.
CASCO
South
James

CASTLE

Freeport,

Me.

A.

Fuller,
Proprietor.
(Ree advertisement In another column.)

Qen'l. Chas K Furlong. New York.
Mr. and
Mr*. Edwin
C.
and Ml**
Ethel Merrill, Ea*t Orange.
T. J. Barter and family, Bo*ton.
Mrs. E. O. Woodllng and Ml** Luclle
and Master Preston
Woodllng and
nurse. Crawford.
Mrs. John D. Templeton. Colorado.

Miss Maldee Pope. Austin, Tex.
Miss Mary Watson. Austin. Tex
Mrs Ivan 8pirol and Mis*
Roae Splrol. New York City.
Mr and Mr* N P and Ml**
Hazel
HefBey, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr and Mr*.
F O. and Miss Mabel
Newhall. Brighton. Mm
Mr and Mr*
Charlea H. and Floyd
Adam* Brighton. Mas*
Mrs Minis. Miss Mines and
maid. Savannah. Oa
Mrs. Charles
H. and Caroline
Bus

well.

Nevy^n.

Mass

when all are home.

even

How Flae Table Linen May Be Pi
•rrvrd by Proper Treatment.

»■

Tablecloths and napkins should nevhave a touch of starch In them, says
the New York Journal, but should be
wrung out with very hot water, and
then each piece should be Ironed until
tt Is perfectly dry. going over and over
it with the Iron until not a suspicion of
moisture Is left In It. With a tablecloth,
after having Ironed the whole cloth,

er

place

the clothes basket under the Iron-

ing board to catch the cloth as It works
over, fold It carefully, so that the
edges meet and the crease Is exactly
down the middle, and Iron as It is
creased; then lay the cloth on a table
somewhere where It will air a little
before putting It away In the linen
drawer or shelf.
or

Centerpieces and doilies that are
embroidered In colors or made of
drawn work should never be allowed
to get very soiled before washing, not
only because everything that belongs
to a table should be kept spotlessly
clean. but because they are perishable
things ami should never be rubbed
ban! to get spots out.
A soap lather Is best for washing
embroidered pieces, as soap should
never
be rubbed directly on them.
Make a thick lather of soap and lay a
centerpiece in It. washing it carefully,
but patting Instead of rubbing as much

as possible.
Squeeze In. drying without wringing; get the knack of getting
all the water out that way, and Iron

dry.

Wash the colored embroidery pieces
at a time, spreading them out on
towels to keep the colors from coming
against another layer of the linen.
There may tie a piece that the colors
will run In, and every piece may bear
Its mark If washed all together.
Drawn work may be washed with a
little less rare, for soap not only may
but should be rubbed directly Into the
pleee, and If one piece Is a little yellow It may be washed out well and
laid out In the air to bleach with the
suds still In It.
one

How to Praar Tr»n.
We mu*t prune yoang fralt treea before they are planted, cutting the top
aererely to prMore a balance between
the top and the root, the latter ha
ring
been greatly redored In dlggll % th*
tree from the nurwery, Mja Huhurbai
We moat rat oat at thla tit.
Ufe.
any branoben not needed for the fc
mat Ion of the head, and we may pai
the end* of the root* smoothly ti
were roagbly cat with the
apade
We moat watch the you.
digging.
tree daring the growing eeanon ai
atop the growth of any aboota
growing their nelghbora and rub
any aboota not dealred aa aoon aa i
are dlaroTered.
We mint prane
here and there, aa the tree* grow ol_
aorh aboota aa are being "mothered
branrhea above them or that are bell
Injured by otbera rabblog ai
them and aim to give the tree a
metrical low headed fonn.
When
lower branrhea become weak we moat
lncreaae their vigor by ratting oat
branchew from the top. thoa focrtng
growth Into them, and never. If It cam
be avoided, cot a large branch fron
the main track.
«• Omi
In cleaning motber-of pearl nib K
with fine powdered pa mire and wata*
and pollab with rotteoatooe motntened
with dilute aalpbtnic add. applied
with a eoft cork.

ISLAND 8TBAM EttH.
HARP8WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Portland Pier.

WE ARE READY

Effect Juno 25, 1906.
HARPSWELL DIVISION.
From Portland, Going East.
Leave Portland. 7.00.10.00 a. m.. 1.30.
S.10 p. m. Sunday. 9.15. 10.15 a. m.. tS.00.
a2.?0, Z5.45 p. m.
Leave Long Island. 7.25. 10.25 a. m..
I.55. 5.35 p. m. Sunday. 9.40. 10.40 a. m.,
2 25 p. m.
Leave Iconic Island (Bast End), 7.35.
10.35 a. m 2.05. 5.45 p. m. Sunday. 9.50.
10-50 a. m.. 2.35 p. m.
Leave Little Chebeague. C7.40. C10.40
a.
m.. C2.10. 5.50 p. m.
Sunday. C9.55.
C10.55 a. m.. C2.40 p. m.
Leave Cliff Island. 7.55. 10.55 a. m..
2.25. <$.05 p. in. Sunday. 10.10. 11.10 a. m.
Leave Jinks". Urtat Chebeague. 8.05.
II.05 a. m..
2.35. 6 15 p. m.
Sunday,
10.20. 11.20 a. m.. 2.55 p. in.
tiieat
Leave Littletields.
Chebeague,
8.15. 11.15 a. in.. 2.45, 6.25 p ni. Sunday.
10.30. 11.30 a. m.
11.40
Leave
South
8.40.
Ha-pswell.
A. in.. 3.10 6.50 p. in. Sunday, 10.55. 11.55
In

a.

m..

3.25 p.

tH. Miss Elsie R. Litchfield, Miss Annie J. Llbby. Mr. Channlng P. Lib by
snd Dr. J. Herbert Llbby.
R. S.. Davis Co., Portlsnd,
Finest
House Furnishings of any Dealer lii
Town.

Bailey

With

SUMMER FURNITURE
for

in.

Leave Bailey Island, •S.K, *11.55 a. m..
••7.05 p. in.
••3.25.
arrive,
Sunday.
••11.10 a. m.. *12.10. •3.40 p m.
a.
in.. 12.15,
Arrive Orrs Is and. 9.15
I.40, 7.20 p. m. Sunday. 8.00 p. in.
To Portland, Going Wost.
Leave Orrs l»l.«nd. 5.40. 9.25 a. m., 1.30,
S.40 p. m. Sunday. 5 45 a. m.
Leave Bailey Island. •« t>0. **9 35 a. m
**B3.25 p. ni
**6.05,
Sunday.
•1.50.
••11.10 a. m.. *12.10. *3 40 p. m.
Leave South Harps well. 6 15. 9 50 a. ai.,
6.25. 11.25.
2.05. 4.05 p. ni.
Sunday,
Bll.55 a. in.. 3.55 p. in.
Leave Llttlefield's. Ut. Chebeague. 6.40.
10.15 a. m., 2.30. 4.30 p. m. Sundays. 6.50.
II.50 a. m.. 4 20 p. in.
Leave Jenk's tit. Chebeague. 6.50. 10.25
a. m
2.40. 4.40 p. m. Sunday, 7.00 a. m
12.00 m., 4.30 p. m.
Leave Cliff Island. 7 00, 10.S5 a. m.. 2.50.
4.50 p. m. Sunday, 7.10 a. m.. 12.10. 4.30
p. m.
Leave Little Chebeague. 7.15. C10.50
a. m.. C3.05. C5.05 p. m.
Sunday. C7.25
«. m.. C12 25. C4 45 p. m.
East End. 7.20.
Leave Long Island.
10.55 a. m.. 3.10. 5.10 p. m. Sunday. 7.30
m. m.. 12.30. 4.50 p. m.
Leave Long Island. 7.30. 11.05 a. m..
2.20. 5.20 p. m. Sunday. 7.40 a. to.. 12.40,
1.10, 5.00 p. m.
Arrive Portland. 8.00. 11.40 a. m.. 3.50.
S.00 p. m. Sunday. 8.10 a. m.. 1.10, 1.40.
S.15, 5.30 p. ni.

by

mail

or

Johnston,

person

promptly filled,

Bailey

190-192 Middle St.,

Co.,

Portland.

NEAR POST-OFFICE.

FREEPORT DIVISION.
Portland. Going East.
Leave Portland. 9.15 a. m.. 4.30 p. m.;
5 00 p. m.
Sunday. 10 a. m
a.
Leave Long Island. 9.45
m., 5.00
p. m.; Sunday. 10.30 a. m 6.30 p. m.
Great
Leave Sunset,
Chebeague, 10.05
а. m.. 6.20 p. m.; Sunday, 10.45 a. m..
б.46 o. m.
Leave Cousins Island. 10.20 a. m.. 6.36
35
Me.
St.,
p. m.; Sunday. 11.00 a. m 6.00 p. m.
Leave Littlejohns Island. 10.30 a. m.. DwtUingt, Ctttagti, Hettlt, and Seat idf Freferty
6.45 p. m.; Sunday. 11.10 a. m.. 6.10 p. m.
Insured in the leadtng cOmfaniti.
Great
Leave Hamilton's,
Chebeague.
11.20
10.40 a. m.. 5.55 p. m.;
Sunday.
6.20 p. m.
а. m
Leave Busting Island. 11.05, 11.35 a. m..
(.20. 6.50 p. m.; Sunday. 11.45 a. m.. 12.15.
б.40, 7.10 p. m.
Leave South Freeport. 11.20 a. m.. 6.35
p. m.; Sunday. 12 00 m.. 6.55 p. m.
Arrive Mere Point, 12.00 m., 7.15 p. m.;
51 Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.
Sunday, 12.40 7.35 p. m.
Arrive Birch Island, 12-05. 7.20 p. m.; Ckartt, Ccmfattet, Seuttnir
Sf—ns, Views
Sunday. 12.50 p. m.
Of Portland and I 'ictnitj.
To Portland. Going West.
Leave Birch Island. 5.50 a. m.. 12.20
p. m.; Sunday. 1.50 p. m.
For Cushlngs Island—S.OO.
9.00. 11.00 ark, X. J., who are located
Leave Mere Point,
6.00
at
a. m.« 12.30 a. m
the
12 20. 2.15. 4.25. 5.30. 6.30. 7.30 p. m.
p. m.; Sunday, 3 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands. Summit House until September first,
Leave Bustlns Island. 6.12. 6.55 a. m.. Trefithens
and
Evergreen
Landings. are enjoying Chebeague thoroughly.
12.55. 1.25 p. m.; Sunday, 2.25, 2.55 p. m. (Peaks
and
Island)
Ponce's
Landing Mr. Miller is a brother of Mrs. E. D.
Leave South Frf^port. 6.40 a m.« 1.10
Island)—7.00.
8.00.
9.30.
10.30
a. m..
(Long
p. m-; Sunday. 2 40 p. m.
12.15. 1.15. 2.15. 3.15. 4.20. 5.20. €.15. 7.30 Harrison, who is spending the season
Leave Hamilton's
Great
Chebeague, p. m.
here with her husband. Mr. Harrison
7.15 a. m.. 1.45 p. m.; Sunday. 3.15 p. m.
a—Tuesdays and Saturdays this trip was one of the Field Day Committee
Leave Littlejohns
Island, 7.25 a. m.. will
leave thirty (30) minutes later.
in
2.00 p. m.; Sunday. 3.25 p. m.
1905 and
1906 and he always
b—At the close of the performance at
Leave Cousin* Island. 7.35 a. m.. 2.05 the
"makes good."
Gem Theater.
p. m.; Sunday. 3 35 p.. m.
W.
C.
T.
General
GODING.
Manager.
Mr. J. W. B. Van de Water arrived
V*>ave Sunset,
7.45
Ch»b*;guc,
a. U., 2.15 p. m.: Sjnday. 8 tl p. m.
Saturday from Hempstead. N' Y to
Leave Long Island.
8.00 a.
m., 2.30
Join his family,- whoi ire-at
sumI.
v CHEBEAGUE
p. m.; Sunday. 4.05 p. m.
mit House.
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. m., 3.00 p. m.;
Sunday, 4.35 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Patterson of Mon(Continued from Page 1).
treal, who were here last season and
a—Sailing trip.
B—Steamer goes east via On* Island.
also one previous summer are
stop•—Mackerel Cove Wharf.
I., was visiting at the cottage of Sirs. ping at the Summit House for a few
••—Old Wharf.
Morse weeks.
t—For all landings except Cliff Island. W. A. Harris Sunday. Mrs.
is stopping at a hotel here.
Llttleflelds and Orrs.
Mr. O. T.
Phipps Of Mil »n. Mass.,
C—Boat calls on signal only.
Advertised
letters, at Chebeague and friend, Mr. Alonzo Stevens are at
Z—Stops to land passengers only.
E. L. JORDAN, Gen. Mgr.
post office
Mrs. Mr. Phipps* cottage on the South road
August *20. 1906:
Thomas Brumln. Fred Carrian, Miss for a short time.
Rose Duffy. Mrs. Addie Edson. Ruth
CA8CO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Miss Helen Mayo of Milton is
spendE. Goodrich. Arthur N. Harris,
Mrs. ing a few weeks on the island as the
Custom House Wharf,
Louise C. Hant, Charles F. Hough- guest of her
sister, Mrs. G. T. Phipps.
ton, Mrs. Wallace Heath, Miss M. A.
Mrs. William Allen Harris gave a
Custom Hous* Wharf, Portland, Ma.
Mrs. F. G. Parker, Miss Mar- clam
Kenney,
bake for her family and friends
Time Table In Effect July 1st. 1906.
garet Ryan. J. Tennyson Seller. Tom
Friday afternoon at Cleaves' Point.
WEEK DAYS.
Eunice
Francis
Sleeper,
C.
Smith.
For
Forest
Among those present were: Mrs. W.
City
(Peaks
Landing
Island)—6.45, 6.45, 7.50. 9.00. 10.00, 11.00 Miss Mamie Stonehill, Hazel J. Stov- C. Newell, Mrs. Smith, who is at The
а. m.. 12.00 m..
12.45
1.45.
2.15. 3.16. er, Charles W. Thomas, H. H. Thom- Hamilton
and Mrs.
Morse, who is
4.26. 6.20. 6.20. 7.00. 7.30. 8.10, 9.30, IMS as.. Rev. George H. Tilton. Mrs. A. A.
rooming at Mrs. M. M. Mansfield's
p. m
Miss C. Wellman.
7 20.
Return—6.15.
8.20,
9.30,
10.20, White,
cottage.
11.20 a. m.. 12.20. 1.15. 115. 2.45, 3.40.
As a demonstration of what
the
Among those present at the birthb5.00. 6.40, 6.40, 7.30, 8.25. 9.00. bl0.15, grit of
America, Germany and Eng- day fete given Miss Helene
11.30 p. m.
Spaulding
For Gushing*s Island—4 45. 7.6C. 9.00. land can do, witness the following: on
her friend, Mrs. C. P. Sherman last
11.00 a. m.. 12.45. 1.45. 3.16. 4.26. 6.20. Saturday night three girls, or rather by
Thursday
evening were:
Misses
б.20, 7.00. 8.10. 9.30 p. m.
Beturn—7.05. 8.05. 9 15. 11.30 a. m.. young ladies, who live in summer at Myers, Miss Margaret Leal, Miss Mar1.00, 2.00. 3.60, 4.40, 6.50. 6.50. 7.16. 8.36. the extreme West End. discovered gretta
McCandless,. Miss Annie Cass.
9.45 p. m.
that the ice in the family ice box was
Mr. Jack Thomas. Mr. Frank Baxter.
For Llttl« and Great Diamond Island*.
consumed. There are no tele- Mr. Leslie
entirely
Trefethen* and
Landings.
Lord. Mr. Gilbert Rldgway,
Evergreen
(Peaks Island)
and
Ponce's
Landing phones and order teams had long Mr. Joel Sheppard. Mr. Percy Young.
(Long Island)—5.20, 6.15, 7.00. 8.45. 10.30 been put itf their stables. The thing
а. m
Mr. and Mrs. Cass and Miss
12.16, 2.00.
3.00. 4.20, 6.30, 6 20. required only a minute's thought howCass
7.30. a9.30 p. m.
of Philadelphia are visiting at Dr. and
got
Return—Leave Little Diamond Island, ever and the three gritty girls
Mrs. E. A. Austin's.
« 20, 7.26, 8.16. 10.05.
11.60 a. m.. 1 35, out the wheelbarrow and trundled It
3.20. 4.16, 6.25, 6.46. 7.26, 8.56. alO.tt three and one half miles to the
The New Gloucester and Danville.
only
p. m.
held their first Casco
Return—Leave Great
Diamond Island store on the island where ice Is reg- Me., granges
4.16, 7.20. 8.10 10.00.
11.46 a. m.. 1.30. ularly sold.
Disdaining the offer of Bay picnic here Thursday. About two
3.16. 4.10. 624. 6.40,
7.20. 8.60. al0.20 the proprietor to deliver it In
the hundred were on hand and a beautip. m.
ful picnic dinner was disposed of by
lb
Return—Leave
Trefethen*
Landing morning the girls wheeled a 40
6 10. 7.16, 8 05, 9.66, 11.40 a. m.. 1.26, 3.10. cake back home. Seven miles
the hearty aDDetltes.
4.06. 6.16, 6.35. 7.16. 8.45. al0.26 p. m.
This feat is worthy of a
round trip.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Brown and
Return—Leave Evergreen Landing 4 05,
we
Kealth magazines
daughter, Alice Carey Brown, of West7.10. 8.00. 9 60, 11.35 a. m
1.20,
1.44, place in the
2.04. 3 60. 4.40, 6.60, 6.60. 7.16. 8.36 p. m. think; don't you?
field, Mann., who are at the Island
Return—Leave Ponce's Landing 6.66, *
M. Elizabeth Kenyon and her View cottage, were here two seasons
7.40. 7.60, 9.40, 11.26 a. m.. 1.10, 2 65. 3.64.
б.04 6 20. 7.04. 8.34. al4.16 p. m.
sister. Ml** Marie Ik Kenyon of New ago.
Mr. J. H. Gay of E. Bralntree, Mass,
SUNDAYS.
York, .who have spent two summers
for who Is at Island View, la an accomFor
Foreot
City
(Peaks here, are at the Summit House
Landing
lalaad)—7.00, 8.64, 9.40. 10 00, 11.00 a. m
plished tenor and gives some
August.
Im12.24 1.16. 2.16, 8.16. 4 26. *.34. 4.34. 7.34.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Miller of New- promptu recitals accompanied by his
9.84 r m
•
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Stain Your
Nothing
Island

makes

Shingles.

an

picturesque
as an attractive blending
of soft rich shingle tints.
The "Haymake" Shingle
Stains protect and prolong the
life of shingles is well as
Beautify. Get prices and
see samples today, you can afford
'

it.

"'h.'h!HAY'S soils"'
Painters

MIOD1.B ITBSBT,

Supplies.

wife, which are much enjoyed by the
guests.
Miss
Katherlne I. demons and
Miss I^aura Ball Clemons of Springfield. are sojourning at Hamilton
Villa.
Mr. James Raton and Miss Annie
C. Eaton of Burlington, Vt., arrived
at
Hamilton
Villa on the 20th to
spend the remainder of the s«*ason on

Chebeague.

Mrs. Edward
of
West
Atwater
Brooklyn, Is registered at the Island
View cottage for August %>th
her
daughter, Mlaa Ruth. She expects to
be Joined by Mr. Atwater latar. Miss
Ruth was here one season previously.

so

DSOM axd raiim.

Many pretty articles for souvenirs may be
found here, including the Lamson Prints,
Plaques,
Steins, Historic Plates and

The

This week seems to mark the
high
water mark of the season's
popularity
as each boat brings numbers of
gay
people who are bent on a few weeks

Among
Saturday's arrivals
number of New York's social
set. who are down to rest before another strenuous season.
Mr. R.
C.
Thorp the well known Wall street
man came down for a short
stay with
the other members of his family begoing to Mt. Desert where he will
spend a few weeks with some
well
known New York friends.
were a

A party of twelve guests of
the
Island View went to New Meadows.
Monday,
Bennett's
taking
Capt.
launch to Free port and cootiaolng by
electrics to the Inn at New ieadows.
where they took dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pryor of Melrose, are at the Island View cottage
for a sojourn. Mr. Pryor bss spent
several seasons on Chebeague
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Harrison of
Irrington. N. J.t who are at the Summit House for sn extended
stay, spent
a few days with some of
fiielr chilat
dren
Squirrel Island this *eek.
Am' ng this month's anat the
Hamilton Villa are a lalrgJrsarty of
East and North
W^ymotfMass.,
people Including: Mr. Her her*. B. Cur-

Miss Eleanor
Hastings' departure
Monday will be seriously felt as
her concerts were much enjoyed this
summer, and were a feature of the
musical set.
on

These
brought

last
few
beautiful
days
many people out in their
bathing costumes. The water being
as warm as has ever been known in
these parts.
It was also noticed that
many new and beautiful
suits
were
worn this year, which show to advanhow
tage
tastily people can be equipped for their "aqua" plunge.
Mr.
Claude
Oliphant's swimming
was particularly enjoyed from those
on the beach and his high
diving was
as daring and beautifully done as before. Mr. John Seward assisting him
in water sports which were side splitting and much enjoyed.
Many of the young ladies swim so
well now that they cross and recross
the cove, joining in water polo which
they have inaugurated this summer
and a new water game called
Warnback, after a famous Indian summer
swimmer of note.
Most always
a
boat
swimmers
accompanies the
should an accident befall any of them
they can be assisted to shore.
Mr. George Root dove a number ol
times lately for a few friends who are
studying diving from heights,
and
gave them many valuable points
in
turning and entering the water.
Mr. H. D. Thorp arrived Saturdayafter
giving many concerts which
were much enjoyed by peoplel of his
home town.

Long-

fellow

airing.

Souvenir
Plate.

fore

SUMMER COMFORT.
Orders

Island

SOUVENIRS.

Price 50 cts.

By mail

to any

place in U. S. 75 cts.

T. F. FOSS & SONS,
COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHERS.
CONGRESS AND PREBLE STREETS.

Serocd Snuon

Open Jaof 14,

THE HAMILTON.

Chebeague Island,

Maine.

This week a number or launch trips
to be made to some of the beautiful Islands near by. On a recent trip

are

lunch was prepared by the ladies and
trip made to the Basin a beautiful
secluded spot. After lunch the party
was
entertained
Mr.
H. D.
by
Thorp's imitations of Vesta Victoria
and Bonnie Maginn after
which
he
Kave his his screaming farce, "Oh.
say can you See." which nearly finished the merry party.
It can be truly
said it sparkles with wit and humor!
The ground at Bailey Island seems
to produce so many different and beau
a

i!#v Sewers this year that our world
be surprised to ettidy some of the
gardens which are cultivated
by some of

the cottagers. Perhaps
the most
beautiful of which is Mr. Addison C.
Burnham's. Last week a
beautiful
night blooming sirius came out and
some
invited guests looked on its
open petals with astonishment.
Mr.
Burnham's fad in owers is orchids.
A number of rare and valuable ones
which he possesses, blossomed Thursday morning.
Five of the most beautiful
girls
gave a pink tea Saturday in honor
of

The ncxrett hotel at Chebca«ue Island.
C<>Kip7;tcd In every detail of
appointment and appliance. Baths and ioilets on
every floor.
Large"
room
with polished wood floors, and
rugs. Everything absolutely new. All
chamber furniture of the best weathered oak
finish, iron beds. National
springs, hair and felt mattresses. Acetylene
gas lighting from an
isolated
gas plant. A two hundred foot veranda
facing the bay scenery. Only 500
feet from the best sand beach in this
vicinity, all on our own
private
grounds. Plenty of amusement. Excellent Table.
Rates on application.
H.
L.
Hamilton, Proprietor,
ern

Chebeague, Me.

McGarey and Phelan are summering
at Cape Cottage. Several
sailing parties and socials were arranged in their
honor.
They have promised to revisit Baileys next season.
one of them and had
many novel ways
Tennis enthusiasts are Bailey*s Isto entertain each other.
One of the
land crowded around the court of Mr.
new ideas was to see who could
emRoot
on Friday morning to witness the
broider the most beautiful
monogram contest for
in three
championship in singles
colors of silk
on lavender
John Seward of Orange. N. J., wrestbatiste.
ed the honor after an exciting contest.
The "Clarlta." Dr. Seward's
boat, The runner-up was C. J. Oliphant of
has gone to Bar Harbor on an exNew York.
tended cruise.
With
Dr.
Seward
Mr. Seward is regarded as one of
were Mr. De Hart and Mr.
Leeman. the best amateur
racquet-wlelders
Miss Seward saw them off.
the East
and has won the title
of
Mr. John Seward,
wife
and fam- Bailey Island Champion nearly
every
ily left Bailey's Sunday for Haskell's season he has been here.
The only
Island for a clam bake, which was a previous holders were
Ralph Root and
great success.
Mr. Seward said, "the C. J. Oliphant.
trip was charming, but the clams were
The champions in mixed doubles are
better."
A

Lewlston
Mr. and Mrs.
Mitchell, Mrs.

party,

Miss Wlnnlfred Root and C. J. Oliphant but the title has for several
years

Mis. L. M

6oorgo

Emery,

M.

Toilet Parlors,

•Ilk

Emory, Chiropodist.

Marcsi Waving
a Specialty.
Room 54. Y. M. C. A.
Building.
Take Elevator.
Both Phones.
covered that the water
registered 70
and bathing was never more

degrees

popular.
Parker Luckey's power boat took a
number of the younger social set of

on a 40 mile
Bailey's
trip Friday,
landings were made on Yarmouth
and Mallgo Islands and New
Meadow
River was thoroughly investigated.
Charles T. Root has purchased
Capt.

Johnson's old house

is

having

it

on

practically

the point and
rebuilt.
All

modern conveniences will be Installed
consisting of
D.
D.
and it is Mr. Root's intention to make
Coombs. Miss been uncontested.
Mary E. Jordan. Mlsn
Saturday evening the Cottagers* it the most comfortable summer home
Elizabeth Jordan. Miss Susie Jordan Association conducted a
private danc- on the entire bay.
and Miss Grace I*unt,
are occupying ing party in the hall.
William C. Hubbell, one of the leadthe new Hall cottage on Summer Hill
The launch "Tekltlsi" took a
picnic ing Ore insurance brokers of
New
during the month of August.
to
Yarmouth Inland Saturday York City is staying for several weeks
Mr. Coombs, known throughout New party
at Rupert Johnson's
morning.
those
Among
who
Mr.
Hubcottage.
particiEngland as a portrait and landscape
pated in the outing were: Mr.
and bell Is entertaining his many friends
painter. Is enjoying the many op- Mrs.
C. F. Root. Mrs. Mary Peck. Roy- on the island with a fund of Indian
portunities offered at Bailey Island al
and Oeorge Root.
They report reminiscences of the days when he
for an artist
havlncr
a
w—
* *—was
secretary of the Indian Commis.nn.
t,uwmn«, an an
accompiuiicfl
sion.
Mr. R. H. Woodman'a new
rontralto. hat been heard with pleasyacht,
"Wlnjoy." In moored In Mackerel Cot*
ure in many part* of tha
Teaching children to enter the wastate.
It la aald to he the awlfteat craft of ter with abandon seems
harder than
AmonK
the guests registered
at Ita claaa In theae watera
and
Mr. one would realize.
Sunday some of
Bonnyvlew the past week from Wor- Woodman la
to arrange ! the tiny tota were found to enter the
endeavoring
cester. Mass. are Mr*. James Miles.
racea with any yacht* or
*I.>op* that water with pleasure If they were left
Mlas Grace E. Mile*. Ml** Orare
I. hare won
reputation. The WlaJojr waa to their own resources and not forced
Dickln*on and Ml** Iconise Stockdale.
built thla aeaaon by the famoua
Ship- by their parents. Mothers should try
From Boston, Mass.. Mrs. Susan
L. wright Mooae of
Frlrnd*hlp and la ar- this and see how well It works.
Oreely and Mr. H. 8. Bradlee; From ranged for
crnlalng. It haa a commoCapt. John Stokes the noted swim
Newton. Mass.. Miss Ethel M. Piper dious
cabin alx feet high, containing mer swam
and from Webster, Maaa.. Ml**
off the core
freely lately
Agnes four hunka and la alao fitted with a and
P. Kingsbury.
showed some of the poorer swimwell arranged galley, locker and bath mers
some
strokes which were marBathers In Mackerel Core have re room*.
vels In propelling the human
form*
cently experienced a growing
disAllan Miller of Wa*hlngton. D. C.. about the water.
He told how th*
agreeable
experience.
It seem*
to Hailed a
to
plrnlc
Ragle
I*1and
dog
party
paddles about and then showed
hare become a practice for some
of
May how the amount of lost energy could
the cottager* to dump refu*e matter Friday In honor of the Miaaea
and Minnie Wiley of New York. Mr*. best be
reduced to a minimum. Some
Into the waters of the
core, and this Robert R.
Peary very kindly granted of his over, under hand strokes took
Irlft* on to the shore and
proves * them the freedom of the l*land
him
and
through the water as If Impelled
pe*t to the many who de*lre to take
prored a cordial hoatea*. They made by some other force. He uses
the
advantage of the bathing privilege*.
a thorough examination of the laland'a
It I* clearly evident that such flotracing aclssors stroke which all rood
were much Intereated In
attraction*,
swimmers
sam and jetaam come* from the sumrace with and It would be
aome of IJeutenant Peary'*
trophlea well to follow his advice. He now exmer aojournera a* It
mostly consists and brought back to Ralley's many
aotipects some good races, so
r>f such substance* aa the
practice
permanent ▼enlra of a happily apent day.
up boys as many spirited brushes will
residents do not make
use of.
Of
■oon come off and If you wish to come
i*landera
are regretMany
course It I* necessary to
Bailey
dl*po*e of
In near the finish It would be well to
this matter, but It *hould be thrown ful to learn that the Rer. Charle* H
Into the ocean *lde where the tide Ollphant of Methuen, Ma** who ha* do some practising.
been a cottager here for fifteen year*
ronld carry It away.
R. 8. Davis Co.. the Portland housewill not «pend hla *ummer at
Vacationists have been
Caaco furnlshers Is the place to buy If you
reminded
that If they continue the unsanitary Ray. He haa taken hla family
to want the best for your money.
We
nuisance they but endanger their own Jelferaon. N. H.. for the aeaaon.
are pleased to have
you call and InMrs. Clara I»nlae Bum ham la read- spect onr goods.
privileges. Constable Crafts has been
tpproached on the subject and promls- ing the proofa of her norel "The Open
mi to exert hla every Influence to
pre- Shutters" to a few of her moat
Intirent the pollution of Mackerel Cove.
mate friend*. Thla book will be
putv
Miss tida Merrlman Chenery
llahed
In
October
of
by Houghton. MifPortland, haa
during the past few flin A Co.. who predict that It will be
SUfttCftiai
moat popular Qf
lays been entertaining at the 8pr1ng one of the
now won
thefr
Christina*
hooka.
cottage her frlenda.
Misses
THK IRKZI.
Helen.
Marlon McOarey and Catherine
L.
A new record was established
st
Phelan. both of Lynn. Maaa., Mlssea | Mackerel Cots
Thursday. It waa dls-

